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Weather stations across the northern KwaZulu-Natal coastline recorded over 100 mm 
of rainfall over the 11112 February 2005, with Cape St. Lucia and Richards Bay 
measuring 111 mm and 96.8 mm, respectively. This heavy rainfall was associated 
with a mesoscale convective system (MCS) that initiated through small convective 
storms beginning early in the afternoon on 11 February 2005 and eventually decayed 
in the early morning hours on the 12th. The high-lying topography of the eastern 
escarpment and high diurnal surface heating possibly provided the trigger for the 
event. It was also identified that a combination of synoptic features in and around 
South Africa contributed to the evolution of the system. 
This particular MCS is investigated with a non-hydrostatic numerical model (MM5) 
to help determine which processes were important in its initiation and development, 
as well as what factors contributed to the associated heavy rainfall. The model is also 
used to conduct sensitivity tests to determine the role that local features, such as the 
regional topography and sea surface temperature, played in the evolution of the 
system. Through the various MM5 simulations, it was evident that the eastern 
escarpment played a key role in triggering the convective event, while it also had an 
influence on the low level winds that advected moisture into the region. A sea surface 
temperature sensitivity simulation highlighted the important role that the Agulhas 
Current plays in supplying moisture to fuel extreme precipitation events in South 
Africa. The significance of resolving large-scale features in the mid-latitudes in 










excluding these features from the simulation. Through these simulations it was 
identified that the development of the MCS and the heavy nocturnal precipitation was 
due to a combination of the continuous moisture supply into the region, a 
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Severe weather phenomena, such as flooding, lightning, tornadoes, hail, strong winds, 
not only often result in the loss of life, but also typically lead to damage to 
infrastructure and to crops resulting in detrimental impacts on the economy. That, 
combined with the fact that large portions of the South African population live in the 
rural areas (with limited access to medical services) or below the poverty line, results 
in them being more vulnerable to such severe weather phenomena than in many other 
parts of the world. Although there has been fair amount of research on forecasting 
flash floods and the associated flood producing systems over the last few decades 
(e.g. Maddox et al. 1979; Doswell et al. 1996; Smith et al. 2001), most ofthis research 
has been conducted on weather systems outside of Africa. Therefore, it is essential 
that continued global research is performed on the types of systems that may have a 
large negative impact on society. 
Another perspective is that these severe weather producing systems often provide 
much of the all important rainfall to a semi-arid country, such as South Africa. Thus, a 
greater understanding of these weather producing systems would be beneficial to all 
parties involved. Some of the standard requirements to observe these systems include 
a radar network with a large spatial coverage, regular radiosonde data, satellite 
imagery as well as a weather station network with a large spatial coverage. These 
instruments are also required to provide the observational data that can be used to 
validate numerical model output. However, this is one area were South Africa, along 
with most other African countries, lags behind. Despite the limited data available, 
more knowledge about severe weather producing systems is needed in order to 
provide a more reasonable forecast, which would benefit all sections of the 
population. The types of severe weather producing systems that occur in South Africa 
include cut-off lows (e.g. Singleton and Reason, 2006; 2007), a variety of 
thunderstorms, ranging from single cells storms through to the larger mesoscale 
convective systems (Laing and Fritsch, 1993b; Garstang and Tyson, 2000, Tyson and 











eastern parts, such as Dominia and Eline in 1984 and 2000, respectively (Dyson and 
van Heerden, 2001; Reason and Keibel, 2004). 
In this thesis, focus is placed on the large, organized, convective storm known as a 
mesoscale convective system (MCS). A case study of a mesoscale convective event 
that took place over northern KwaZulu-Natal in February 2005 is presented and 
analysed. Mesoscale convective systems occur in different regions of the world, 
including South Africa, and are known to produce a host of severe weather 
phenomena. Currently, most of the previous research has been conducted on MCSs 
that have been located outside of the Southern African region. Thus, an important 
aspect of the ongoing research is to examine MCSs over South Africa and how they 
may impact on society. Some insight may be provided by comparing the results of the 
literature on overseas events to South African case studies. A greater understanding of 
such systems is needed so that more accurate forecasts may be developed in future, as 
well as mitigating the disaster they potentially may cause. A better understanding of 
the processes that govern the development and life cycle of these systems is also vital. 
More details on these particular convective systems are provided in the following 
chapter. 
The objectives of this thesis are twofold, with the first relating to the development of 
the MCS and the associated heavy precipitation and the second being to obtain a 
better understanding of how some of the local features may have helped in the 
development of the system. The main section of this thesis involves the use of a 
numerical mesoscale model to simulate the particular MCS case study. This 
simulation will hopefully aid in determining which processes played a key role during 
the development and life cycle of the event as well as identifying the processes 
responsible for the heavy precipitation along the north coast. The selected model is 
the non-hydrostatic fifth generation mesoscale model (MM5; Dudhia, 1993) from the 
Pennsylvania State University - National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(PSU/NCAR). This mesoscale model has been applied to MCS cases in other regions 
of the world with some success (e.g. Tucker and Crook, 1999; Chen et aI., 2000; 
Romero et aI., 2000; Xu et aI., 2001; and many others). This type of research may 
provide some insight on how well equipped the MM5 model is at handling a 











where the local topography may play a key role in the formation and life cycle of 
these events. Sensitivity tests using the MM5 model are also performed to see how 
topography and sea surface temperatures within and surrounding the province of 
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) may have influenced the development of the system and its 
associated heavy rainfall. A further sensitivity test is also performed in order to 
identify the role in which synoptic features in the mid-latitudes may have influenced 
the evolution of the system. 
KZN is situated on the east coast of South Africa, which is located on the southern tip 
of the African continent. South Africa is bounded on the west by the cold Benguela 
Current, which is a region of strong ocean upwelling, while the east coast on the other 
hand is bounded by the warm Agulhas Current. The influence this warm current has 
on the surrounding coastal regions is a well researched topic, where evidence has been 
presented that it has an influence on the summer rainfall and severe weather events in 
the region (e.g. Jury et al. 1993; Crimp and Mason, 1999; Rouault et al. 2002) as well 
as regional circulation patterns (Reason, 2001). The South African coastal regions are 
separated from the elevated plateau (approximately 1-2 km above sea level) by a well-
defined escarpment that extends above 3km in certain places within the Drakensberg 
mountain range in KZN and the Lesotho Maluti Mountains. It is this escarpment that 
limits the low level moisture penetration to the interior of the country from the 
Southwest Indian Ocean. In addition to strong SST and orographic gradients, 
Southern Africa is also unique in terms of other influential gradients (Reason, 2006), 
such as the spatial distributions of soil moisture and vegetation type and cover, with 
the west coast very much drier than the east coast. 
Coastal South Africa could possibly be divided into three rainfall regions: the east 
coast, which is found to be predominantly a summer rainfall region, the west coast, a 
winter rainfall region and the south coast which may receive significant rainfall 
throughout the year. Most of the rainfall over the east coast and also the interior of the 
country is of convective origin (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). These authors 
suggest that the degree of convectivity over South Africa is determined not only by 
the diurnal heating cycle of the near surface air, but also by the prevailing dynamics 
of particular synoptic conditions and by mesoscale and local effects. They also noted 











mechanisms ranging from the synoptic scale down to the local scale. For the 1965-85 
period, Preston-Whyte et al. (1991) found that 4 synoptic types, namely the Tropical-
Temperate Trough, Westerly Wave, Ridging High and East Coast Low, accounted for 
81 percent of the rainfall over KwaZulu-Natal. A common synoptic situation 
promoting storm formation is a trough in the tropical easterlies, while frontal passages 
to the south are also known to frequently trigger storms (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 
2000). Garstang et al. (1987) found that the generation of convective storms over the 
escarpment of the northeast South African region was associated with westerly waves 
propagating across the southern tip of Africa, which then interact with the topography 
of the escarpment. Another interesting observation from the research done by Preston-
Whyte (1970) revealed that 64% of mean hourly rainfall in Durban occurred between 
19:00 and 06:00 (LST), with a maximum occurring at 21 :00. It was thought that local 
offshore mountain plain winds from the Drakensberg produced this late-evening 
rainfall peak. It appears that it is usually a case that synoptic and mesoscale forcing as 
well as the local heating cycle combine to produce severe weather in South Africa. 
This thesis is divided into the following chapters: Chapter 2 discusses MCSs and the 
environment they develop in, as well as what makes these systems unique. The data, 
methodology and numerical model setup that is used in this thesis is presented in 
chapter 3, while the case study is presented in chapter 4. This is followed by the 
presentation of results from the numerical simulation in chapter 5. The results of the 
sensitivity tests are presented and analyzed in chapter 6. The discussion of the results 












Introduction to Mesoscale Convective Systems 
2.1. Definition 
The term mesoscale convective system (MCS) is used to describe an ensemble of 
convective storms that satisfy certain spatial and temporal criteria. These particular 
systems are the largest of the convective storms, where mesoscale refers to the size of 
the weather system, convective refers to the type of storm, and system means simply 
that they are organized into one big system. Due to atmospheric dynamics varying 
greatly in space and time scales, Orlanski (1975) proposed a new way of dividing the 
three major scales (microscale, mesoscale and macroscale) more precisely temporally 
and spatially into three scales, respectfully denoted a, ~, y. Mesoscale convective 
systems are generally divided into two scales: 
1. Meso-a scale -length scales of250-2500 km and duration of~ 6 hrs 
2. Meso-~ scale -length scales of 25-250 km and duration of less than 6hrs 
However, within a given meso-a scale system, there may be meso-~ scale convective 
components (e.g. McAnelly and Cotton, 1986). MCSs are primarily a product of the 
amalgamation of smaller convective storms and are organized into a single cloud 
system. 
The term "mesoscale convective system" may lead to some confusion when 
classifying systems, due to the numerous types and criterion associated with the term. 
In general, these systems may be divided into two categories, which are linear 
systems and quasi-circular systems (see figure 2.1). The method of identifying the 
type of system is predominately done by satellite and radar images. Earlier definitions 
of MCSs usually categorized them as having a length exceeding 250km and persisting 
at least 3 hours (e.g. Bartels et al. 1984). However, due to the variety of MCSs, a very 
broad definition could be accepted that they are a long-lived (~3 hours) 
cumulonimbus cloud system that contains a nearby precipitation area of roughly 100 






























Mesoscale Convective Complex 
(MCC) 
Figure 2.1: Diagram of the different types ofMCS found in the tropics and mid-
latitudes (adapted from Maddox, 1980) 
Probably the most common of the MCSs is the squall line, which is found in both the 
tropics and mid-latitudes. The term "squall line" used to be applied to the cold front 
and associated with gust winds (Federal Meteorological Handbook, 2005 - hereafter 
referred to as FMB, 2005). Nowadays, the term is commonly applied to any linear 
convective storm system or any thunderstorm line. Some authors, such as Parker and 
Johnson (2004a, b, c) have even suggest that linear squall lines could be considered as 
a phase in the development of many MCSs. These linear systems are usually 
dominated by a line of convective cells in the front, followed by stratiform rainfall. 
Prefrontal squall lines are the largest and most violent squall lines that are found in 
the mid-latitudes (Cotton, 2000). The largest of the MCSs is the mesoscale convective 
complex (MCC), defined by Maddox (1980), and falls under the meso-u scale as a 
quasi-circular system. To put it into perspective, these systems can develop a cloud 
shield extent of up to 400 000km2 (Laing and Fritsch, 1997). The definition of a MCC 
is based on cloud top temperature, size, duration and eccentricity/shape (table 2.1; 
Maddox, 1980). It is the eccentricity criterion that usually separates this specific 











failed to show a quasi-circular appearance. Hence, another definition was required for 
these large more linear type systems, which were then given the name of persistent 
elongated convective systems (PECS; Anderson and Arritt, 1998). Another form of 
MCS is that of cloud clusters, which are systems containing convection that is 
organised in a rather random configuration (Cotton, 2000). 
MCC PECS 
S' ,. lZe A - 2: 100 000 km2 Same as MCC 
B - 2: 50 000 km2 
Cloud shield A -:s 32° C Same as MCC 
Temperature * B -:s 52° C 
Shape/Eccentricity ~ 0.7 at max. extent (i.e. 0.7 :s eccentricity 2: 0.2 
round or oval) (i.e. does ot have to be 
round, but must not be 
linear) 
Duration Size definition must be SameasMCC 
meet for a period ~ 6 
hours 
Terminate Size definitions A and B 
are no longer satisfied 
Table 2.1: Definitions of an MCC and PECS, based on the research by Maddox 
(1980) and Anderson and Arritt (1998). 
* There are two size categories (A and B) for the MCC, which refer to the two cloud 
shield temperatures (A and B). So in order to satisfy the definition it must have an 
outer cloud shield temperature of below -32°C and a size greater than 100 000km2, 
and an inner cloud shield of greater than 50 000km2 and colder than -52°C. 
2.2. Global Distribution 
MCSs are distributed throughout the tropics and mid-latitudes, over both land and 
ocean. A summary of the distribution of these systems can be found in the review by 
Houze (2004). This author discusses how the use of different satellite images enables 
researchers to see the global distribution of these systems through features such as 
lightning distribution, ice in clouds and regions of convective versus stratiform 
precipitation. Certain types of MCSs, such as MCCs, require additional features to 
satisfy the conditions favourable for formation. In a study of South American MCCs, 











deep convection (such as the Amazon River Basin) did not necessarily result in the 
formation of MCCs. This indicates that there are other factors which result in the 
convection being organized into a MCC. Through a global study ofMCCs, Laing and 
Fritsch (1997) noted that these have a strong tendency to occur in certain regions of 
the world, which include (see figure 2.2): 
o The gradient zones between outgoing long-wave radiation maxima and 
minima (especially along the periphery of significant OLR minima). 
o The lee (relative to prevailing mid-level flow) of elevated terrain 
MCSs have been documented in many regions of the world, including parts of North 
and South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa (Maddox, 1980; Velasco and 
Fritsch, 1987; Miller and Fritsch, 1991; Laing and Fritsch, 1993a, 1993b, 1997,2000; 
Anderson and Arritt, 2001; Garcia-Herrera et al. 2005 and others). However, most of 
this research on these weather systems has been conducted outside of Africa. The 
little research that has been done on African systems has mainly focused on systems 
in the Sahel Region (e.g. Laurent et al. 1998; Laing et al. 1999; Mathon et al. 2002). 
There has not been much research conducted on MCS in South Africa, but the little 
that has been done has found that the systems appear to follow the global trend (Laing 
and Fritsch 1993b, 1997). The systems over South Africa are predominately an austral 
summer (November-March) phenomenon and are perceived to be an important feature 
of the South African climate due to the substantial contribution they make to total 
annual rainfall (Garstang and Tyson, 2000). These authors suggest that the occurrence 
of MCSs over South Africa is a product of many interacting process, which operate 
on scales ranging from the synoptic scale to local conditions. The possible primary 
controls of cumulus convective development appear to be the atmospheric stability 
and availability of moisture in the lower levels and the divergence field (Tyson and 
Preston-Whyte, 2000; Garstang and Tyson, 2000). A common feature over 
subtropical Southern Africa is a large semi-permanent anticyclone, which is 
responsible for the temperature inversions and stable layers often found in the region 
(Cosijn and Tyson, 1996). This stability will inhibit convective cloud growth and 
therefore reduce the amount of rainfall in the region. Therefore, conditions for deep 
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Figure 2.2: The distrihution of MCC populations, elevated terrain and the prevailing 
mid-level Oow ( from L ,ing and Fritch. 1997). 
2.3. Life Cycle 
MC$O$Cak w ll \'cctivc systems, partil'ul:ul} MCCs. di splay a ... 1c~U" life cydc pattern . 
The slag..:s with in the life cycle arc identifi ed by ck tnges in the sh~tpC and size of the 
system. as we ll as the ch.:ll1g ing atmospheric w[uJi liullS (I\·\addo ..... 1980). The four 
mai n St:.1gcs arc Fir.j·' .\' (orm.\'. Iniliatioli. Maximum ex/em <.tnd Termina/ion fe.g. Laing 
and Fritsch 1997; J irnk c\ <11. 2003). The First srorm stage is tht: appearance o f the 
in itia l th understo rm s. initiation is the time when Ihe 5i:£(' definition is tirs! mel, 
IIIIIX;IIIII/ll extelll is the time when th ... cold cloud shiel d rc:\c hl:S ,I 1ll,IXimll rll size, ,tnd 
ler mfl1f1lioll occurs when the system no lon ger satisfies ils size definitioll . 
The systems also app.:ar to h:1\'C a similar onset l i lll C ~ for the differcn t lile cycle 
stages as seell bdow (e.g. Maddox. 1980; Vel asco llnd Fri1.~ch . 19R7: Millar llnd 
Fri tsch, 199 1: Laing and Frit sch 1993a. b: Laing .:lnd Fri\.~ch 19'J7: Anderson and 
Arri tt. 1998): 
I . First thwldcrstonllS develop ill the mid-to-lute afternoon 
2. Oy sunset. th ... ir indi vidual cold-dow..l shields have a tll l.l lgamttted into a 











3. In the early night time hours, the system obtains MCS size criteria 
4. Reaches maximum size after midnight 
5. Dissipates a few hours after sunrise 
The onset of certain stages within the life cycle occur~ at different times in some parts 
of the world. Laing and Fritsch (1993b) found that the first thunderstorms developed 
in mid-afternoon (approximately 12hOO UTC) in Africa. The season in which the 
systems are studied could also have an impact on the different onset times of the 
stages, an example of this is shown by Anderson and Arritt (1998) who found that a 
large percentage of MCCs in the U.S. during 1992 and 1993 initiated at different 
times during the summer and spring months. 
In terms of the duration of these convective systems, it has been found that there is a 
nearly linear relationship between the average convective system radius and its life 
cycle (Machado et al. 1998). This supports the findings of Laing and Fritsch (1997) 
who noted that MCCs with large cold cloud shields usually last longer than those with 
small shields. The general definition of MCS require them to have a duration longer 
that 3 hours, but the larger MCCs usually last around 10-13 hours from storm 
initiation to the time they shrink to below the minimum MCC size criteria (McAnelly 
and Cotton, 1989; Millar and Fritsch, 1991; Laing and Fritsch 1997; Jirak et al. 2003, 
Ashley et al. 2003). 
The characteristic of these systems to occur predominately during the night time is 
believed to be related to processes of radiation and latent heating (see Cotton, 2000). 
This author suggests that the radiation that is absorbed or emitted at the base or top of 
the cloud cover plays a role in this night time characteristic (figure 2.3). During the 
night, radiation emitted by the earth is absorbed at the base of the stratiform cloud 
cover, where a fraction of it is re-emitted towards the earth and another fraction is 
emitted upwards (this continues at each layer). Due to clouds being relatively good 
absorbers of infrared radiation, this process results in less of the re-emitted radiation 
reaching the inner clouds. At the top of the cloud cover there is a net loss of radiation 
due to the air above it not being able to absorb a lot of the emitted radiation and hence 
none is re-emitted downwards to the top of the cloud. The end result is that there is a 











layer being unstable, resulting in convective overturning. Obviously this pattern will 
differ in the day time hours, since shortwave radiation from the sun is absorbed in the 
cloud tops. Another feature resulting in an unstable cloud layer is latent heating 
(Cotton, 2000). Latent heating, which results from condensation on cloud droplets, 
freezing and vapour deposition growth of ice crystals, causes a warming of the mid-
levels and hence a rising motion. Below the mid-levels, there is a cooling due to 
melting precipitation particles. This cooling will ultimately have an affect on the 
mesoscale circulation within and around the system, which is discussed in the next 
section ofthis chapter. 
2.4. MCS development and the Environment: 
2.4.1 Initiation and development 
In a summary of the synoptic conditions that favour the development of mid-latitude 
MCCs, Maddox et al. (1986) found that these systems often occur in a region 
favouring upward vertical motion ahead of a middle-level shortwave trough, in an 
environment that is conditionally unstable. These authors also note that other features 
during the development of such systems includes low level warm advection, low 
levels winds that increase in speed and veer during the night, as well as the 
atmosphere becoming more moist with time. It could be argued that synoptic-scale 
processes are required to provide the right conditions for convection to take place, 
while mesoscale features/processes are required to focus these conditions into a 
specific region or to initiate convection (Doswell, 1987). Romero et al. (2000) suggest 
that synoptic and mesoscale conditions must remain favourable for the development 
of an MCS over a specific region and last for several hours. This situation is needed 
so that convection can be continuously generated in the specific region, which then 
allows the system to become long-lived and quasi-stationary. This claim is supported 
by Cotton (2000) who suggests that the genesis of MCSs usually requires sustained 
forcing from the large-scale environment in order to trigger formation. However, in 
the absence of strongly forced environments, mesoscale features become important 
for the development and evolution of the convective event (Stensrud and Fritsch, 
1993, 1994). Synoptic-scale conditions that may encourage the development of 











levels, high water vapour content and potential instability in the atmosphere (Maddox 
et al. 1979). A common forcing is low-level convergence of moist air, which could be 
a result of numerous mechanisms such as mountain slope circulations, convergence 
along large-scale frontal boundaries or convergence along the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (Cotton, 2000). Common initiation mechanisms for the more 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of infrared radiant energy absorbed and received at different 
levels in the atmosphere (From Cotton, 2000). Left panel illustrates a cloud-free 
atmosphere, while the right panel illustrates a stratiform-anvil cloud layer. Length of 
arrows is proportional to the amount of radiant energy per unit area. 
Once the initiation of convection has taken place, there appear to be two processes in 
the life cycle that are vital for this initial convective event to be formed into a MCS, 
as described by Cotton (2000). The first of these is the merger of anvil clouds of 
neighbouring storms, which results in a cold pool of air forming near the surface. This 
pool of air is known as the "cold pool" and forms due to cooling of the air by 
evaporation and melting of precipitation (Houze et al. 1989, Weisman 1993; Cotton 
2000). Weisman (1992) suggests that the generation of a deep cold pool is significant 
in sustaining a MCS. It is believed that both CAPE and the relative humidity of the 











(Rotunno et al. 1988). These authors also suggest that the low equivalent potential 
temperature (low-Se) air from the mid-levels also plays a role by enhancing 
evaporational cooling, which then strengthens the downdrafts as well as the cold pool. 
The downdraft and the cold pool then interact to form the mesohigh at the surface and 
to drive surface outflow, resulting in low-level convergence and the initiation of a 
gust front (Houze et al. 1989; Weisman, 1992). Weisman (1993) suggests that if the 
cold pool spreads in a windless environment it is likely to produce convergence and 
lifting along its leading edge which can then trigger new cells. 
2.4.2 General air flow 
The merger of the anvils is also seen as important due to the heating effects in the 
middle and upper atmosphere as a result of latent heating. This results in the 
formation of a tropospheric low pressure region which may then drive a mesoscale 
circulation (e.g. Houze et al. 1989; Cotton 2000). At the interface of the cold pool and 
the inflow of warm, moist air, a horizontal pressure gradient develops, which is 
directed outward from the meso-high. This results in low-level moist air being lifted 
into the system. The lifting of this low level air is also aided by the meso-low aloft 
(Houze et al. 1989; Cotton 2000). 
There appear to be two general conceptual models that are accepted for the more 
quasi-linear systems, with the one referring to the more symmetric MCS and the other 
an asymmetric MCS (Houze et al. 1989; Houze et al. 1990). The symmetry of these 
systems, in terms of the shape of the cloud and precipitation distribution, is related to . 
the cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices forming on the northern and southern ends (in 
the northern hemisphere), respectively. This is discussed in more detail in the next 
section of this chapter. The most recognized model of a mature linear MCS appears to 
be the one produced by Houze et al. (1989), which reveals the general overview of air 
flows, circulations, and features found in a mature linear MCS (figure 2.4). In this 
model, there are two major airflows, with the one being high equivalent potential 
temperature (high-Se) front-to-rear flow that is initiated at the gust front and enters the 
convective updraft while accelerating upwards and then rearwards. This flow is 
believed to result in the formation of the stratiform precipitation that forms behind the 











sh1ping T{'':l r·to-front flow. whkh is a lso ,,:ommonly referred to as the re;:;r-in llmv jet 
(RIJ). Unlike the fronHo-rear 110w, th is l1 0w conta in.<; 1""",·Oe .,ir and enters the rC<lr 
o f the ston" in the ll1 id lc\"(~ls below the trailing anvil cloud in the s tra tiform region 
and ad vances towards the convect ive line. Thi~ tlow then de~ccnd~ liS it reaches the 
convect'v" line a nd ctllnhi nes with preeipiwtroll downdran s. The descendi ng now is 
due to evaporative t:nnling of raindrops, melting of precipilation and the downward 
directed pressure j?mdictlt force in th e stra tifonn region (Colton, 2000; I lou:.'e 2(04). 
The rcar intlow docs nol develop until lhl! syslem bt:COIllCS lilled upsh-::ar ~lIld it 
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Figure 2.-1: lI ouze ct aI's ( 19R9) conceptual model 01'.3. ~CJlIa ll line with a trai ling 
~tra t iform area viewed in a vertical cros~-section, which is viewed paralle l tn its 
motion (see, insert) . 
Initially II was Ihought Ih:lt this inflow was driven hy thermodynamic procco;;ses only 
(e.~. Smul l ,Illd lIoul'.t.' , 19X7; L<lfore :md Yfonc ri eff, I<) X9), hut morc rcscnrch has 
shown that the cause for this air now may be as a result 01" dyn:lmic pro('csses. The 
s lTo:ngth o f this. \low appears 10 he linked 10 tile Ihermo<iynamil: ill!l-tabilily of Ihe 
env ironmcnt (Wdsman, 1992). Research by St'hmidt llnd Colton (1990) f(:ve<.lkd Ihal 
gravi ty waves resulting from heat ing in the conveclive line l,:(m lJ possihl) produt·c the 
rcar in Un\\'. Houze (2004) suggests that the rcaf iullo\\' is ma inly proJuced hy the 
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sink ing :lir below ii , Ill:')" also result in ai r Ilow frum Ihe rea r o f the system ·1 his 
author al so ~uggcs ts Ihal the -':OIl\eCliyc region also pla}s a role in Ihe rear-lo-flOnt 











rising in the updraft region, while strong downdrafts (form due to water loading, 
melting and evaporation of precipitation) occur just behind it. This stretching results 
in a low pressure region known as the wake low (between 2-4 km above ground 
level), which draws air in from the rear. The descending rear-to-front flow is also 
believed to playa role in the formation of a low pressure region at the surface due to 
adiabatic warming of the sinking air (Johnson and Hamilton, 1988). Other surface 
pressure patterns associated within the quasi-linear system include a low pressure 
immediately ahead of the line (pre-squall mesolow), while a high pressure region 
(mesohigh), caused by evaporation and melting of convective precipitation, forms just 
behind the convective line. Johnson and Hamilton (1988) summed up these pressure 
patterns in a schematic, which is found in figure 2.5. These pressure patterns are 
known to shift polewards, along with the stratiform precipitation region, in the 
Northern Hemisphere asymmetric systems (Loehrer and Johnson, 1995). 
2.4.3 Rotation, Rossby radius and longevity 
Something that makes MCSs unique is their ability to survive in a region where 
conditions are not always favourable. Due to their size and duration, as well as the 
area they draw air from, the Coriolis force is important (Cotton, 2000). As the system 
begins to get larger, low level air is drawn from further afield, which eventually will 
become large enough for the airstream being drawn in to respond to the Earth's 
rotation. At the same time, air being drawn into the mid-levels also begins to respond 
to the Earth's rotation. At this stage, the system now contains a slow cyclonic rotation 
as more air is drawn into the system. This cyclonic circulation is sometimes evident in 
the mid-level clouds after the main convection and stratiform rainfall has dissipated, 
and will be discussed later in this chapter, in the section titled "MCSs and MCVs". At 
the top of the system, the rising air reaches the stable tropopause and results in the air 
spreading outward horizontally. This part of the system receives little heating, which 
results in a meso-high forming at the top. The horizontally spreading air eventually 
spreads far enough for the rotation of the Earth to come into play, resulting in an anti-
cyclonic rotation. Due to the variation of the Corio lis force with latitude, systems in 












Cotton et al. (1989) pointed out from observations and modelling studies that deep 
convection becomes less intense as the system reaches maturity and the flow becomes 
increasingly geostrophically balanced and non-divergent. In general, large quasi-
circular mesoscale convective systems develop an organized region of high or low 
pressure, which is sustained for many hours, and hence the wind field adjusts to this 
pressure field and becomes influenced by the Earth's rotation so that the flow then 
approaches geostrophic balance. However, another apparent force has to be taken into 
consideration when flow occurs around curved isobars. This force is known as the 
centrifugal force and either acts in the same direction as Coriolis or the opposite 
direction along a curved plane (depends on the central pressure). When Coriolis, the 
pressure gradient force and the centrifugal force are in balance then the system is 
referred to being gradient balance. Cotton (2000) suggested that although the systems 
hardly ever reach true balance, it is the adjustment toward a balanced state, which 
separates MCSs from ordinary convective storms. This adjustment ultimately plays a 
role in the systems survival as it enters a zone where conditions are unfavourable to 
sustain it. 
As rotation of the system develops, it also develops inertial stability. This means that 
if the system moves into a region of increased static stability (i.e. more stable 
environment) it can continue to survive as an organized system, whereas a non-
rotating system will rapidly decay (Cotton, 2000). The scale at which a MCS develops 
enough rotation to be dominated by inertial stability is known as the "Rossby radius 
of deformation, (AR)". In other words, the Rossby radius of deformation could be 
described as the length scale at which the rotational effects become as important as 
buoyancy effects in the development of the flow about the MCS. This value varies 
with latitude and static stability, being larger at lower latitudes, so that tropical 
systems will have to be larger than their mid-latitude counterparts in order to be 
inertially stable. Also, if the MCS is larger than AR, it will have an influence on the 
gravity waves emitted in the convective cells (Cotton, 2000). Convective cells heat 
the atmosphere during precipitation, resulting in gravity waves that propagate 
horizontally and vertically out of the system. This propagation results in the heating 
and kinetic energy that is generated in the cells being distributed away from the 











energy being more efficiently converted into a nearly-balanced rotating circulation 
(Menard and Fritsch, 1989; Cotton et al. 1989; Cotton 2000). 
Research by Cotton et al. (1989) led to a more dynamically based definition of an 
MCC in which they related the horizontal scale of MCCs to the Rossby radius of 
deformation. They describe a mature MCC as: 
"A mature MCC represents an inertially stable mesoscale convective system which is 
nearly geostrophically balanced and whose horizontal scale is comparable to or 
greater than the Rossby radius of deformation" Cotton et al. (1989: pg 780). 
These authors also proposed that this dynamical definition distinguishes the MCC 
from the shorter lived, smaller mesoscale convective systems in the mid-latitudes and 
is a basis for comparing tropical mesoscale systems with mid-latitude MCCs. 
Laing and Fritsch (1993b) suggested that the close relationship between MCCs, 
tropical storms, tropical depressions and MCC produced mesoscale vortices support 
the definition proposed by Cotton et al. (1989); i.e., that a MCC is an attempt by the 
atmosphere to produce an inertially stable and geostrophically balanced system with a 
radius larger than the Rossby radius of deformation. Anderson and Arritt (1998) 
found that the correlation between size and duration of MCC events in their research 
and other studies, such as Laing and Fritsch (1997), agrees with this dynamical 
description, because they suggest that the likelihood that the spatial scale of the MCC 
exceeds the Rossby radius of deformation increases with the size of the MCC (all else 
being equal). 
In a global summary of MCCs, Laing and Fritsch (1997) document that most systems 
appear to obtain maximum size during the night. Houze (2004) suggests that this 
timing is probably a result of both dynamic and thermodynamic properties that limit 
the size of the system. The dynamic factor refers to the already mentioned Rossby 
radius, while the thermodynamic factor refers to the thermodynamic structure of the 
boundary layer. One possible factor that helps sustain the boundary layer during the 
night time hours is that of the low level jet (LLJ). LLJs are responsible for the inflow 











Maddox and Doswell III, 1982, Maddox, 1983; Miller and Fritsch, 1991; Smull and 
Augustine, 1993; Chen et al. 1998; Laing and Fritsch, 2000; Vera et al. 2005 and 
many others). The systems in the U.S. usually thrive on moist air masses brought in 
by the LLJ, which come from the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico, while the air 
mass that feeds the South American systems usually comes from the tropical 
rainforest regions of the Amazon and Parana River basins (Velasco and Fritsch, 1987; 
Vera et al. 2005). Miller and Fritsch (1991) noted that most of the MCC population 
centres in the Western Pacific Region occur downstream of a long fetch of low level 
flow over very warm water. The upper level jets (ULJ) are also prominent features in 
the formation of MCSs (e.g. Maddox, 1983; Cotton et al. 1989). The systems often 
form in certain exit zones of the ULJ or migrate latitudinally as the jet does during the 
different seasons (e.g. Velasco and Fritsch 1987; Miller and Fritsch 1991). 
The termination of the system usually occurs when it moves into an environment that 
is more stable and convectively less favourable (Maddox et al. 1986). The termination 
stage is usually identified as to when the system no longer meets the requirements of 
being classified as a MCS. Maddox (1983) noted that during this stage the LLJ no 
longer feeds moisture into the system and that cool air advection replaces the warm 
advection in the lower troposphere. These unfavourable conditions are usually as a 
result of the changing synoptic patterns. 
There are a variety of MCSs that all contain their own unique flow patterns, which 
cannot all be fully discussed in this study. The discussion presented here highlights 
the fact that there has been extensive research into these types of systems and for 
brevity, not all of it can be included. There are also many processes that are not fully 
understood and this also requires further attention. This section has dealt with some of 
the major features and characteristics that have been associated with MCS. 
2.5. MCSs and MCVs 
As mentioned previously, in the Northern Hemisphere the remnants of the cyclonic 
circulation in the mid-levels (2-6 km above ground level) is sometimes evident in 
visible satellite imagery after the main cloud system has dissipated. This remaining 











commonly known as a Mesoscale Convective Vortex (MCV). Nearly all of the MCVs 
that have been documented have occurred within the United States (e.g. Menard and 
Fritsch, 1989; Bartels and Maddox, 1991; Trier et al. 2000a; 2000b; and others). 
The diameters of these systems can range from tens to hundreds of kilometres and 
have temporal scales ranging from hours to days (e.g. Bartels and Maddox, 1991; 
Bartels et al. 1997; Weisman and Davis 1998). They have been found to generate 
within the stratiform precipitation region of the mesoscale system, during the mature 
and later stages of the life cycle (e.g. Leary and Rapport, 1987; Zhang and Fritsch, 
1988b; Menard and Fritsch, 1989). Probably the most distinguishing features of 
MCVs is that of their shape and spiral pattern which, from satellite images, suggests 
that cyclonic rotation is taking place. Bartels and Maddox (1991) noted that most 
MCVs in their case study originated from "MCC-like" systems, but only half 
originated in systems that actually satisfied all the MCC criteria. Another interesting 
observation made by these authors is that MCVs develop primarily in the same 
regions as MCCs and even show similar migration patterns as MCCs. 
However, MCVs are not only restricted to MCC type systems since research has 
revealed that vortices may develop at the ends of the quasi-linear systems (Weisman, 
1993; Skamarock et al. 1994). These vortices are commonly referred to as "book-end 
vortices". As mentioned previously, there are two general conceptual 2-D models for 
the quasi-linear MCS, which are symmetric and asymmetric MCS (figure 2.6; Houze 
et al. 1989; Houze et al. 1990). Within a symmetric MCS in the Northern Hemisphere, 
cyclonic and anticyclonic mid-level vortices of equal strength develop on the northern 
and southern ends of the convective system, respectively. The asymmetric MCS also 
has these cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, but the cyclonic vortex in this case is 
more dominant. This often led to the distortion of the trailing-stratiform precipitation 
region, where the stratiform region was biased toward the poleward (northern) end of 
the line in the Northern Hemisphere systems. The strengthening of the cyclonic vortex 
is usually as a result of Coriolis force (Weisman, 1993; Skamarock et al. 1994; 
Weisman and Davis, 1998). Davis and Wiseman (1994) suggest that the origin of 
such vortices could be attributed to the upward tilting of system-generated horizontal 
vorticity by the leading line convective updrafts. The main source for this horizontal 











pattern of the MCS initially being symmetric in structure and then becoming more 
asymmetric later in the life cycle is the most common life cycle scenario. 
It has also been documented that some MCV s are associated with subsequent 
convective activity where occasionally this subsequent convective activity is know to 
produce severe weather (Bartels and Maddox, 1991; Menard and Fritsch, 1989; Trier 
at al. 2000a). This subsequent convective activity is known to take place on the 
periphery of the MCV circulation, where it is short-lived, or closer to the MCV 
centre, where it is longer-lived (Trier et al. 2000a; 2000b). MCV s may also enhance 
the rear-inflow jets, which then may aid in strengthening the surface winds and result 
in more damage (Weisman and Davis, 1998). 
On the synoptic scale, Trier et al. (2000a) identified three basic types of surface 
environments associated with MCV cases. These included MCVs occurring along or 
to the north of an east-west orientated quasi-stationary front, in advance of slowly 
moving cold fronts and those that were not associated with any synoptic thermal 
boundaries. Just over half of their MCV cases were associated with the first type of 
surface pattern. In terms of features in the mid-troposphere, Bartels and Maddox 
(1991) noted that MCVs appear to be associated with a long-wave ridge. This ridging 
pattern in the large-scale environment has also been documented in other case studies 
(e.g. Bartels et al. 1997; Trier et al. 2000a). 
Bartels and Maddox (1991) suggest that key factors controlling whether an MCV is 
generated or not may be due to both the scale and duration of latent heating, and the 
character of the background synoptic or mesoscale settings, such as shear, vorticity 
and divergence, in which the convective system develops. These authors found that 
the MCVs in MCSs were favoured by weak flow, weak vertical shear, weak 
background relative vorticity, and strong gradients of humidity. Through the use of 
model simulations, Weisman and Davis (1998) were able to show that in the quasi-
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Figure 2.(, : Schematic produced by Houze ct a1. (1990) which depi cts lite sym metri c 
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flooding, because it is likely to determine the speed at which the MCC passes through 
an area (Trier and Parsons, 1993). During the mid-summer, many of the systems in 
the U.S. curve equatorward in the late stages of their life cycle (Velasco and Fritsch, 
1987). Systems in mid-latitude South America are found to track west to east in late 
spring, but show a more equatorward track during mid-summer (Velasco and Fritsch, 
1987). Looking at the large systems over southeastern Africa, Laing and Fritsch 
(1993b) found that the systems forming near the eastern escarpment tend to move east 
or northeastward towards the high equivalent potential temperature (high-Be) 
associated with warm waters (Agulhas Current) along the southeastern African coast 
(figure 2.7). Similar findings were found in the Western Pacific Region (WPR), where 
the systems tended to depart from the prevailing mid-level flow, which appeared to be 
towards the low-level high-Be air (Miller and Fritsch, 1991). Research by Parker and 
Johnson (2000) found that most of the systems they researched in the central United 
States were fed from the front. Systems tend to propagate to the right (left) of the 
prevailing mid-level flow in the Northern Hemisphere (Southern Hemisphere), which 
could be due to the low-level high-Be air which is always to the right (left) of these 
systems (Miller and Fritsch, 1991). However, it must be noted that some authors (e.g. 
Parker and Johnson, 2000; Pettit and Johnson, 2003) have found that some systems 
may be fed by an inflow of high-Be air from behind the system. 
The above mentioned large scale flow may be useful in helping determine the 
movement of the system, but a greater understanding of the factors aiding in its 
propagation is required. In a summary of the literature on MCSs by Houze (2004), 
this author attributes the propagation of the systems to a range of modes. The first 
mode being the role in which "cold pool dynamics" has on the propagation of the 
system. As mentioned previously, the cold pool is the area beneath the system and is 
formed due to cooling of the air by evaporation and melting of precipitation. Simply 
put, the cold pool then pushes outwards as a gravity current and results in lifting the 
conditionally unstable air at its border, generating new convection at its leading edge. 
However, Houze (2004) does not regard this process as being able to explain all the 
aspects of propagation. This could be demonstrated by convective cells sometimes 
forming way in front of the gust front. This formation, known as discrete 
propagation, is believed to be determined by the sum of two components of the flow. 
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2.7. MCS and Precipitation 
In convective storms, precipitation is usually classified into two types, stratiform or 
convective. The type of precipitation is mainly controlled by vertical air motions, 
static stability, horizontal kinematics and shear of the horizontal winds in the vertical 
(FMH, 2005). At any given time, the type of precipitation is usually determined by 
the dominant mechanism which is causing the vertical motion. Most MCSs contain 
both stratiform and convective precipitation, but one of them usually dominates at a 
given stage of the life cycle. Cotton (2000) suggests that within MCSs, 60% of the 
precipitation is from the convective region, while the other 40% occurs in the 
stratiform region. These systems also appear to have a distinct precipitation pattern, 
where the heaviest precipitation occurs within the first half of the storm's life cycle 
(Kane et al. 1987; Jirak et al. 2003). McAnelly and Cotton (1986) found that the 
maximum hourly rain rate occurs early in the intense growth rate, followed by a 
steady decrease, while the resultant rain volume reaches a maximum 1-2 hours prior 
to the maximum infrared area. The system is then transformed into a larger 
precipitating system of increasingly lighter and more stratiform anvil rainfall, which 
gradually decreases in size as it decays. 
Regions of convective cells are usually distributed in two ways, which mainly depend 
on the type of MCS. They are either embedded within a large area of developing 
stratiform (e.g. cloud clusters or MCC) or they could be restricted along the system's 
leading edge (e.g. squall line). These cells are related to the low level cold pool, 
convergence, both low level and deep layer wind flow and shear, and the underlying 
topography (FMH, 2005). To distinguish between areas of convective and stratiform 
precipitation, radar reflectivities less than 40 dBZ are classified as stratiform 
precipitation, while greater than 40 dBZ are regarded as convective precipitation areas 
(e.g. Geerts, 1998; Parker and Johnson, 2000; Jarik et al. 2003). The convective 
regions are made up of intense vertical cores of updrafts and downdrafts coinciding 
with heavy precipitation, whereas the stratiform region, which is larger, contains the 
lighter precipitation. The stratiform region is believed to be a product of the 
dissipation of older convective cells and partly by broader-sloping mesoscale ascent 











totals often occur when deep convective cells are organized in such a way that they 
move repeatedly over a given area (Doswell et al. 1996). 
The organizational modes of MCS are generally based upon this distribution of 
stratiform precipitation in relation to the convection region (Parker and Johnson, 
2000). Using satellite imagery and radar data, these authors classify the linear modes 
of MCS into three categories: trailing stratiform, leading stratiform and parallel 
stratiform MCSs. The organization of the MCS is believed to play a role in flash 
flooding, especially in cases where a trailing stratiform precipitation region occurs 
(Doswell et al. 1996). Looking at the structure of extreme rain producing MCSs, 
Schumacher and Johnson (2005) found that there was great variability in the radar-
indicated structures of these systems. Factors that appear to have an influence on the 
distribution of precipitation and determining stratiform region shapes include the flow 
during the formation of the system as well as the storm relative winds (Cotton, 2000; 
Parker and Johnson, 2000). Thus in terms of forecasting such events, the speed and 
direction of the environmental mid- and upper-level winds relative to the storm's 
motion need to be taken into consideration. The use of radar has allowed researches to 
investigate the internal structure of MCSs, in order to identify the distribution of 
convective cells with the stratiform precipitation (e.g. Bluestein and Jain, 1985; 
McAnelly and Cotton, 1989; Houze et al. 1990; Parker and Johnson 2000). 
It has also been suggested that in some regions, such as the United States, MCSs play 
an important role in the warm season precipitation (Fritsch et al. 1986; Kane et al. 
1987; Ashley et al. 2003). There has been fair amount of research placed on these 
systems with most of it focused on the forecasting of such phenomenon due to the 
potential damage they may cause through extreme weather phenomena, such as flash 
floods, hail, lightning and even tornadoes. Most flash-flooding events in the U.S. 
appear to be associated with MCSs (Doswell et al. 1996). This finding is supported by 
more recent research by Schumacher and Johnson (2005) who found that out of 116 
extreme rainfall events in the US, 65% were linked to MCSs. These systems are even 
more of a threat when a group or series of them develop. A group of Mesoscale 
Convective Weather Systems (MCWSs) is only defined as a "series" if the respective 
precipitation patterns of two or more MCWS coincide by more than 20% and if each 











(Fritsch et al. 1986). These authors claim that a series MCWSs are very likely to be 
the most prolific precipitation produces in the U.S., rivalling or even sometimes 
exceeding that of a hurricane. 
2.8. Research Questions and Motivation 
This chapter has made an attempt to identify some of the key features associated with 
MCSs and the environment in which they develop. It is apparent that there has not 
been much research based on the systems found in Southern Africa. The gap in the 
literature on MCSs in this region needs to be addressed and even the little work that 
has been done needs updating. The vast majority of the literature also appears to be 
based on systems found in the Northern Hemisphere. 
There still remains a lot of uncertainty in selecting the best methods for monitoring 
and forecasting MCSs. It is due to the size of these systems and the influence they 
have on the surrounding environment that a weather network with a large spatial 
coverage is required to monitor such events. The development of satellite technology 
since the late 1970' s has played an influential role in identify and monitoring these 
events. In terms of forecasting MCSs, most of the modem methods involve the use of 
numerical models, which still have their shortcomings. Some of the well known 
problems associated with numerical modelling will be discussed in more detail in 
chapter seven. This highlights the fact that more research using these types of models 
is required. 
For this thesis, a single case study of a mesoscale convective system that took place 
over the northern parts of KZN is presented and analyzed. The main aim of this thesis 
is to provide a better understanding of the evolution of the system as well as the 
associated severe precipitation. Through the use of a numerical mesoscale model, 
sensitivity tests are also conducted in order to identify the role local features played in 
the development and evolution of the system. 
Possible questions that this thesis aims to address include: 











• What factors resulted in the development of the system and the associated 
heavy precipitation? 
• What role did local features, such as topography and SSTs, play III the 
evolution ofthe system and the heavy precipitation production? 
• What is the sensitivity of the model to initial and boundary conditions? 
• What are the implications for forecasting such events in South Africa? 
It must be stressed that this thesis is not aimed at identifying and researching the 
entire South African MCS population, but investigates a single event. The end goal is 
to produce a better understanding of the evolution of this particular event and the 
associated heavy rainfall by using a numerical mesoscale model. This may provide 
some idea as to how successful the MM5 model may be in simulating and potentially 
forecasting such events in the near future, which will have an impact on mitigating the 












Data and Methodology 
3.1. Introduction 
This thesis may be broken into two sections, with the first covering the types of data 
used to provide the observations for this particular event and the second being the use 
of models to help in identifying processes important in the formation and 
development of the convective event. This chapter provides an introduction to the 
data that was used, as well as why and how it was applied to this research. An 
introduction of the models that are utilized is also provided, as well as the setup. 
3.2 Station Data 
This research incorporates station data obtained from the South African Weather 
Service (SAWS; \v\vw.weathersa.co.za). The stations where the data are taken from 
are located throughout the KwaZulu-Natal province, as well as two of the surrounding 
provinces (Free State and Mpumalanga). The type of data that is utilised for this 
research includes rainfall, wind speed and direction, temperature, pressure, relative 
humidity and radiosonde data. Most of this data is available at hourly intervals, but 
this is restricted to certain stations located through out the province. Upper air 
soundings for Durban were also obtained from the University of Wyoming 
(http://weatheLuwvo.edu/) sounding archive. 
This station data are then used in two ways, with the first being able to provide a 
better understanding of the environment in which the MCS developed and secondly to 
validate the model output. Due to station data not being obtainable from Mozambique, 
global daily merged precipitation data, supplied by the Global Precipitation 
Climatology Project (GPCP; Huffman et al. 2001), are used to see the full extent of 
the precipitation. This daily one degree precipitation data are created by the 











3.3 Radar and Satellite 
3.3.1 Radar 
Two main instruments have been used to study MCS, the first being satellites and the 
second being radar. Nowadays, these instruments are used simultaneously in order to 
gain a better understanding of the different weather systems. The original 
identification and definition of MCSs was (and still is) based on IR satellite images, 
such as the MCCs by Maddox (1980). Each method has there own benefits (see table 
3.1), which is why some studies have incorporated both satellite and radar (e.g. 
Bluestein and Jain, 1985; McAnelly and Cotton, 1986; Leary and Rapport, 1987; Jirak 
et al. 2003 and many others). 
Satellite Radar 
Cloud-top temperatures Type of precipitation (e.g. 
stratiform, convective, etc) 
Size Meso-~-scale convective features 
Shape (eccentricity) Interaction of convective clusters 
Duration Arrangement of convective cells 
Movement Movement 
Table 3.1: A summary of what the satellite and radar instruments can be used for. 
Jirak et a1. 2003, suggest that satellites are good identifying the different MCSs, but 
they do not provide much information on the underlying convection and internal 
precipitation, which is why radar should also be used for a more detailed study. 
Considering that it is possibly due to the meso-~-scale convective features which 
determine some of the characteristics of the MCS systems (size, duration, 
precipitation; McAnelly and Cotton, 1986; Houze, 2004), it can be understood why 
the knowledge of the internal structure of an MCS is important, and hence the use of 
radar is needed. 
Radar can also be used to help determine the two different precipitation types during 
the life cycle of the MCS, as well as the location of the convective cells in relation to 
the stratiform precipitation. As discussed in the previous chapter, it is this distribution 











different linear types of MeSs (e.g. Parker and Johnson, 2000). Though the use of 
both satellite images and radar, Leary and Rapport (1987) showed that the locations of 
intense cells corresponded to the highest (coldest) cloud tops in the satellite imagery. 
The radar images used in this research, which are produced using TIT AN, are 
supplied by the SA WS. The Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis and 
Nowcasting (TITAN) project, which began in 1982, was initially used to objectively 
identify and analyze thunderstorms with the focus being on evaluating cloud-seeding 
activities aimed at rain enhancement in South Africa (Dixon, 2005). This program has 
expanded over the years and now supports a range of activities and no longer just the 
storm-specific applications. For information regarding the TIT AN project the reader 
is directed towards the TIT AN website (vvv.w.titan.com). 
3.3.2 Satellite 
For this case study, images supplied from EUMETSAT (vvww.eumetsat.int) are used 
to study this event. Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) is the new generation of 
European geostationary meteorological satellites, which provides continuous 
observation of the earth's full disk. It is equipped with the Spinning Enhanced Visible 
and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) imaging radiometer (see Schmetz et al. 2002). This 
instrument is a 12-channel imager used for observing the earth-atmosphere system. 
Eleven of the channels observe the earth's full disk and the other channel, the high 
resolution visible (HRV) channel, only covers half of the full disk in the east-west 
direction and a full disk in the north-south direction. These 12 channels cover a large 
spectral range, from visible to infrared, and are known as either 'warm' or 'solar' 
channels (VISO.6, VISO.8, NIR1.6, HRV) or 'cold' channels (IR3.9, IR6.2, IR7.3, 
IR8.7, IR9.7, IRlO.8, IRI2.0, IR13.4). Eleven of the channels have a sampling 
distance of three kilometres at nadir and are able to scan the full disk of the earth 
(3,712 x 3,712 pixels), while the HRV channel produces images with one kilometre 
sampling at nadir. Due to the satellite being geostationary it can perform frequent 
imaging over the same area, which will allow detection of changes in the atmosphere. 












The raw data which is produced by the SEVIRI instrument is then pre-processed at 
EUMETSAT headquarters in Darmstadt (Germany), where it is then transformed into 
image data which is ready to be used, with calibration and geo-Iocation information 
appended. Some other meteorological data, such as wind, cloud analysis, atmospheric 
humidity and atmospheric instability, is also computed at EUMETSAT and is then 
made available to users within 15 minutes after image reception. Level 1.5 image data 
is the result of the processing of the satellite raw data (Level 1.0 data) and is probably 
one of the main products of the MSG system. The name 'Level 1.5' refers to image 
data that has been corrected for all unwanted radiometric and geometric effects, has 
been geolocated using a standardised projection, and has been calibrated and radiance 
linearised (Fowler, 2006). This data is then placed into an appropriate computer 
prograrn/s to extract or compute the required images. 
F or a more detailed description of how MSG works and what other data products 
available it is suggested that the reader visits the EUMETSA T website 
(Vv'Ww.eumetsat.int), as well as an article by Schmetz et al. (2002) and documentation 
by Fowler, 2006. 
3.4 Re-analysis and Analysis Data 
Atmospheric circulation patterns during the event are examined using two different 
datasets. Both these datasets have been used before to analyze atmospheric circulation 
patterns during heavy rainfall events over Southern Africa (e.g. Rouault et al. 2002; 
Singleton and Reason, 2006, 2007). 
3.4.1. NCEP re-analysis data 
The first is the NCEP-NCAR re-analysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996), which are 
available at a 2.50 horizontal resolution. This global data, which contains a temporal 
resolution of six hours is available at all standard pressure levels from 1000 to 10 hPa. 
It should be noted that there has been concern for possible errors found in the NCEP 
data in the Southern Hemisphere prior to 1979, which could be due to the lack of 
observations to validate the data (Kalnay et al. 1996; Tennant, 2004). The Southern 











difficult. However, the introduction of satellites in the late 1970's resulted in another 
source of data that could be utilized in the data assimilation and provide a more 
accurate representation of the atmosphere conditions. 
3.4.2. The MRF Model 
The second dataset utilized is that of the National Center for Environmental 
Prediction (NCEP) Medium Range Forecast (MRF) model, which has a horizontal 
resolution of 10 (Kanamitsu 1989; KaInay et aI. 1990; Kanamitsu et aI. 1991). To 
initialise this global forecast model, data from the global observation network is used. 
The MRF model also has a temporal resolution of six hours and the data are available 
at all standard pressure levels through the atmosphere. This model was also used to 
provide data for the initial conditions for the mesoscale model. This is because of the 
higher spatial resolution of the data compared to the NCEP data. 
3.5. The MM5 Model and Simulation setup 
3.5.1. Model Configuration 
The model used in this thesis is version 3 of the nonhydrostatic fifth generation 
mesoscale model (MMS; Dudhia 1993; Grell et aI. 1994) from the Pennsylvania State 
University - National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR). This model 
has been used to research MCS in nearly all parts of the world, ranging from the U.S., 
Africa, Europe to parts of Asia (e.g. Tucker and Crook, 1999; Chen et al. 2000; 
Romero et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2001; and many others). However, this particular model 
has not extensively been applied to extreme weather events in the Southern 
Hemisphere. 
The MMS model employs a terrain following a-coordinate system (i.e. lower levels 
follow the terrain, while the upper surface is flat), where ap is defined by: 
Where Po is a reference pressure that depends only on the height above sea level, Pt is 











case a total of 23 a-levels are utilized, starting from the surface up to 100 hPa. Most 
model setups usually have the vertical grid spacing stretched so that there is a finer 
resolution within the PBL. The lowest level in the model is represented with a value 
of a =1, while the top of the model is defined as a = O. Pielke (2002) suggests that the 
idea of defining a coordinate surface coincident with the bottom topography allows 
for a more efficient use in computer resources, as well as simplifying the application 
of lower boundary conditions. 
3.5.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions 
When modelling these systems, it must be kept in mind that there may be more than 
one convective forcing mechanism, which all operate on different spatial scales, such 
as a front compared to variations in local topography. Therefore the resolution in the 
model must be able to capture the large scale features, the smaller scale forcing 
mechanisms as well as the processes within the convective event. This is why nesting 
is so valuable in modelling because one can use the coarse grid to capture the synoptic 
scale features, such as fronts and troughs, while nesting allows for the explicit 
representation of the convective processes. For this particular simulation (hereafter 
referred to as the control simulation) two domains were incorporated with two way 
nesting. The nesting ratio utilized is the standard 3: 1 for two-way interaction in the 
MM5 model. The coarse domain, with a 18km resolution, contains 271 x 370 grid 
points centred at 20oS, 300 E (figure 3.1). The fine domain, with a horizontal 
resolution of 6km, consists of 112 x 148 grid points. The input used for the nest 
comes via its boundaries with coarse domain, while input from the nest to the coarse 
mesh comes from the nest interior. 
Topography was taken from the U.S. geological Survey (USGS) 5-minute resolution 
dataset for the coarse domain (figure 3.2), while the fme domain used the 2-minute 
resolution USGS data. These data are available to download along with the rest of the 
MM5 programs. To highlight the differences between the topography between the two 
domains used in the control simulation, an east-west vertical cross-section along 29°S 
is produced. It can be seen in figure 3.3 that there are slight differences in the 
representation of the topography between the two domains, most noticeably at the 











horizontal grid points along the x-axis used to create each graph, whereby the domain 
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Figure 3.1: The two domains used for model simulations of the event. 
The model has the option of three sets of source land-use/vegetation categorizations, 
where each grid cell of the model is assigned the chosen category, and this then 
determines surface properties such as albedo, roughness length, longwave emissivity, 
heat capacity and moisture availability. For the control simulation the 10 min 
(~19km) resolution global vegetation dataset is used. 
To construct the initial and boundary conditions for the model, lOx 1 ° resolution data 
from the MRF model was horizontally interpolated onto the MM5 grid and then 
vertically integrated to the model a-levels. The sea surface temperature (SST) used is 
taken from the weekly average version 2 of the NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST 
(OISST; Reynolds et al. 2002), which has a resolution of lOx 1 ° and is made available 
from the Climate Diagnostic Center (CDC). These boundary conditions from the 
MRF model were imposed every six hours for the outer grid, while for the nested 
grid, boundary conditions were applied from the mother grid at each time step with 
two-way nesting applied to ensure that output from the higher resolution grids are fed 



















Fi~III't' ,"\ .2: Ihe Inpographic scHing (:,tarting at I{JO(jm Jt an inh:rvaJ Of :?OOlll) of 
Southern Africa. Image o-.!atnl u:-; ing (he U.S. geological Survl!Y (US(jS~ )·minute 
rcsolution d,tlasct . 
3.5.3. The physics options 
As pr~vious ly discussed. there has hct!n so much aHem/1m givcn to the di lTcrent 
paralth.:tcrizatiol1s of sub-gridscale processes that are incorporated within the model 
simulations and forecasts. Presently. there is still a IhiT amount of ,khatc and 
uncertainty su rroundi ng it. where the main foeus is based on which parameterization 
works beu..:r than oth..:rs. IIowever, saying this. it doe:-; appear that some 
paramctcri7..ation options do produce superior results when comparcd to the others. but 
selecti ng the hest is vt.!ry subjective. lI lt imatdy. it should jusl he taken into 
consideration thaI the pammetcrizations used will not be ahle to reprl!scnt all tht.! 
complex atmospheric processes. of which some of the laws gtwcming these pnll.~esscs 
arc still flot full y ufld..:rstonJ. Thus. result .. may dim:r shghl ly when u~ing the 
different physics options and the process of trial and error is plobabl y the ocs l way to 
obtain the b..:st rcsulls . 
TlllTe art many options avai lable in MMS tor the physical p:l.rameteri ....... lI ions. For {his 











MRF scheme (Hong and pan, 1996). The surface temperature and moisture over land 
were calculated using the five-layer soil model (Dudhia, 1996). Cloud cover is taken 
into account when calculating surface fluxes, as well as atmospheric temperature 
tendencies caused by longwave and shortwave radiation components. 
MM5, like most models, uses a hybrid precipitation approach, whereby it uses both an 
explicit moisture scheme and a cumulus parameterization scheme. The explicit 
scheme is used to simulate resolved-scale precipitation, while the cumulus 
parameterization is used for the sub-grid precipitation. For this thesis, an explicit 
precipitation scheme is used on the 6 km grid, while the Grell cumulus scheme (Grell 
et al. 1994) is used on the coarse domain for the control run. This was done to prevent 
conflict between explicitly resolved convection and the parameterisation scheme in 
the nested domain. The Resiner explicit microphysics parameterization (Reisner et al. 
1998) is used to represent the resolvable-scale cloud and precipitation processes. In 
this scheme, five prognostic equations are used for water vapor, cloud water, 
rainwater, cloud ice, and snow for the resolvable-scale motion. It includes the effects 
of evaporation, condensation, hydrostatic water loading, melting, freezing, deposition, 
sublimation and supercooled liquid water. 
3.5.4. Backward Trajectories 
In order to obtain a better idea of the moisture transport into the region during the 
storm initiation and life cycle, backward trajectories are computed. These trajectories 
were calculated by using the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory 
model (HYSPLIT4), which was developed by the Atmosphere Resources Laboratory 
(ARL) at NOAA (Draxler and Taylor, 1982). To compute the trajectories, gridded 
fields of meteorological variables are required at regular temporal intervals, and in 
this case the model uses the MM5 simulated meteorological fields as input. For a 
complete description of all the equations and model calculation methods for 










































Figure 3.3: Vertical cross-sections (from line in figure 3.2) showing the differences in 
terrain between the two domains, with the top being domain one and the bottom being 
domain two. 
3.5.5. MM5 Sensitivity Tests 
In order to determine the role in which certain features, such as topography or SST, 
played in the development and life cycle had of the event, a sensitivity study is 
preformed. The setup of each experimental run was exactly the same as discussed 
above, but certain changes were made to each individual run. For this thesis it appears 











escarpment and synoptic features in the mid-latitudes, played a role in the evolution of 
the system. 
3.5.5.1. Sea Surface Temperatures 
Previous research has shown that surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat from the 
Agulhas Current may playa crucial role in the development of heavy rainfall systems 
in South Africa (e.g. Rouault et al. 2002; Singleton and Reason 2006, 2007). It has 
been shown that these surface fluxes appear to be underestimated in certain reanalysis 
datasets (Rouault et al. 2003). Rouault et al. (2000) noted that the core of the Agulhas 
Current was likely to transfer 5 times as much water vapour to the atmosphere as the 
surrounding water. This suggests that the initial conditions placed in a mesoscale 
model need to resolve the core of the Agulhas Current and the strong SST gradients in 
order to provide a more realistic representation of the surface fluxes. 
The SST data used in the control run contained a horizontal resolution of 1°, which 
may be too low to resolve the core of the Agulhas Current as well as the steep SST 
gradients. Thus, higher resolution SST data are required so that these key features 
may be resolved. In this case, the higher resolution 18 km weekly interpolated multi-
channel SST (MCSST) dataset, which is produced by the National Oceanography 
Office (NA VOCEANO; http://poeLjpl.nasa.gov/), was used. Due to its weekly 
temporal resolution, the data was kept constant throughout the simulation. This data is 
taken from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (A VHRR) sensor aboard 
the NOAA-14 and NOAA-16 polar orbiting satellites (Stowe et al. 1991). The 
A VHRR sensor has five channels that operate in the visible to thermal infrared 
portion of the spectrum, whereby two of the channels collects visible wavelength data 
and the other three gather information in the infrared wavelengths. It has been in 
operation since 1981, but for the MCSST data it is only available from 2001 till 
present. SST anomalies are also created using this data by comparing it to the 
Reynolds optimally interpolated SST climatology data (Reynolds and Smith, 1994; 












To highlight the role of topography in the initiation and life cycle of the event, a run is 
performed whereby the topography is reduced by 75%. As shown in figure 3.2, the 
eastern parts of South Africa contain regions of high topography, where it extends up 
to 3000m in certain places. Mountains may aid in producing heavy rainfall through 
orographic uplift of potentially unstable air or they may assist in developing long-
lived, stationary low-level convergence zones that provide a source for new 
convection to develop (Spencer and Stensrud, 1998). Therefore, topography may have 
a large influence on the simulation of a mesoscale convective event. 
Katzfey (1995) used a hydrostatic mesoscale model to simulate three extreme 
precipitation events that occurred over the South Island of New Zealand and found 
that orography had a strong influence on the amount of precipitation. This author 
found that the simulated precipitation was improved when the orography was more 
realistic and the horizontal resolution increased. Tucker and Crook (1999) used the 
MM5 numerical model to examine a MCS, with the main focus being that of the 
initiation process and associated influences as well as the dependence on model 
resolution. Two different model runs were compared, one at 3 km resolution and the 
other at 6.67 km resolution. The biggest difference between the two runs was that the 
higher resolution topography had higher surface elevations. Although the lower 
resolution model was able to simulate the initiation of the MCS because it was able to 
produce the mountain convection from which it evolved, it had difficulty simulating 
the eastward propagation of the convective line. However, other areas of mountain 
convection were not well represented by the lower resolution model, indicating that a 
higher resolution model was needed to represent all the mountain convective activity. 
The western Mediterranean is another region where numerical simulations have been 
used to identify the influence of topography on flash floods events attributed to MCSs 
(Romero et al. 1998 and Romero et al. 2000). The role of topography has also been 
identified as playing an important role in extreme precipitation events in other parts of 
the world (e.g. Buzzi and Foschini, 2000; Chen et al. 2005). Topography is also 
known to have an influence on features associated with MCSs, such as the LLJ (e.g. 











systems to the topography is directly associated with the thermal and wind 
distribution caused by the topography. 
The role that topography plays in extreme precipitating events in South Africa has 
been identified in numerous studies. Laing and Fritsch, (l993b) found that the eastern 
escarpment plays an important role in the development of MCCs in the region, which 
is common initiating mechanism for these types of systems around the world (Laing 
and Fritsch, 1997). The local coastal topography is also known to playa major role in 
promoting the ascent of moist air as well as blocking the propagation of systems, such 
as cut-off lows (e.g. Singleton and Reason, 2007). Thus, a sensitivity test is performed 
to identify the role the eastern escarpment played in this particular convective event as 












Figure 3.4: The position of the two domains used in the mid-latitude sensitivity test. 
3.5.5.3. Mid-latitudes 
Large-scale mid-latitude weather systems, such as extratropical cyclones and 
associated fronts, anticyclones and waves, found propagating eastwards south of 
South Africa are known to have an influence on weather patterns within the country 
(Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). Other westerly disturbances, such as cut-off lows 











2007). Thus, a further simulation was conducted whereby the 18 kIn domain was 
positioned further equatorward compared to that of the control simulation, such that 
the southern location of the domain was situated at 37°S (see figure 3.4), with all else 
being equal. This was done to highlight the importance of these synoptic features 
found in the mid-latitudes and also to possibly identify what influence they may have 












The Case Study 
4.1. The Event 
The selected case study for this research involves a mid-latitude mesoscale convective 
system that initiated over the high topography of the Drakensberg Mountain range 
along the eastern escarpment in the early afternoon on the 11 February 2005. This 
particular system is of interest due to the large amounts of rainfall it produced, 
particularly along the north coast of KwaZulu-Natal (KZN; figure 4.1). Some rain 
gauges along the northern coastline recorded over 100mm during the night/morning 
of the 11112th, with the maximum being 119mm recorded at Uloa Agricultural Office. 
Swaziland, bordering the South African provinces of KZN and Mpumalanga, also 
received heavy rainfall during the event, since a few stations recorded over 50mm, 
with the maximum being 101mm at Mananga station. 
Most of the rainfall that fell along the northern coast occurred during the night time 
hours, which is illustrated by figure 4.2. It must be taken into consideration that 
rainfall data was not obtained for Mozambique, which may have resulted in a 
different rainfall distribution had this data been available. Rainfall images, supplied 
by GPCP, show the full areal extent of the precipitation produced by the system 
(figure 4.3). However, this rainfall dataset is provided at a 10 horizontal resolution, 
which may result in the full intensity of the precipitation not being captured at a 
particular location. 
It is apparent that this single event had a large influence on the February rainfall for 
the region, leading to some regions having above average rainfall for the month 
(figure 4.4). Using monthly rainfall data over the last 25 years, one calculates that 
average February rainfall at Cape St Lucia and Richards Bay is 156.9 and 157.7 mm, 
respectively (figure 4.5a). During the event (11112th February 2005), these two 
stations recorded 111.0 and 99.6 mm, respectively. This data shows the impact that 











rainfall at both stations. Not only did this event have an impact on the February 
rainfall, but also on that for the core summer rainy season (December-February; 
figure 4.5b). Research in an Australian case has shown that if a region experiences 
anomalously wet conditions during a season, then the. resulting excess moisture may 
aid in the development of a MCS (e.g. Perrin and Reason, 2000). However, for the 
current case it appears that the northern parts of KZN experienced below average 
rainfall for January, the month before the event (figure 4.3), which further shows the 
impact this event had on the DJF rainfall period. 
4.2. The Synoptic and Local Settings 
4.2.1. Synoptic Settings 
The synoptic charts (figure A4.1 in appendix) and MRF model output (figures 4.6, 4.7 
and 4.8) reveal that during the event, a ridge of high pressure south of the country, a 
frontal system south-east of the country and a surface trough over the interior of the 
country were prominent synoptic features. At the 500 hPa level, a weak westerly 
wave passed over the southern parts of the country during 11 February (figure 4.7). 
These synoptic conditions are likely to have interacted to provide favourable 
conditions for the development of convective precipitating systems along the east 
coast. 
On 10 February, a weak cold front system was located to the south of the country, 
with an anticyclone approaching from the west, and a trough was present over interior 
South Africa (figure A4.1a). Another anticyclone system was situated in the 
Southwest Indian Ocean, with another low pressure sitting between the country and 
this anticyclone. These synoptic conditions resulted in easterly and northeasterly 
winds at the surface along the KZN coastline. At the mid-levels, a weak westerly 
wave was situated to the southwest of the country. 
By the 11th, the anticyclonic system from the South Atlantic began to ridge south of 
the country, while the weak cold front had propagated towards the east (figure A4.1 b). 
A ridging anticyclone, which is a common occurrence during the summer rainfall 











known to produce widespread rainfall over the eastern parts of Southern Africa 
(Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). These authors suggest that the widespread rainfall 
is usually as a result of a combination of events, such as weakening inland pressure 
gradients, the changing curvature of the flow, mesoscale orographic forcing and upper 
level divergence in the westerly wave. 
This ridging high pressure south of the country was also associated with moderate 
onshore winds from the southwest Indian Ocean onto the east coast (figure 4.9). The 
Southwest Indian Ocean has also been known to fuel heavy rainfall events along the 
Eastern Cape (Crimp and Masson, 1999; Rouault et al. 2002). These low level winds 
supply moisture into the region due to them moving across the warm SST of the 
Agulhas Current (figure 4.10). Moisture flux images reveal that a large quantity of 
moisture was advected into the storm region at the 1000hPa level during the event 
(figure 4.11). These NCEP moisture flux values, which are calculated from specific 
humidity and wind data, indicate that the largest amount of moisture was advected 
into the region during the night of 11112 February (between 140 and 180 g kg- l ms- l 
between 18hOO and OOhOO UTC 11 February; figure 4.11) and this may have resulted 
in the increase of rainfall at this time. 
Moisture convergence at the lower levels was also a persistent feature during the life 
cycle of the event. It should be noted that for the purpose of this thesis, areas 
containing convergence are represented with positive values in the horizontal plots, 
while areas of divergence are represented with negative values, unless stated 
otherwise. The moisture convergence figures (figure 4.12) indicate that at 12hOO UTC 
February 11, there was considerable moisture convergence along the eastern 
escarpment, which then spread westwards and northwards during the afternoon. By 
OOhOO UTC, the most intense moisture convergence was located along the northern 
parts of KZN as well as the interior. The maximum values along the northern KZN 
region are consistent with an increase of rainfall in this region. During the late 
morning of the 12th, moisture divergence was then prominent over southern KZN. 
A surface interior trough, in the easterly flow over inland South Africa, is also a 
favourable mechanism for the development of convective rainfall. This semi-











divergence to the east of the surface trough, leading to rainfall over eastern South 
Africa (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). Plots of upper level divergence (figure 
4.13) reveal that large sections of northern KZN and northeastern South Africa were 
dominated by divergence during the 11th and morning of the 12th. At 12hOO UTC on 
the 11th (not shown), there did not appear to be any strong divergence in the region 
where the storm initiated and by 18hOO UTC a large portion of KZN was dominated 
by convergence, which is during the development of the convective event. During the 
period when most rainfall occurred, upper level divergence was dominant. 
Previous research has suggested that frontal systems to the south east of the country 
may also influence the development of this type of convective system. For example, 
Garstang et al. (1987) found that the generation of convective storms over the 
escarpment of the northeast South African region are associated with westerly waves 
propagating across the southern tip of Africa, which then interact with the topography 
of the escarpment. However, in this case, the front was rather weak and did not extend 
too far inland. 
Southwesterly winds at mid-levels (500 hPa), associated with the westerly wave 
passing over the southern part of the country, only reached the KZN province early in 
the afternoon on February 11th (figure 4.7). These winds then weakened as the wave 
propagated out towards the Indian Ocean during the early morning hours on the 12th. 
Divergence in the mid-levels showed slightly different results to the pattern found in 
the upper levels. Over KZN, it was apparent that the mid-levels were dominated with 
convergence during the time the storm initiated (not shown). Mid-level convergence 
was also present along the north coast during the night, while by the morning of the 
12th mid-level divergence dominated. 
At upper levels (200 hPa), winds speeds greater than 10 m.s-1 were experienced over 
parts of KZN and offshore to the southeast and the east of the coast (figure 4.8). 
During the day, these winds fluctuated back and forth from westerly and 
southwesterly directions, but for a brief period during the night the winds then veered 
to become northwesterlies before returning to westerlies. In the MCS formation 
environment, upper level jets (ULJ) are also prominent features, with the systems 











(e.g. Maddox, 1983; Cotton et al. 1989). This situation results from the regions of 
upper air divergence and convergence developing due to the effects of both curvature 
of the streamlines and confluence and diffluence within the jet stream (Tyson and 
Preston-Whyte, 2000). These authors note that over South Africa, the right front exit 
side (poleward side) of the jet is associated with divergence, while the left front side 
(equatorward side) is associated with convergence. This pattern of upper air 
convergence and divergence may provide enhanced conditions of convection on the 
poleward side of the jet and unfavourable conditions on the equatorward side. As 
shown in figure 4.13, there was upper level divergence over the northern parts of 
KZN during the later stages of the convective event, during the period of most 
rainfall. However, the early stages of the event were not dominated by divergence and 
by 18hOO UTC on February 11, most parts of KZN contained upper level 
convergence. 
The MCS began to decay during the morning of 12 February, when the synoptic 
conditions no longer provided suitable conditions to sustain convection. The ridging 
high pressure system shifted further eastwards, resulting in the wind patterns 
changing. As a result, there was also less fuel for the system, which was evident by 
the decrease in the amount of moisture feeding the system (figure 4.11). By mid-
afternoon on the 12th, the strong upper level winds were situated to the north of KZN 
and to the interior and were south-westerly in direction. The changes in the wind field 
at lower levels also resulted in moisture convergence in the region being replaced by 
moisture divergence (figure 4.12). The interior trough had also weakened, which is 
evident by the pressure increasing from 1004 hPa to 1008 hPa. By this time, the weak 
westerly wave in the mid-levels had also propagated eastwards towards the Indian 
Ocean. As a result, unfavourable conditions for convection now exited leading to the 
decay of the system. 
4.2.2. Radiosonde Data 
Radiosonde data are not actively collected in many parts of Southern Africa and are 
only routinely available for some South African stations. The closest radiosonde 
station to this event is Durban, approximately 300 km to the east of where the storm 











determine some of the basic severe weather parameters used to evaluate the stability 
of the atmosphere (see appendix B). These parameters are then compared with the 
categories defined by NOAA's National Weather Service (hereafter referred to as 
NWS; www.crh.noaa.govD. 
The 09hOO UTC 11 February Durban sounding (figure 4.l4a) indicates that the 
atmosphere at the time was conducive to the development of convective systems. This 
was evident by the conditionally unstable atmosphere that contained large amounts of 
convective available potential energy (CAPE) with a value of 2896JIKg and a very 
high precipitable water (PW) content of approximately 48 mm. The lifted index (LI), 
which is generally used as a stability measure, contained a value of -6.55°C and 
illustrates the favourable conditions for storm development. A LI value less than -6°C 
is usually accepted as being a very unstable environment (NWS). Another method 
used to evaluate the threat of severe weather is that of the severe weather threat index 
or SWEAT. An atmosphere with a SWEAT value of over 300 is usually identified as 
having the potential to produce severe thunderstorms (NWS). On the 11 til, the Durban 
sounding only contained a SWEAT value of 234, which suggests that the potential of 
severe thunderstorms was not too high. The total totals index (IT), which accounts 
for both the static stability and 850mb moisture, contained a value of approximately 
49°C. This value is slightly less than the value the NWS use, which ranges from 50-
55°C, in order to determine the possible development of severe thunderstorms. 
However, these categories have been developed for the U.S. and may not be 
appropriate for the generally more stable South African atmosphere. 
The sounding also revealed that near-surface conditions were hot and humid, while 
above this layer, the atmosphere was cooler and close to saturation between the 950 
and the 800 hPa levels. Another feature was the presence of a low level inversion 
(approximately at the 750 hPa level). This pattern of warm, moist air overlain by cool, 
drier air is conducive to the development of convective events. In terms of wind 
patterns, the sounding indicated that the winds veered with height, surface winds were 
southeasterly, and southwesterly/westerly at mid-levels due to the ridging anticyclone 











The OOhOO UTC 12 February Durban sounding (figure 4.14b) had different results to 
the 09hOO UTC sounding, but still showed that the atmosphere was conducive to the 
development of convection. Noticeable changes in this sounding from the previous 
one include the large drop in CAPE (82 J/kg), a decrease in the TT (45°C) and a 
decrease in the LI (-1.34°C) whereas there were increases in the SWEAT index (364) 
and an increase in the precipitable water content (51.29 mm). A very weak nocturnal 
inversion existed, while the atmosphere between the 850-500 hPa layer was nearly 
saturated. This sounding also reveals the difference in wind conditions throughout the 
atmosphere. Winds were now south-southeasterlies at the lower levels (southwesterly 
at lowest level), but stronger westerlies at mid-levels and still veering with height. 
There also appears to be some evidence of a LLJ present, which may be identified by 
the wind speeds greater than 25 knots at the 800-900 hPa level. 
The type of convective storm (i.e. single cell, multicell or supercell) that develops is 
strongly dependent on the vertical wind shear in the storm's environment (Wiseman 
and Klemp, 1982, 1986). Wiseman and Klemp (1982) found that different shear 
strengths in the lowest 6km of the atmosphere produced different storms types. In a 
numerical study, they found that the weak shear environments appeared to produce 
weaker short-lived single cell storms, low to moderate shear produces secondary 
development similar to observed multi cells, while strong shear produce split storms 
which are similar to observed supercells. These authors also noted that the buoyancy 
in the region also plays an important role in the development of the type of storm. 
This relationship between the buoyancy and wind shear in the lowest 6km is 
represented in the form of the bulk Richardson number (BRN; see appendix B). 
From the 09hOO UTC sounding, the bulk Richardson number (BRCH on the 
sounding) had a value of 301.5, which indicates the possibility that unsteady, 
multicellular growth may occur (Weisman and Klemp, 1982, 1986). By the OOhOO 
UTC sounding, this value had dropped to 35.15, which is still greater than the 
minimum value (30) required for multicelluar storm development (Weisman and 
Klemp, 1982). However, Weisman and Klemp (1986) suggest that it should be taken 
into consideration that the magnitude of BRN indicates what type of convection may 












The use of severe weather parameters suggests that during the day of the 11 February 
2005, the atmosphere was conducive to the development of thunderstorms. Some of 
these parameters even suggested that the development of severe thunderstorms was 
likely. However, it must be kept in mind that the Durban data was a few hundred 
kilometres from where the event initiated and reached the maximum extent, so 
caution must be taken when interpreting this radiosonde data. 
4.2.3. Station Data 
It is evident from the mesoscale surface charts (appendix figure A4.2) that SAWS 
stations spread across KZN recorded relatively high surface temperatures (28-32°C) 
and dew point temperatures (15-24 °C) during the afternoon of the 11 February 2005. 
As a result, strong diurnal surface heating as well as the topography may have 
provided a trigger for the event. The SA WS stations also recorded high humidities, 
particularly along the north coast (mid to high 90%'s) during the afternoon of event. 
These mesoscale charts also indicate that surface convergence took place inland 
during the afternoon on the 11 th, which is inferred by the opposing surface winds. The 
onshore winds along the east coast are also obvious. From the SAWS weather station 
data, is was evident that the winds at Durban started off as northeasterlies during the 
morning of the 11 February before veering and becoming southeasterlies to 
southerlies for most of the afternoon and night. The winds at Richards Bay had a very 
similar pattern, starting off as northeasterlies during the morning of the 11 th, but 
slowly started veering to southeasterlies during the night and then backed to 
northeasterlies early on the 12th. This wind pattern suggests that moisture from the 
surrounding ocean may have been transported into the region. During the afternoon of 
11 February, the winds at Durban steadily increased from 2-3 m.s· l to a maximum of 
around 9 m.s· l in the evening, while at Richards Bay Airport the winds fluctuated 
between 2 and 4 m.s· l and sharply increased to reach a maximum of approximately 8 
m.s· l around midnight. This station data is consistent with the MRF model output 
(figure 4.6) that showed there were no winds stronger than lOm.s·1 at the surface 
during the event. At both these stations, the wind then weakened during the morning 











4.2.4. Topography, SSTs and LLJ 
From the global research that has been conducted on these systems, it appears that 
topography plays a role in the formation of MCS, particularly MCCs, with the 
majority of the forming downwind of elevated terrain (figure 2.2; Laing and Fritsch, 
1997). Formation of convective systems along mountains ranges are also known as 
"orogenic" systems. In South Africa, it is the Drakensberg Mountain range that plays 
a role in the initiation of these systems. Laing and Fritsch (1993b) found that most 
African systems developed downstream (relative to the midtropospheric flow) of 
mountain ranges. MCS (particularly MCC) genesis in southeastern Africa is found to 
take place east of the South African escarpment, which is downstream relative to the 
midtropospheric westerly flow (figure 2.7). This situation is partially similar to the 
one found in the subtropical/mid-latitude South American MCCs, where Velasco and 
Fritsch (1987) found that systems tended to be concentrated immediately downwind 
of the major mountain range (Andes) and embedded within the latitudinal belts of 
maximum mid-level westerlies. Past research has revealed that the South African 
escarpment serves as the initiating point for convection that propagates to the east and 
also occasionally produces severe local storms (e.g. Garstang et al. 1987). Not only 
does the topography contribute to the initiation of storms and increased precipitation, 
but it also alters other significant features associated with MCSs, such as the low level 
jet (e.g. Pan et al. 2004). 
An interesting feature apparently missing for the KZN event considered here is that of 
a prominent low level jet (LLJ). figure 4.6 indicates that only small areas along the 
east coast contained low level wind speeds greater than lOm.s· l . Even at the 850 hPa 
level (not shown), where friction is less, there does not appear to be any LLJ. The 
station and radiosonde data also showed that wind speeds in the region never 
exceeded 10 m.s· l in the lower levels. However, scatterometer surface winds derived 
from measurements from the QuikSCAT satellite winds (figure 4.15) suggest that 
during the event, winds impacting on the east coast did reach speeds greater than 10 
m.s· l . This difference in wind speeds found in the MRF model and that of QuikSCAT 
could possibly be due to the difference in the resolution of data and methods of 











As discussed in chapter two, LLJ are responsible for the inflow of high-ge air and 
have been found to be prominent features in the MCS environment. It was mentioned 
that systems that have been documented from around the world all appear to be 
associated with a LLJ and a nearby moisture source, such as a warm ocean. In South 
Africa, strong precipitation events have been associated with a LLJ bringing moisture 
from the Agulhas Current region (Rouault et al. 2002; Singleton and Reason, 2006 
2007). However, the heavy precipitation events researched by these authors were 
different systems (cut-off lows) to that of an MCS and therefore can not be directly 
compared to this case study. It may also be that the 10 resolution of the MRF data that 
does not enable LLJ identification, although it was clearly present in the cut-off low 
cases at this resolution. 
The LLJ is also believed to play an important role in determining the movement of the 
systems, but it was also previously discussed that there are many other factors that 
may play a role in their propagation. Research by Corfidi et al. (1996) suggests that 
the movement of these systems is generally a result of the mid-level flow as well as 
the low level jet. As shown in figure 2.7, most systems over southeastern Africa were 
found to move east or northeastwards towards the high equivalent potential 
temperature (high-ge) associated with warm waters along the southeastern African 
coastline (Laing and Fritsch, 1993b). Similar findings to that of Laing and Fritsch 
(1993b) appear to occur in this case study, where the system initially propagated in 
the direction of the mid-level flow, which was dominated by south-westerly winds 
(figure 4.7). At the same time, low-level winds originated from the east and later from 
the northeast, which is consistent with the propagation of the MCS. An interaction at 
these levels may explain the propagation of the system. 
Sea surface temperatures (SST) along the east coast during the event were warmer 
than usual (figure 4.10). The winds over the ocean region continued to supply 
moisture into the system during the night time hours (figure 4.11), which may have 
resulted in the system strengthening and the long life cycle. During the late morning 
of the 12th, the winds weakened and moved further offshore. It is usually the case that 
when the LLJ weakens or no longer feeds the system that the convective system 











4.3. Satellite Imagery 
4.3.1. Development and Shape 
In terms of MCS life cycles, the system studied here appeared to follow the global 
trend, as well as the pattern identified for Southern African systems by Laing and 
Fritsch (1993b). Initially, it developed as a few single cell storms along the 
Drakensberg Mountain range, which then merged and developed as a single cloud 
system (figures 4.16). The merging or interaction of individual storms into one big 
system is a common feature found in the development of these systems (Maddox et al. 
1986). As the system grew in strength it propagated eastwards and then towards the 
northeast. From the satellite images, it appears that the system only obtained MCS 
status around 16hOO-17hOO UTC on February 11 and lasted approximately ten hours, 
until it started to decay just before 03hOO UTC the next morning. The system 
appeared to reach maximum extent between 22hOO-00hOO UTC on February 11. The 
long life cycle of this MCS may have been due to it being in close proximity to its 
moisture source. 
Cloud top temperature data (figure A4.3) indicates that the system was dominated by 
convective elements (i.e. very cold cloud top temperatures) initially, while the latter 
stages of the life cycle more likely contained stratiform precipitation. As discussed in 
chapter two, this precipitation pattern is common in MCSs. The cloud top temperature 
contours used in figure A4.3 were selected due to them being used to identify certain 
types of MCS, such as the MCC (Maddox, 1980). This author classified an MCS as an 
MCC if it fulfilled certain criteria (see table 2.1), with one of these criteria being the 
size of the cold cloud shield. Two cold cloud shields were defined in the original 
definition, with the larger one being the -32°C shield and the smaller being the -52°C. 
The -72°C contour range was used to show areas of strong convection. 
The visible channels and the IR channels show a clear initiation of the system 
beginning around 13hOO UTC on February 11 (not shown). High resolution visible 
images (HRV) may also be utilized during the day time and they provide a higher 
resolution picture of the event. From the HRV images it appears that the initiation was 
likely due to orographic effects, figure 4.17 indicates that the storm formation was 











stonns merging as time passes. It must be noted that due to errors in the satellite 
computer program, the continental and political boundaries in the image have shifted 
westward, therefore caution must be taken when analysing the image. Unfortunately, 
HRV images require sunlight in order to be of any use; therefore these images can not 
be used during the night time hours when the MCS developed into a mature system. 
Another interesting observation for the event is the evolution of the shape of the 
system, which initially started out as a linear system, but later in the life cycle became 
more circular in appearance. As mentioned previously, the shape of the system is 
usually one of the methods applied to help determine the type of MCS. The linear 
systems are more commonly referred to as squall lines, while the quasi-circular 
systems are usually referred to as being MCCs. Some authors (e.g. Parker and 
Johnson, 2004a, b, c) have suggested that the squall line could possibly be described 
as a phase in the development of many MCS, which may possibly be the case here. 
This shape could be characteristic of the quasi-linear MCSs symmetry structure 
during the life cycle. It was discussed in chapter two that the symmetry of quasi-linear 
systems may change during the latter stages of the life cycle. Thus, during the early 
stages in the life cycle the systems usually show a symmetric appearance, whereas in 
the later stages, are more asymmetric. This change results from vortices generated by 
upward tilting of the system-generated horizontal vorticity by the leading line 
convective updrafts and then later on, the Coriolis force. Most research on this 
characteristic has been documented for Northern Hemisphere systems, and it is 
usually the northern end (poleward end) that experiences the extra cloud mass and 
precipitation structure. This result suggests that, in the Southern Hemisphere, the bias 
would be towards the southern end. Currently, there appears to be no research done on 
the symmetry of systems found in the Southern Hemisphere. In the IR satellite images 
for this case study, it is evident that in the later stages of the life cycle, extra 
development took place on the southern end of the system during the night (see figure 
4.16 f-i). 
The system began to decay in the mormng of February 12, since the synoptic 
conditions were no longer favourable for convection. Once the system began to 











became apparent in the remaining clouds (see figure 4.16 k-l). This rotation could 
refer to the mesoscale convective vortex (MCV; as discussed in chapter two) that is 
found in the decaying parts of an MCS. However, there does not appear to be any 
distinct circulation pattern in the NCEP reanalysis data and MRF model output, but 
these relatively lower resolution datasets may prevent fmding this mesoscale feature. 
4.4. Radar - Internal Structure 
Research has shown that even though MCSs have a characteristic cloud shield, there 
is a complex case to case variability in its radar substructure (e.g. Leary and Rapport, 
1987; McAnelly and Cotton 1986; Hilgendorf and Johnson, 1998; Jirak et al. 2003). 
As discussed in chapter two, the underlying precipitation structure is one method of 
determining the type of MCS. From the radar images produced by SAWS, it is 
evident that the system developed over the high topography along the eastern 
escarpment (figure 4.18). As the system developed, cells begun to merge and the 
system began to propagate to the east/northeast. These images show how the early 
stages of the life cycle were dominated by a few convective cells, while later in the 
life cycle, stratiform precipitation appeared to be more dominant. These radar images 
can be compared with the cloud top temperature images to show that the cold 
temperatures in the cloud are consistent with convective elements of the storm. 
It must be noted that the Bloemfontein radar station was not in operation during the 
period, hence some of the initial development of the storm was not captured. 
Unfortunately, the SAWS radar network does not cover the north coast region of 
KZN, which is why there appears to be no radar reflectivity in the region during the 
event. Thus, for this particular case it appears that the radar system was only useful in 
capturing parts of the initiating phase as well as some of the early propagation and 
does not really assist in determining the internal structure of the system during the 
mature phase. 
4.5. Summary 
On the 11 February 2005, a mesoscale convective system developed along the east 











precipitation along the north coast of KZN, with most of this heavy precipitation 
occurring at night. Satellite and radar images were used to identify the location of the 
event as well as the different life cycle stages, starting with the initiation stage 
through to the dissipation stage. It appeared that the storm initiated as single cell 
storms over the high-lying topography of the eastern escarpment. These single cells 
then merged and strengthened during the night. As the system strengthened, it began 
to propagate in an easterly direction, towards the northern Agulhas Current region. 
The system decayed during the early morning hours of the 12 February and by midday 
there was little evidence in the cloud patterns that this event took place. 
The data suggests that a ridging anticyclone, an interior trough and a westerly wave in 
the mid-levels, played a key role in the evolution of the convective system. It is also 
apparent that mesoscale features also had an influence on the development and life 
cycle of the system. Doswell et al. (1996) suggest that in order for deep convection to 
be produced, three criteria must be satisfied. These three criteria refer to the existence 
of low-level moisture, upward motion and a conditionally unstable environment. For 
this particular case study it has been shown that moisture influx and convergence 
occurred at low levels within parts of KZN. The soundings for Durban revealed that 
the atmosphere at the time was conditionally unstable and near saturated in the lower 
levels. This sounding suggests that that the possibility of deep convection was likely 
to occur. Strong diurnal surface heating as well as the high topography along the 
eastern escarpment may have provided a trigger for the event. Moderate onshore 
winds blowing over the warm Agulhas Current appeared to supply moisture into the 
region, which sustained the system through the night. Convergence in the lower levels 
and upper level divergence also resulted in favourable conditions for storm formation. 
Changes in the synoptic pattern led to the decay of the system. These unfavourable 
conditions included the eastward propagation of the anticyclone, weakening of the 
interior trough as well as changes in the resulting winds. As a result, the inflow of low 
level moisture weakened and the patterns of convergence and divergence became 
unfavourable for convection. Changes at the mid-levels included the westerly wave 
propagating out into the Indian Ocean, which influenced the wind pattern and the 











This chapter focused on some of the instruments and datasets required to provide the 
observations for an MCS that developed over the eastern parts of South Africa. From 
this, some of the favourable conditions that were required to initiate and develop this 
have been established. As suggested by Romero et al. (2000), in order for a MCS 
develop, the synoptic and mesoscale conditions must remain favourable for the 
development of such a system over a specific region and last for several hours, which 
appears to be the case here. However, in order to study this further, a numerical 
mesoscale model is used in the following chapters to provide a more thorough 
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Figure -1,7: Same as fi gure 4.6, ~xc~pt at the 500 hPa level and that the contour 














Figure 4.8 : Same as figurc 4.6. except at the 2110 hPa le\'e1. Only wind spcclls greater 
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Figure ·1.l5: Winds derived trom microwave o.catteroml"ler Sea \Vinds (more 
cOllUnonly known as QuikSCAT; \,,\\\.r~mss~om) at a 0.25° resolution felr the 
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Figur~ -1.17: IIRV ima!!c~ ~h""ing the de'·clopmcm and mcrging ofthc individual 
8tonns at 13h12 tiTe (lcn) and 14h42 !.iTC t right). 
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Numerical Model Analysis 
5.1. Introduction 
The first objective of this chapter is to assess the ability of the MM5 mesoscale 
numerical model to simulate the mesoscale convective event presented in chapter 
four. Validating the numerical model simulation is done by two methods, with the 
first being the comparison of the simulated synoptic and local conditions with that of 
the observed conditions obtained from the MRF model output and SA WS weather 
station data. The second involves comparing key features of the convective event, 
such as its simulated development and associated precipitation, with that of the 
observations provided by satellite imagery and SA WS station data. This analysis was 
performed to determine whether the simulation produced the most important features 
of the event, as presented in the previous chapter. 
The second objective of this chapter is to then identify the mechanisms that may have 
contributed to the heavy precipitation along the coastal regions of KZN. This is done 
by looking at key features on the horizontal and vertical scale in the simulation that 
may have aided in the production of this heavy precipitation. 
It was identified through trial and error that initialising the model at OOhOO UTC 10 
February 2005 produced the best results in terms of storm development, life cycle and 
location. The initial and boundary conditions, which are taken from the MRF model, 
are imposed at this time and every six hours throughout the simulation. Further details 
about the model setup and the parameterisations that represent the sub-grid scale 











5.2. Validation ofMM5 Model Simulation 
5.2.1. Synoptic and Mesoscale Conditions 
Figure 5.1 shows mean sea level pressure and areas of strong wind (> 10 m.s- I ) at the 
lowest level from the MM5 model simulation. As found in the MRF analysis (see 
figure 4.6) and the SAWS synoptic charts (see figure A4.1), the propagation of the 
ridging high pressure system to the south of the country in the control simulation 
appears to be an influential feature during the event (figure 5.1). This synoptic feature 
was located to the southwest of the country during the early morning hours of 11 
February 2005 and then propagated to the south of South Africa by midday. By the 
early morning on the 12 February, this feature had then propagated out into the 
Southwest Indian Ocean. The simulated ridging anticyclone played an important role 
in supplying the onshore winds into the east coast, which is discussed in more detail 
later in this chapter. Figure 5.1 also reveals the presence of an interior trough 
simulated during the time of the event This simulated trough appears weaker (1010 
hPa) compared to that found in the SA WS synoptic charts (1004 hPa) at the same 
time. However, later that afternoon the trough did strengthen slightly with the central 
pressure decreasing to 1008 hPa. 
At the 500 hPa level, the MM5 simulated synoptic pattern also appears to be 
consistent with that of the MRF analysis (figure 5.2). The eastward propagation of a 
westerly wave at this level was found in the MRF analysis data (see figure 4.7) and it 
also appears in this MM5 simulation. The simulation seems to get the timing of this 
westerly wave correct, since the wave approaches South Africa in the early morning 
of 11 February and by the afternoon is situated to the southeast of the country. The 
control model simulation also compares favourably with the synoptic pattern at the 
200 hPa level found in the MRF analysis (figure 5.3) in terms of the geopotential 
height patterns and the location and strength of the upper level jet 
The low level simulated circulation also compare favourably as those found in the 
MRF model analysis. Figure 5.4 shows the circulation pattern (wind stream and 
speed) at the 0.995 sigma level, which is the lowest level in the model. As illustrated 











onshore flow into the east coast (see figure 4.9) and this does appear to be simulated 
in the control model run. In the simulation it is evident that during the early morning 
on the 11 February, northeasterlies dominated the lower levels along the east coast of 
South Africa, which then veered as the day progressed, becoming southeasterlies by 
the early afternoon. As the ridging anti-cyclone propagated out into the Southwest 
Indian Ocean, the wind pattern shifted and returned to northeasterlies by the early 
morning on the 12th. However, there are also differences between the simulated winds 
(figure 5.4) and that of the observations (not shown), with the most obvious being the 
strength of the wind off the east coast of South Africa. When compared to the MRF 
model output, it appears the control model simulation captures the wind direction 
correctly, but slightly underestimates the strength of it. It also appears to 
underestimate the wind strength when compared to surface winds derived from 
measurements from QuikSCAT (see figure 4.15). These weaker winds found in the 
model simulation could be as a result of the slightly weaker pressure gradient situated 
to the southeast of the country. 
The circulation pattern in the MM5 simulation at the 0.525 sigma level (figure 5.5) 
also appears to compare favourably with the MRF model output (not shown). The 
propagation of a westerly wave past the south of the country during the morning of 11 
February can be identified in the wind circulation pattern. This particular synoptic 
feature at this level was evident in the MRF analysis. Westsouthwesterly winds were 
dominant during the initiation of the system, while southwesterlies dominated as the 
westerly wave propagated further eastwards. The maximum model wind speeds found 
in this simulation at this level also compare favourably with the MRF model output 
(not shown). 
Comparison of the low level model winds with that of the SA WS station data for 
Durban and Richards Bay shows that the model winds are slightly stronger than those 
observed during the morning and early afternoon of 11 February (figure 5.6). 
However, these values do fluctuate after this and at times the simulated winds are 
weaker, (e. g. Durban after 18hOO UTC). It must be kept into consideration that the 
model simulation does depend heavily on the initial and boundary conditions, which 
is supplied by the coarser resolution MRF model. It could be due to this low 











features, such as local topography, could also lead to differences between the 
simulated and observed values. It should also be noted that the grid (resolution) of the 
model has to be taken into consideration, since a station represented in this model run 
will represent data found in an 18 km grid. 
Figure 5.6 also shows a comparison between the humidity found in the model 
compared to that of three SAWS weather stations (see figure 5.7 for station location). 
It reveals that the model underestimates the relative humidity along the coast, 
particularly during the early morning on the 12 February. However, it should be noted 
that model does seem to capture the pattern of increasing humidity along the coastal 
region during the afternoon on the 11 February as well as the humidity pattern found 
in Bloemfontein. This apparent agreement may help with the precipitation pattern, 
and influence the location and distribution of heavy precipitation. These differences in 
the humidity between the model and SA WS stations could also be due to factors 
mentioned above. It was found in chapter four that high surface diurnal heating 
possibly played a role in triggering the event. The model appears to portray the 
temperature pattern found at all the three stations, but appears to underestimate the 
temperature at the Bloemfontein location during the afternoon of the 11 th (figure 5.6). 
Overall, simulation of the synoptic features compares favourably to those observed in 
the MRF model analysis, QuikSCAT winds, and SA WS station data. There are some 
subtle discrepancies found in the simulation which possibly have resulted due to the 
low resolution input data. Despite these differences, the model appears to perform 
sufficiently well to enable it to be used to better analyse the evolution of the event. 
5.2.2. MCS and Precipitation Simulation 
There have been numerous variables that have been used as a proxy for MCS and the 
associated convection. Examples of this include Bernardet et al. (2000) who used 
values of vertical velocity as a proxy for convection, while Chen et al. (2000) use rain 
water values to identify the MCS in the model. Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) is 
another common method used as a proxy for precipitation or at least cloud cover. Xu 
et al. (2001) used sea level pressure (SLP) fields as a proxy to identify and determine 











pressure regions can be located with and around MeSs, which is why SLP could be 
used as a proxy for these systems. 
Using OLR from the control simulation as a proxy for the system, figure 5.8 reveals 
that the simulated system initiated along the high topography of the eastern 
escarpment (see figure 5.7) in the early afternoon on 11 February 2005, which agrees 
with the satellite observations (see figure 4.16). It appears that at first a few single cell 
systems developed which then merged into a single system during the afternoon and 
early evening. The system gained its maximum size during the night at approximately 
23hOO UTe and then began to decay in the early morning hours of the 12th. This life 
cycle pattern depicted in the OLR appears to follow that found in the satellite imagery 
found in chapter four. However, a few noticeable differences between the OLR 
figures and the observations are apparent. The shape of the system differs slightly 
from that of the observations, since the system was observed to retain a more linear 
shape for a longer period than found in the simulation (figure 5.8). The timing of the 
system was also slightly off, since it initiated slightly later than observed in the 
satellite images and also appeared to last longer as well. However, the duration of the 
simulated system appears to be similar to that found in the observations. 
Appendix figure A5.l shows the OLR and precipitable water found in the nested 
domain of the control simulation. It is also evident that areas of low OLR values (i.e. 
substantial convective cloud cover) coincide with high values of precipitable water (> 
4.5 cm). This suggests that these two variables could be used to monitor the location 
and propagation of the MeS. It also highlights the linear nature of the precipitable 
water distribution and its links with topography (see figure 5.7). 
For the purpose of this thesis, the simulation is evaluated in terms of both the 
development of the storm (e.g. timing and spatial distribution), as well as elements of 
precipitation, such as location and areal extent. Figure 5.9 indicates that the model 
precipitation pattern has a similar spatial distribution to the observed precipitation 
(figure 4.1). However, the model appears to over-estimate the precipitation amount 
along the north coast. For example, simulated precipitation at Richards Bay (see 
figure 5.7 for location) was over 140mm, compared to the 99 mm observed from the 











in the high-lying topography regions of the northeast escarpment. It should be noted 
that the simulation of accumulated precipitation in the nested domain (figure 5.9b) is 
also over-estimated in the same regions. However, there are also regions where the 
model significantly under-estimated the precipitation, such as Cape St Lucia region 
(see figure 5.7 for location). Cape St Lucia station was observed to have received 
approximately 110 mm during the event, but in the simulation it received less than 10 
mm. Over- or under-estimating precipitation appears to be a common problem in 
mesoscale modelling, which is discussed in chapter seven, and is possibly related to 
the parameterization of convection and cloud microphysics. 
SA WS weather station data indicates that majority of the intense precipitation took 
place along the north coast of KZN during the late night time hours and early morning 
hours (i.e. between 22hOO-02hOO UTC) 11112 February. The model simulation 
appeared to follow a similar pattern (figure 5.10). These figures show the early 
precipitation pattern along the eastern escarpment as the system developed, which 
then spreads eastwards as the system propag ted to the east. The heaviest 
precipitation along the north coast then took place during the night time hours, which 
is similar to that found from the SAWS weather stations. Figure 5.11 shows that this 
heavy precipitation during the night was associated with strong upward vertical 
velocities as well as high values of rain water mixing ratio. The characteristics of this 
convective system are further examined at the time of the heaviest precipitation in 
order to identify features that may have influenced this precipitation pattern. 
5.3. Winds, Convergence and Instability 
In order to understand the factors involved in the development of the heavy 
precipitation along the coastal region, one needs to consider the role of certain 
processes important for convective development. Doswell et al. (1996) suggest that in 
order for deep convection to be produced, three criteria must be satisfied. These three 
criteria refer to the existence of low-level moisture, upward motion and a 
conditionally unstable environment in the region. 
Figure 5.12 indicates that low level moisture convergence was found over large 











initially found only along the escarpment and parts of the KZN coastline during the 
early afternoon on the 11th, but during the late afternoon and evening, this feature was 
found along the entire coastline as well as over most parts of northern KZN. During 
the night, low level moisture convergence was still found over the northern parts of 
KZN, but was mainly restricted to the coastal region. During the night and early 
morning hours of 12 February, low level moisture convergence also occurred along 
the Mozambique coastline and in parts of Swaziland. By late morning on the 12 
February, areas of low level convergence in KZN became smaller and widespread 
(not shown), while some were replaced by low level divergence. This moisture 
convergence pattern was also found slightly higher up in the atmosphere at the 0.870 
sigma level (not shown), since low level convergence was initially located along the 
escarpment, but by late afternoon and during the night, moisture convergence was 
present along the northern parts of KZN and Swaziland. It is interesting to note that 
convergence at this level persisted throughout the night and early morning hours over 
the northern coastline near 29°S. 
A common feature in the development of M Ss that appears to be absent in the 
simulation of this event is that of a LLJ (figure 5.12). This feature was also not 
evident in the MRF analysis, but this could be due to its coarser resolution. By 12hOO 
UTC 11 February there was a moderate southeasterly wind impacting on the coast 
(see figure 5.4), which may have be responsible for supplying moisture into the 
region. This feature was prominent even during night time hours and was also evident 
in the surface wind pattern derived by QuikSCAT (see figure 4.15). These moderate 
winds then began to weaken during the night and shift further offshore (as the 
anticyclone propagated eastwards), and hence reducing the amount of moisture into 
the region. A similar wind pattern is found in the 0.870 sigma level (not shown) 
indicating that the strong onshore advection of moisture occurred in the lower 1500m 
of the atmosphere. The wind pattern at the 0.870 sigma level illustrates the persistent 
onshore winds into the northern coastline. The timing of the heavy precipitation along 
the north coast appears to be similar to that of the onset of these winds into the region. 
Figure 5.11 indicated that moisture advection also took place at the 750 hPa level into 
the region of heavy precipitation during the night. This advection was due to the anti-











pattern was also evident at the 800 and 700hPa levels (both not shown), but was not 
so clear at the levels above this. This anticyclonic feature, which propagated from the 
southwest (along the Eastern Cape coast), appears to have originated from a 
mesoscale high pressure system that had developed behind the cold front. The frontal 
system had passed along the southern parts of the country during the 10111 February 
2005 (see figure a4.l). Holland and Leslie (1986) describe this coastal ridging 
phenomenon as a ducted ridging event. These authors presented a numerical 
simulation of such an event that took place over southeast Australia. In there case 
study, they noted that the initiating mechanism is either a front impinging on the 
divide (Australia Mountain Range), or a rapid intensification or eastward movement 
of an anticyclone. As noted by these authors, this phenomenon is found in Australia, 
South America and South Africa. By the late morning hours this feature in the case 
study had propagated further off the east coast and had weakened, which possibly 
resulted in reducing the amount of moisture advected into the region. This dissipation 
pattern is similar to that described by Holland and Leslie (1986), since the ridging 
event weakens as it propagates up along the coast. It should be noted that this feature 
cannot be confirmed in the observations due to the lack of observation data and poor 
resolution of the data available. 
These findings in the simulated wind strength and circulation patterns is supported by 
figure 5.13, which depicts wind speed and zonal wind speeds, which is used to 
highlight the dominant direction, found in the control simulation along cross-section 
B-B' (see figure 5.9). From these cross-sections it is evident that during the event, 
winds with an easterly component were found in the lower levels in the simulation, 
which extended up into the mid-levels in certain regions. At the same time, the mid-to 
upper level winds were predominantly from a westerly direction. In similar cross-
section, using meridional wind speeds (not shown) instead of zonal wind, it is evident 
that the early afternoon winds in the lower levels contained a more southerly 
component than easterly. These cross-sections support the findings in figures 5.4 and 
5.12, which indicate that onshore winds were impinging the KZN coastline in the 
lower levels during the event. The ducted coastal ridge is also evident in the vertical 
cross-sections. However, a slight difference is that the vertical cross-sections suggest 
that this phenomenon possibly extended up to the 500 hPa level, which was not so 











In order to get a better understanding of the conditions through the troposphere during 
the heavy precipitation event, east-west vertical cross-sections are produced. These 
cross-sections are taken along transect A-A' in figure 5.9, which is through one of the 
regions that received heavy precipitation during the event. A vertical cross-section 
illustrating vertical velocity, wind vectors and relative humidity through the region 
that received a copious amount of precipitation is shown in figure 5.14. This figure 
shows that during the times of maximum hourly precipitation, the region experienced 
onshore winds and strong vertical uplift. This strong vertical uplift extends from the 
lower levels up to the mid-levels (even to the upper levels at times) while high 
relative humidities were present in the lower atmosphere. The vertical uplift was a 
prominent feature during the late afternoon and night, where it first featured further 
inland around 15hOO UTC on February 11, and then was no longer present along the 
coastal region after about 03hOO UTC the next morning. The regi ns of strong vertical 
extent always occurred near the coastal region, which could be due to the inflow of 
low level moisture and the coastal topography forcing this moist air to rise. 
Figure 5.15 reveals the divergence/convergence pattern through the atmosphere 
during the times in which the region which received heavy precipitation. It can be 
seen that low level convergence and mid-level divergence was prominent over the 
coastal region during the periods of heavy precipitation. From figures 5.14 and 5.15, it 
is evident that the upward motion was associated with the strong vertical coupling 
between low level convergence and mid-level divergence. The low level convergence 
appeared to fluctuate in strength during the night, weakening at times before 
strengthening again. This coupled convergence/divergence pattern may result in the 
intensification of the convective system due to air being forced to rise due to the low 
level convergence and then spreading outwards in the mid-levels due to the 
divergence, allowing more air to rise. 
The location of the low level convergence also coincided with regions containing a 
mixing ratio greater than 0.4 g.kg-1 (figure 5.16). These columns of mixing ratio 
greater than 0.4 g.kg- l at times extended well into the mid-levels during the periods of 
strong uplift, showing that the moist air originating from the ocean extended well 











UTC), the coupled divergence/convergence pattern weakened (not shown), while the 
amount of moisture in the atmosphere also decreased. 
Figure 5.16 also plots the equivalent potential temperature (Se) and reveals the 
presence of a thermal ridge located in the region of maximum rain water mixing ratio. 
This thermal ridge does not appear to extend much into the middle troposhere and is 
only evident during the evening and night time hours. When the cross-section was 
extended further eastwards (not shown), a steep vertical gradient in the equivalent 
potential temperature (Se) was also present during the heavy precipitation periods 
during 11 and 12 February 2005. These steep vertical gradients of equivalent potential 
temperature suggest that moisture was transported into the region from the 
surrounding ocean (Juneng et al. 2006). 
Convective instability was calculated by obtaining the difference in equivalent 
potential temperature between the 0.995 and the 0.525 sigma levels (interval DC; 
figure 5.17). A convectively unstable environment usually contains dry mid-levels 
with near saturated conditions in the lower levels. These figures suggest that during 
the event the atmosphere was convectively unstable, particularly along the northern 
regions of KZN in the afternoon and evening. In the early night time hours, this 
convectively unstable air over northern KZN seemed to have dissipated becoming 
more stable, but in the early morning hours of 12 February 2005, the stability of the 
atmosphere in the region began to weaken and favour convective development again. 
The topography along the coastal regions is not as significant as that found inland, 
which suggests that the unstable atmosphere found during the event may have played 
a key role in the development of convection. 
Precipitable water is also plotted on figure 5.17 and it can be seen that values 
exceeding 50 mm were located in parts of KZN during the late afternoon and evening 
hours. During most of the night and following morning, northern KZN experienced 
values of precipitable water exceeding 40 mm. It should be noted that further inland, 
in the region where the system initiated, the precipitable water values never exceeded 
30 mm. Certain parts of Swaziland also received heavy precipitation and it can be 
seen that this region also contained high values of precipitable water during 11 and 12 











atmosphere and hence favourable conditions for convective development. It is also 
apparent that the linear nature of the precipitable water distribution and its links with 
topography are more evident in figure 5.17 than found in figure A5.1. 
The convective instability figures are supported by the soundings produced using the 
MM5 simulation output for the Richards Bay and Durban region (figure 5.18). The 
soundings from the simulation for Durban reveal that a near saturated condition at low 
levels was overlain by a drier atmosphere in the mid-levels. The soundings for 
Richards Bay did not appear to have the same moisture pattern, since the atmosphere 
in the mid-levels at this location were a lot closer to saturation compared to the 
Durban soundings. All the soundings, except the OOhOO UTC Richards Bay sounding, 
show the presence of a strong southeasterly wind in the lower levels, particularly for 
Durban station soundings. Soundings at both stations indicated that the winds were 
veering with height in the simulation, which is evident by surface winds were 
southeasterly, while at the mid-levels there were strong southwesterly/westeries. 
Severe weather parameters for the Durban 09hOO UTC 11 February (not shown) 
sounding taken from the simulation reveal that the atmosphere was not as conducive 
to severe storm development as determined from the observed at the same time (see 
figure 4.14). The simulated atmosphere contained less CAPE (741 J/kg) and SWEAT 
(218) than observed, as well as a lower precipitable water content (44.3 mm). The 
model sounding also had a lower totals total index (46°C) and lifted index (-1.5 °C) 
compared to the observed sounding, while it also indicated that the model atmosphere 
was slightly further away from saturation than observed. As the simulation 
progressed, the atmosphere became more conducive to the development of convection 
in the Durban region. The 12hOO UTC 11 February Durban sounding from the 
simulation had an increase in nearly all severe weather parameters that have been 
used, when compared to the 09hOO UCT sounding. The simulated atmosphere had a 
CAPE value of719, a SWEAT value of375, a TT value of 48°C, a lifted index value 
of -2.5 °c and a precipitable water vale of 46.6 mm. However, these severe weather 
parameter values were still weaker than those observed. 
The 12hOO UTC (not shown) and 18hOO UTC 11 February Richards Bay soundings 











only noticeable difference between the two was that the 18hOO UCT had a higher 
precipitable water content and was closer to saturation throughout the profile 
compared to the 12hOO UTC. Apart from those differences, both these soundings had 
similar severe weather parameter values, which both showed the atmosphere was 
favourable for the development of convective systems. The 12hOO UTC (l8hOO UTC) 
sounding from the simulated had a CAPE of 1541 (1425) J/kg, SWEAT value of221 
(228), a TT value of 48 (47) °c, a PW value of 49.8 (58.4) mm and a lifted index of-
3.6 (-3.5) °C. However, no radiosonde data is collected in the Richards Bay region, 
thus no comparisons can be made between the soundings from the simulation with the 
observed state of the atmosphere. 
The Bulk Richardson's number (BRN), which is usually and indicator of convective 
storm type and is calculated from values of CAPE and vertical wind shear in the 
lower 6 km of the atmosphere (Wiseman and Klemp, 1982, 1986), indicated that in 
the simulation the Richards Bay region was more conducive to the development of 
multicellular convective systems, when compared to the Durban region. This is 
evident by the higher values of BRN found in the Richards Bay region. For example 
the Richards Bay 18hOO UTC sounding contained a BRN of 44.53, while the Durban 
sounding had a value of 24.08 at the same time. The highest BRN value obtained 
from both stations in the simulation was 487.5 at the OOhOO UTC Richards Bay 
sounding and the lowest being 11.88 at the 12hOO UTC Durban sounding. It should be 
noted that the BRN values found for the simulated Durban soundings were less that 
the observed in figure 4.14. This could possibly be due to the lower CAPE values 
found in the simulation. 
5.4. Backward Trajectories 
In order to obtain a better idea of the moisture transport into the region of the storm 
initiation and life cycle, backward trajectories was computed. The trajectories were 
calculated using the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model 
(HYSPLIT 4). This model was developed by the Atmosphere Resources Laboratory 
(ARL) at NOAA (Draxler and Taylor, 1982). To compute the trajectories, gridded 
fields of meteorological variables are required at regular temporal intervals in this 











Backward trajectories were computed for regions near storm initiation and along the 
coastal regions where maximum precipitation occurred. This method also allows one 
to see where air parcels from different pressure levels originated from. A total of four 
parcels were released backwards, with all of them starting from different levels, which 
corresponding to the lower, mid and upper levels of the atmosphere. 
Previous research has shown that moisture sources for the South African summer 
precipitation region include the neighbouring tropical oceans (D' Abreton and 
Lindesay, 1995; Cook et al. 2004), tropical Africa (D'Abreton and Lindesay, 1993; 
Cook et al. 2004) and the Agulhas Current region off the South coast (Jury et al. 1993; 
Rouault et al. 2002; Singleton and Reason, 2006, 2007). During the height of summer 
when convective activity is typically greatest (January), kinematic trajectory 
modelling has revealed that moisture transport into the summer precipitation region of 
South Africa is mainly from the northeast with a maximum at around 850-700 hPa 
(D' Abreton and Tyson, 1996). Cook et al. 2004 found that most wet spells in the 
summer South African precipitation region coincide with increased influx of moisture 
from the Southwest Indian Ocean and convergence over the precipitation region. 
Figure 5.19a reveals that the low level air parcels involved in the initiation of the 
storm, originated from the northeast of South Africa 36 hours prior to the storm. 
These air parcels travelled in a southwestward direction along the northern Agulhas 
Current before heading inland towards the escarpment. SST images (figure 4.10) in 
chapter four indicated that anomalously warm waters were experienced off the east 
coast during the event, which possibly resulted in more moisture being evaporated. 
The air parcels in the lower levels then ascended as they approached the region of 
storm initiation. Air parcels from the mid- and upper levels both appeared to have 
originated to the west of South Africa. These air parcels then transported cool, drier 
air into the region at mid-levels contributing to convective instability over KZN when 
this air overlaid the warm, moist unstable marine air. 
Backward trajectories from Richards Bay and Uloa Agricultural College (figures 
5.19b and c, respectively), which are two of the stations that received significant 
precipitation, reveal similar patterns of air flow as discussed above. In both cases, the 











across the warm Agulhas Current waters along the east coast. This trajectory path 
possibly led to an enhancement of the precipitation in the region due to the air parcels 
travelling across a relatively very warm ocean. Note that weather stations along the 
northern coastline of KZN had recorded very high humidities during the event (see 
chapter four for details). There is also evidence that air parcels in the mid-levels 
above Richards Bay originated at the lower levels over the ocean before rising into the 
mid-levels, while those at the same level above Uloa Agricultural College originated 
from the drier South African interior mid-levels. 
It should also be noted that these backward trajectories are consistent with the wind 
patterns at the different levels prior to and during the event. From the station data and 
MRF model output, it was evident that the winds on the 10 February 2005 were 
dominated along the east coast by northeasterlies, which continued through till the 
morning hours of the 11th. By the afternoon on the 11th, these winds had veered to 
southeasterlies, which continued throughout the day and into the night, before backing 
to northeasterlies the following morning. 
Air parcels ending up over Swaziland (figure 5.l9d), originated from the warm ocean 
off the Mozambique and South African coastline. Mananga station (see figure 5.7), 
which is the location of the end point in backward trajectory in figure 5.l9d, received 
over 100mm of precipitation during the event. The low level trajectories reflect the 
strong easterly winds apparent in this region (see figure 5.12). In this case, the origin 
of the upper level air parcels appear to have originated at the lower levels over the 
warm ocean then the air parcels were forced to rise due to the local topography or low 
level convergence (e.g. figure 5.12). 
5.5. Summary 
This chapter has focussed on the numerical simulation of the mesoscale convective 
event that was analysed in the previous chapter. The setup of the control simulation 
was based on the findings of chapter four, as well as a trial and error process that was 
used to identify the best simulation of the event. When comparing the MM5 control 
simulation to the SA WS station data and MRF model output, it was found that the 











model was able to simulate the salient features of the event, but it had difficulty in 
simulating the precise location and intensity of the heavy precipitation. However, 
there were subtle discrepancies in the synoptic and mesoscale conditions in the 
simulation, which may have had an influence on the precipitation over-estimation 
along the coastal region. However, it is more likely that the precipitation over-
estimation is related to the parameterization of convection and cloud microphysics in 
the model. These discrepancies found in the model may have been due to the initial 
and boundary conditions used to simulate this event or the parameterizations selected. 
The simulations indicated that the topography along the eastern escarpment played a 
role in the initiation of the system. From OLR images, it was evident that after 
initiating along the escarpment, the system propagated towards the east/northeast in 
the direction of the northern Agulhas Current region. This track suggests that the 
building of the system took place at the flanks most exposed to the inflow of low level 
air. This low level air was rich in moisture due to it travelling across the warm 
northern Agulhas Current. Through backwards trajectories, it was identified that in 
the region of heaviest precipitation, lower level air parcels originated out over the 
warm waters of the southwestern Indian Ocean 36 hours prior to the event. These air 
parcels then travelled above Agulhas Current, which is rich in moisture, before 
arriving along the northern coastline of KZN. The wind pattern for the 11 and 12 
February 2005 suggests that the moisture was brought in from the southeast, but it 
should be noted that northeasterly winds were present on the 10th and early morning 
of 11 February 2005. These northeasterly winds were likely to have supplied some of 
the moisture for the early phases for the convective event. 
Once the model simulation was validated with the precipitation, station data, MRF 
model analyses and satellite observations, an investigation to the mechanisms 
resulting in the heavy precipitation was conducted. The simulated over-estimation of 
the heavy precipitation along the north coast may also have been a result of the 
persistent low level convergence and inflow of moist air into the region throughout 
the night and early morning hours. It was found that all three criteria required for the 
development of deep convection, as described by Doswell et al. (1996), were satisfied 
along the northern coastline of KZN. It was shown that the region contained a 











into the region. This transport is evident from the region containing a precipitable 
water content greater than 40 mm throughout the late afternoon and night and a 
mixing ratio greater than 0.4 g.kg-l extending from the surface up to the mid-levels. 
This region also contained a conditionally unstable atmosphere, which was illustrated 
through figures containing the difference in equivalent potential temperature between 
two layers, as well as the soundings. Through vertical cross-sections taken through 
one of the heavy precipitation regions, it was identified that persistent patterns of 
coupled low level convergence and mid-level divergence were present. It was also 
evident that strong upward motion was associated with this strong vertical coupling 
between low level convergence and mid-level divergence, which likely aided in the 
production of the heavy precipitation. Thus, there was a large quantity of moisture 
available along the northern KZN coastline, a conditionally unstable atmosphere and 
strong uplift for a prolonged period during the night. These conditions provided a very 
favourable environment for the copious amount of precipitation experienced in the 
region. Although, these synoptic and mesoscale features found in this model 
simulation appear similar to those described by Maddox et al. (1986) that are found in 
the development of MCCs, this particular system was not quite large enough or of 
long enough duration to be classified as a MCC. 
It was also identified in the simulation that a mesoscale anticyclonic feature over the 
east coast may have also resulted in the advection of moisture into the region during 
the night and early morning hours. This feature was most prominent at the 800,750 
and 700 hPa levels and possibly originated either from the frontal system impinging 
on the coastal topography or the eastward propagation of the anticyclone, as found in 
southeast Australia (Holland and Leslie, 1986). This feature should not be mistaken 
for a mesoscale convective vortex (MCV), which have been noted to develop in the 
dissipation stages of MCSs (refer to chapter two). The presence of an MCV was not 
evident in the observations and it also did not appear to be evident in the simulation. 
This could be due to various reasons for this particular case study, such as the system 
possibly did not have a long enough duration for the winds to be influenced by 
Coriolis. It should also be noted that MCV s attend to feature more in the dissipating 
stages of MCCs than the other types of MCSs (e.g. Bartels and Maddox, 1991). It 
could also possibly be due to the local topography that inhibits the development of 











identify if and when the development of such a mesoscale feature takes place in South 
Africa. 
It appears that changes in the synoptic features had an influence of the dissipation of 
the mesoscale convective system. The ridging anticyclone propagated further 
eastwards resulting in the core of strong winds weakening and moving further 
offshore. This may have resulted in a weakening of the moisture advection into the 
system, which was evident from the decreasing precipitable moisture values and the 
mixing ratio in the region. The mesoscale anticyclone feature found in between the 
lower and mid-levels also weakened at this stage and possibly also resulted in less 
moisture being transported into the east coast. The forcing of the convective system 
also appeared to fade away in the morning of 12 February since there no longer any 
low level convergence and upper level divergence after that time. The atmosphere 
also became more stable and less favourable for the development of convection. Once 
these factors weakened during the morning of 12 February 2005, the production of the 
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Figure !'i.3: Same as figure 5.2. except at the 200 hPa le~e l , gec;pntentiai height has an 
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Fij!urc 5.9: MM5 sim ulated precipitation for the II and 12 February 2005 lor a) domain 
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Figun.' 5. 12: Moisture convergence (shaded positive values with interval of 5 g.kg-'.s") 
and wind speeds greater than 10 m.s" at the 0.955 sigma level frolll thc control si mulation , 
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Fil!tlrc 5.13: V~lt ical cross-sections of wind speeds starting m 10 m.s·1 (shaded; 5 m.s·1 
interval) and .lOna l wind speeds (conl(lur: 2 nl.s·~ interval) from the control simulation 
a long !J-B' in fi gure 5.9 . From lert to right f;ulI1ing at 14h()O In C J J February (LOP) and 
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figure 5.15: Vertical cross-section of divergence (intcn'u[ 5 S· I) a long line t\ - A' found in 
rigurc 5.9. St;mi ng aI IShOO UTe 11 Fcbmary (2 hour inkrvais) and endi ng at OthOO 
U' I C. Note 'hal in these fi gu res divergence is ro~ilive (solid cont ours) and convcrgclH,:c 



















Figu((' 5.16: Vertical cross-section or cqu iv(lten t potenti!!! tClnpcraturc (i nlcrval 2°K) 
al(lng li l'll.! " ·A· round in Ii~urc 5.9. The gray shaded region ind icatc" ~rca" with a min 
wall"r mixing rat inn greatcr than 0.4 g.kg I . Slarting at 15hOO In C 11 '"chruary (2 hour 











































Figure 5. 17: Convective instability (shaded; 2°e interval starting at 10°C) and 
precipitable water (contour, 10 mm intcrval) over the eastern parts of South Africa. 































Figure 5.18: Soundings from the control simulation located at 29.97°S; 30.95°E 
(Location of Durban station) at 12hOO UTe 11 February 2005 (top) and OOhOO UTe 12 
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Figure 5.18 cont: Soundings from the control simulation located at 28.73°S; 32.8°E 
(Location of Richards Bay station) at 18hOO UTC 11 February 2005 (top) and OOhOO 
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Sensitivity Tests - The Role of SST, Topography 
and the Mid-latitudes 
6.1. Introduction 
The importance of the initial and boundary conditions in mesoscale models has become 
increasingly recognized over the last few decades. From this case study, there are two 
local features that appeared to have played a significant role in the life cycle of the 
system, but to what extent remains uncertain. Topography appeared to have had an 
influence in the initiation of the system, while the Agulhas Current region appeared to 
playa crucial role in supplying moisture for the system to develop. On the synoptic scale, 
weather phenomena in the mid-latitudes south of South Africa are also known to 
influence the weather patterns over the country. In chapter four it was evident that certain 
synoptic features propagating eastwards along the southern part of South Africa played a 
role in the evolution of this particular convective event. 
This chapter provides the results from three other simulations, which are used to identify 
the role of the above mentioned features found within and around South Africa. In the 
process, it will also highlight the sensitivity of the simulation when a certain aspect is 
changed, namely the representation of the topography, SSTs and mid-latitudes. Each 
simulation is presented separately, with a brief introduction on the feature that is being 
changed is given, which is then followed by the results and discussion. Further details 
about the general model setup for the simulations can be found in chapter three. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the success of numerical simulations of mesoscale 
convective systems is usually determined by the simulated precipitation distribution and 
intensity as well as features of the systems development, such as the initiation or 
propagation. Thus, for this section the results of the precipitation and OLR from the 
simulation are compared with the observed conditions and the results from the control 











results found in the simulations, more specifically what features or factors on the synoptic 
scale and local scale may have influenced any differences. 
6.2. SST Sensitivity Test 
6.2.1. Introduction 
The Agulhas Current is an influential feature found along sections of the South African 
coastline. As suggested by Rouault et al. (2003), the influence of the Agulhas Current as 
a moisture source for heavy rainfall events, may be substantially underestimated by 
certain reanalysis datasets since the narrow core of the current cannot be adequately 
represented by the operational models. This is possibly due to the underestimation of 
surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat in the Agulhas region in the NCEP and 
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis data 
(Rouault et al. 2003). To asses the potential contribution of a better resolved Agulhas 
Current in the storm evolution, a higher resolution SST dataset was used in another 
model simulation. The higher resolution data used is that of the AVHRR SST data, which 
was discussed in more detail in chapter three. Figure 6.1 shows a comparison between the 
two datasets that are used in the different model simulations. From this figure it can be 
seen that the lower resolution data still captures the general surface temperature 
gradients, but the higher resolution SST data better represents the finer scale features, 
such as the core of the Agulhas Current and the steep SST gradients. In the AVHRR SST 
data, there is no data over land, which may have some impact on the model simulation, 
thus the OISST data is superimposed over this region. 
6.2.2. Convective System and Precipitation 
The intensity of the precipitation appears to be greater in the SST sensitivity simulation 
(figure 6.2) when compared to that found in the control case (see figure 5.9). This is 
shown by the increase in the simulated precipitation over most parts of KZN. However, it 
is apparent that the precipitation distribution in KZN is similar to the observed (see figure 











around the Richards Bay region. It is also evident that the SST sensitivity simulation 
achieved a better result in simulating the precipitation that occurred over the KZN 
interior and the small amounts found along the southern parts of the KZN coastline. The 
precipitation distribution also indicates that a large quantity fell over the ocean just off 
the east coast, but this cannot be validated due to the lack of observations from this 
region. It should also be noted that an under-estimation in precipitation occurred along 
the northern parts of Swaziland, particularly in the Mananga station region, which 
received in excess of a 100 mm during the event. 
In terms of storm development, it is evident from the OLR images (figure 6.3) that the 
system in SST sensitivity simulation developed along the eastern escarpment during the 
afternoon of 11 February 2005. The evolution pattern appears very similar to that found 
into the control simulation (see figure 5.8), since after initiating, the single storm cells 
merged and evolved into a large mesoscale system. Comparisons between the OLR 
figures in the control simulation and the SST sensitivity simulation reveal that the system 
obtained a similar size in both simulations, as well as obtaining the maximum size around 
the same period (between 22hOO-00hOO UTC). There is evidence that the simulated 
system in the SST sensitivity simulation appeared to decay at a slower rate in the early 
morning hours of the Iih, when it was located over the Agulhas Current region. Figure 
A6.I, showing hourly precipitation, support the OLR results, since most of the heavy 
precipitation along the northern coastal region took place during the evening and night on 
the 11 February in the SST sensitivity simulation, which is similar to that found in the 
control run. It is also apparent that the heavy precipitation off the east coast continued to 
take place in the early morning hours of the 12th, which supports the suggestion that the 
system took slightly longer to dissipate, as found in the OLR images. 
From the precipitation and the OLR results, it is evident that the higher resolution SST, 
with all else being equal, leads to an excess of precipitation simulated over the coastal 
regions as well as over the Agulhas Current region. It was obvious that very similar 
features of the simulated MCS, such as size and evolution, occurred in the SST sensitivity 











the size of the system in the latter stages of the SST sensitivity simulation, since it was 
still well developed along the poleward section during the morning hours of 12 February. 
It should be remembered that in the satellite imagery (in chapter four) there also appeared 
to be a bias towards the development of the poleward side of the system, since it was 
found to be larger and more developed. This could explain the excessive precipitation 
found off the east coast in the SST sensitivity simulation. It is possible that the higher 
resolution SST data may have influenced the evolution of the system over the coastal 
regions and neighbouring Agulhas Current. 
6.2.3. Synoptic and local conditions 
The low level synoptic conditions (figure 6.4) in the SST sensitivity simulation are very 
similar to that found in the control run. During the morning of 11 February, a frontal 
system passed to the south of the country. This feature is still visible during the early 
afternoon in the OLR images (figure 6.3). The presence of an interior trough is also 
evident in figure 6.4. However, as identified in the control simulation, this feature 
appears weaker than that found in the observations, which is shown by the higher values 
of SLP. As found in the control simulation, the pattern of an anticyclone ridging to the 
south of the country during the 11-12 February is evident in the SST sensitivity run. The 
feature was located to the southwest of the country during the morning hours of the 11 th 
and by the late afternoon it had propagated further eastwards to the south of the country. 
As will be discussed later in this section, this single feature played a key role in the lower 
level circulation patterns over the KZN region during the event. 
Figure A6.2 shows temperature, geopotential height and areas of strong wind at the 500 
hPa sigma level found in the SST sensitivity simulation. The propagation of a westerly 
wave from the west during the early morning hours of 11 February is apparent. By 
midday it was located over the southern parts of the country, before propagating out into 
the Southwest Indian Ocean during the late afternoon. It is evident that the synoptic 











SST sensitivity simulation suggest that at 200 hPa level (not shown), the synoptic 
conditions were also identical to those found in the control simulation. 
At the 0.525 sigma level, the direction and magnitude ofthe winds in the SST sensitivity 
simulation (not shown) are also similar to that found in the control run. With 
westsouthwesterly winds dominating at this level over the eastern region of South Africa 
on 11 February, which are then replaced with westerly winds during the morning of the 
12th. 
Circulation patterns at the lowest level in the SST sensitivity simulation showed that 
continuous onshore flow along the east coast took place during the event (figure 6.5). The 
direction and magnitude of the winds at this level in the SST sensitivity simulation are 
similar to the corresponding winds in the control simulation. As identified in the control 
simulation, the anticyclone ridging to the south of the South Africa played an important 
role in the development of these onshore winds. It is likely that in the SST sensitivity 
simulation, these onshore winds advected more moisture into the region due to the higher 
resolution SST data used in the initial conditions. It is also expected that the development 
of the ducted ridge, which occurred at the lower to mid-levels (figure A6.3), would have 
aided in the onshore moisture advection. It is evident that the onshore flow component of 
the ridge coincided with regions that contained strong upward motion and a high 
precipitable water content. 
Vertical cross-sections of wind speed and zonal wind (figure 6.6) off the east coast 
suggest that the onshore winds in the lower levels were a dominant feature through much 
of the event in the SST sensitivity simulation. Vertical cross-sections of meridional wind 
(not shown) along the same transect indicate that the early afternoon flow contained more 
of a southerly component compared to the late afternoon and night flow. There is also 
evidence of a weak easterly LLJ developing during the night, which was not identified in 
the control run. In this case, this feature is arbitrarily defined as a narrow low-level region 
of winds exceeding speeds of lOm.s-1 in the lower levels, which was likely to have 











Figure 6.7, the 1000hPa moisture flux values from the SST sensitivity simulation, 
indicates that large quantities of moisture were advected into the region during the event. 
During the afternoon, most of the moisture used to fuel the system originated from the 
southeast of KZN. This southeasterly advection pattern continued until the evening, after 
which it was then replaced by easterly advection. This moisture advection pattern is 
consistent with the circulation in the lower levels of the atmosphere, as identified in 
figures 6.5 and 6.6. 
Figure 6.8 shows the low level moisture convergence found over the eastern region of 
South Africa during the event in the SST sensitivity simulation. During the early 
afternoon the low level moisture convergence was mainly confined to the eastern 
escarpment, but by mid-afternoon, low level moisture convergence was found all along 
the coastal region. The low level moisture convergence along the coastal regions was a 
prominent feature through most of the night and early morning hours. This moisture 
convergence over the coastal region was also evident in the control run (figure 5.12) and 
the convergence values between the two simulations are very similar. 
The large quantity of moisture advected at the lower levels over the coastal region is 
reflected in soundings taken from the SST sensitivity simulation. It is apparent that 
soundings taken over the Durban and Richards Bay region (both not shown) suggest that 
the lower atmosphere was near saturation during the afternoon and night. The soundings 
also indicate that the atmosphere was conditionally unstable, which is supported by figure 
A6.4 and that the region in which the MCS was located contained a high precipitable 
water content (over 50mm during the night). 
Vertical cross-sections along transect C-C' in the SST sensitivity simulation (see figure 
6.2) suggest that the nocturnal heavy precipitation was due to a combination of factors 
that were present for much of the night. These factors included strong low level 
convergence and mid-level divergence that took place in a region that contained a high 











flow in the lower levels over the coastal regions were also identified in the vertical cross-
sections (not shown). It was also evident from these cross-sections that the coastal 
regions of heavy precipitation, contained high relative humidity values (not shown), 
which were also found in SAWS station data along the northern coast. However, most 
importantly, these vertical cross-sections indicate the factors favourable for convection 
were evident through most of the late afternoon, through to the morning hours the 
following day. This ongoing pattern likely resulted in the heavy precipitation along the 
north coast of KZN. 
6.3.4. Simulation Summary 
An analysis of the synoptic conditions found in the SST sensitivity simulation suggests 
that similar large scale features were present during the evolution of the event, as 
identified in the control run. These features had an influence on the evolution of the event 
by influencing the circulation patterns throughout the atmosphere. The results also 
suggest that that local conditions identified in the SST sensitivity simulation favoured the 
development of an MCS and the associated heavy precipitation. 
It was evident that large quantities of moisture appeared to be advected into the east coast 
region in the SST sensitivity run, which may explain the increase in precipitation when 
compared to the control case. Similar favourable conditions for the formation of 
convection as identified in the control case were found in this simulation, namely the 
presence of a coupled low level convergence/mid-level divergence pattern, a 
convectively unstable atmosphere, strong upward vertical velocities and abundant 
moisture. It is also possible that sustained conditions favouring the development of 
convection during the late afternoon and night may have resulted in the over-estimation 
of heavy precipitation in this particular sensitivity simulation. 
It is likely that an increase in the SST resolution lead to more moisture being transported 
into the east coast region, but to what extent this influenced the extreme precipitation 
pattern is not so obvious. It was also apparent in the SST sensitivity simulation that, when 











dissipate. This result suggests that fluxes over this warm current and the close proximity 
of moisture may have strengthened the system. It should be remembered that the A VHRR 
data contains a high spatial resolution, but, temporally, it still remains at a weekly a 
resolution. It is possible that the exclusion of diurnal and sub-weekly SST variability in 
the run may lead to differences in the simulation. 
Ultimately, it has been established that most of the moisture used to fuel the extreme 
precipitating system originated from the Agulhas Current region. These results reinforce 
the hypothesis that the Agulhas Current plays a key role in extreme precipitation events 
found in South Africa, as identified in other research (e.g. Rouault et al. 2002; Singleton 
and Reason, 2006, 2007). Thus, further research on the influence that this warm current 
has on MCSs over the east coast and the mechanisms responsible for the advection of 
moisture in to the region is required. 
6.3. Topography Sensitivity Test 
6.3.1. Introduction 
The eastern escarpment is made up of topography extending up to around 3000m in 
certain regions and is believed to playa role in triggering mesoscale convective systems 
in South Africa (Laing and Fritsch, 1993b). It was found in the control simulation that the 
high-lying topography along the eastern escarpment more than likely had an influence on 
the initiation of the convective system that took place on the 11-12 February 2005. Thus, 
most of the focus in this simulation is on the role the eastern escarpment played in the 
development of this convective system. The coastal topography may have also provided 
the initial uplift that produced the heavy precipitation along the northern KZN coastline. 
However, it should be noted that the coastal topography is not as significant in height 
when compared to the inland topography. Thus, it is likely a combination of factors, 
including the coastal topography, that result in providing the favourable conditions for 











Figures 6.10 and 6.11 shows the two topographic settings used in the different model 
runs, whereby one uses full topography (the control simulation) and the other has the 
terrain height reduced by 75 % everywhere (the topography sensitivity simulation). It can 
be seen in these figures that the topography used in the sensitivity test is a lot smoother 
and contains much weaker gradients. However, it should be noted that it is likely that 
topographic effects do not entirely disappear when reducing the topography prior to the 
simulation. As discussed by Romero et al. (2000), the initial fields for the simulation are 
based on analysis data that will contain orographic effects. In this case, the initial and 
boundary MRF fields are based on analysis that will have contained some representation 
of topographic effects, thus the results of such a sensitivity test should be viewed with 
caution. 
6.3.2. Convective System and Precipitation 
The precipitation pattern, shown in figure 6.12, appeared to have changed considerably 
after the terrain was reduced in this particular sensitivity test. It is evident that most of the 
precipitation is now confined to the extreme northeastern parts of KZN, Mpumalanga, 
southern Mozambique and parts of Swaziland. In the figure, the colour bar indicating 
total accumulated precipitation may be misleading, since only one or two small regions 
received heavy precipitation. When compared with the observed precipitation pattern 
(figure 4.1) and that ofthe control simulation (figure 5.9), it is evident that there is clearly 
much reduced precipitation over the region. Hourly precipitation images (not shown) 
reveal that most of the precipitation that took place in the extreme northeastern parts of 
KZN begun in the late afternoon (l6hOO UTC), which then extended in a northerly 
direction and continued until just after OOhOO UTC in Mozambique. 
The findings in the precipitation figures are supported by figure A6.5, which shows OLR 
images depicting the evolution of the convective event. From these OLR images, it is 
evident that without any significant topography in the simulation, the MCS fails to 
develop along the eastern escarpment as identified in the satellite imagery. However, 











afternoon (around 16hOO UTC), which coincided with the start of the simulated 
precipitation in that region. This convective system strengthened during the late afternoon 
and night, slowly propagating northwards into Mozambique. By the early morning hours, 
it begun to decay at a fairly rapid rate when compared to the MCS found in the control 
simulation. 
The results from this reduced topography simulation suggests the strongly reduced 
topography may have weakened the associated uplift so that it was insufficient to produce 
the heavy precipitation in KZN. However, over the extreme northeastern region of KZN, 
where a convective system developed, it appears that the topographic effects were less 
important. It is also interesting to note that northern Swaziland (around Mananga station) 
also received a fair amount of precipitation in this sensitivity simulation, as found in the 
observations. Hence, the local factors were sufficient to produce the heavy precipitation 
in the absence of significant topography in this region. In order to identify conditions that 
favoured the development of the convective system over northern KZN and not 
elsewhere, an analysis of the synoptic and local conditions is conducted. 
6.3.3. Synoptic and local conditions 
Figure 6.13 shows sea level pressure and areas with wind speeds greater than lOm.s-1 at 
the 0.995 sigma level in the topography sensitivity simulation. Although, the high 
pressure system ridging to the south of the country is evident, the development of a 
trough in the interior is not so obvious. The sea level pressure values over the central 
interior are also higher than those in the control simulation, consistent with the weaker 
interior trough in the former. Areas of strong wind (> lOm.s-1) over the west coast and the 
oceans are similar to those found in the control simulation (see figure 5.1). 
At the 500 hPa level, it appears that the synoptic pattern in the topography sensitivity run 
(figure A6.6) is similar to that of the MRF analysis. The eastward propagation of a 
westerly wave is evident in both the sensitivity and control simulations at this level. 
Temperature, geopotential heights and areas of strong wind at the 200 hPa level in this 











corresponding control simulation plots (figure 5.3). At 200 hPa, the effects of local 
topography are relatively weak and the simulation is dominated by the boundary and 
initial conditions. 
Changes in wind circulation and strength are however clearly apparent in the lower level 
of the topography sensitivity simulation (figure 6.14). Northwesterly and then 
southwesterly winds dominated over KZN at the 0.995 sigma level in the morning of 11 
February. The lack of topography along the eastern escarpment may have resulted in 
southwesterly winds being present at this level in the late morning and early afternoon 
hours (see figure 5.4 versus figure 6.14). The winds off the east coast in this simulation 
only became predominantly onshore during the afternoon and they continued in this 
direction (southeasterly) until the morning of 12 February 2005. By comparison, the 
winds at this level in the control simulation became onshore early in the morning of 11 
February and likely resulting in more advection of moist marine air at this level and 
hence, more rainfall. Even though the topography is smoothed and results in less surface 
friction, there were no significant differences in the wind strength found in the 
topography sensitivity simulation compared with the control simulation. This result 
suggests that the effects of topography was more to steer the wind rather than influence 
its magnitude. 
It is evident that the ducted coastal ridge, which was present between the 800-700 hPa 
levels in the control simulation, failed to developed in this test simulation (not shown) 
since there was no longer topography to trap the feature (Holland and Leslie, 1986). It 
was suggested in the control simulation that this feature may have also resulted in 
onshore moisture advection into the coastal regions of KZN and its absence in this 
topography sensitivity simulation may help explain the reduced precipitation. 
At the 0.525 sigma level (figure 6.15) it can be seen that the topography sensitivity 
simulation has a similar circulation pattern to the control simulation (see figure 5.5). 
However, one noticeable difference is that the mid-level winds appear to be more 











The winds also appear slightly stronger in the topography sensitivity simulation and, over 
the northern parts of KZN, they appear to contain a more southerly component during the 
late afternoon hours on the 11 February. As mentioned previously, it has been 
documented that the mid-level winds often playa role in the direction in which the MCS 
propagates. Figure A6.5 indicates that the MCS propagated in a northerly direction. Thus, 
it appears that the mid-level winds played a key role in driving the system in this 
direction. 
Plots of vertical cross-sections of wind speed and zonal and meridional wind speed 
(figure A.6.7 and not shown, respectively), indicate that, stronger winds with a 
southerly/westerly component were found lower down in the atmosphere in the 
topography sensitivity simulation compared to that in the control case. Hence, 
topography appeared to have blocked these southwesterly winds in the control 
simulation. The strong onshore winds in the topography sensitivity simulation appeared 
to be confined to the northern parts of the KZN coastline and they also only become 
clearly defined later in the afternoon. This pattern highlights the fact that less moisture 
was likely to have been transported into the coastal region of KZN, due to the weaker 
onshore winds along the entire coastline and that they did not extend as far up into the 
atmosphere as in the control run. 
Figure 6.16 suggests that the near surface winds played a key role in developing areas of 
low level moisture convergence. Regions of low level moisture convergence propagate 
inland along with moderately strong winds (figure 6.16) during the afternoon on the 11 
February. The convergence zones are situated over the KZN interior in the early 
afternoon, and then propagate northwestwards into the Free State region by the evening. 
However, there is no persistent low level moisture convergence zone located over the 
eastern escarpment during the afternoon in figure 6.16, unlike that found in the control 
case (see figure 5.12). 
Consistent with figure A6.5, a region of low level moisture convergence existed over 











storm development coincided with strong northeasterlies, which helped to fuel the 
system. Figure A6.8, the convective instability calculated from the difference between 
equivalent potential temperature at the 0.955 - 0.525 sigma levels, indicates that the 
convective system developed in an atmosphere that was favourable for the large-scale 
convection. 
In the control simulation, it was noted that high precipitable water values coincided with 
the location of the convective event (determined from OLR values). Figure A6.8 shows a 
similar pattern in topography sensitivity simulation, since areas with a precipitable water 
content greater than 50 mm roughly coincide with the convective system location and 
propagation. It is also interesting to note that the precipitable water values in figure A6.8 
do not contain the same linear distribution as in the control case (see figure 5.9) 
consistent with the much weaker topography in the sensitivity case. 
Vertical cross-sections through northeastern KZN (see figure 6.12 for locations) indicate 
that, at the time of storm development, a pattern of coupled low level convergence and 
upper level divergence was evident along the coast (figure 6.17). However, this feature 
was not present for long, since a few hours after initiating there was no noticeable low 
level convergence (figure 6.16). During the brief period, when low level convergence and 
upper level divergence occurred strong upward vertical velocities (figure 6.17) as well as 
a high rain water mixing ratio (not shown) were also present well into the mid-levels. 
However, these features, which are favourable for convection, only lasted until early 
evening. 
Vertical cross-sections for the region that contained heavy precipitation in the control 
simulation (see figure 5.9 for location), show that no periods of sustained convection took 
place in the topography sensitivity simulation. The reduced topography run shows 
conditions that do not favour convection and no obvious trigger for convection. During 
the night, no sustained low level convergence took place (figure 6.18), nor were there any 











which are relatively dry and stable, appear stronger 10 the topography sensitivity 
simulation than the control case. 
Figure 6.19 indicates that the lower levels are less saturated in this sensitivity case than in 
the control run. Severe weather parameters from the 12hOO UTC 11 February Durban 
sounding in the sensitivity simulation (not shown) suggested that the atmosphere had a 
high CAPE (1641 Jlkg), SWEAT (348), PW (48.6 mm), TT (50°C) and LI (4.6°C) 
values, which are higher than the values found in the control simulation at the same time. 
The OOhOO UTC sounding (not shown) taken over the same region indicates that all the 
severe weather parameters had weakened considerably. However, the OOhOO UTC 
sounding from Richards Bay region (figure 6.19) revealed a similar pattern to that found 
at the 12hOO UTC Durban sounding. Severe weather parameters obtained from this 
Richards Bay sounding indicated the atmosphere was conducive to the development of 
convection in the region, since these parameters contained very similar values to those 
found in the 12hOO UTC Durban sounding. These soundings suggest that conditions were 
favourable for the development of convection over the region in the topography 
sensitivity simulation but the much reduced topography provided too weak a trigger to 
initiate the convection. 
6.3.4. Simulation Summary 
The results of this sensitivity simulation suggest that the eastern escarpment played a key 
role in the development of the MCS, since the observed convective system failed to 
develop over the eastern escarpment in this run. Also, the considerable under-estimation 
of precipitation suggests that the synoptic forcing alone was not capable of producing 
significant precipitation for this particular event. However, it was apparent that regions 
over northeastern KZN were still favourable for the development of convection, and a 
convective system developed there in this reduced topography simulation. The results 
suggest that, in cases where dynamical factors are not strong enough for the development 
of upward motion, local topography can playa key role in providing uplift, which may 











Differences in wind circulation were evident, with the onshore winds impinging on the 
KZN coastline weaker than in the control run. These whlds also did not extend as far up 
into the atmosphere and were mainly confined to the extreme northern parts of the KZN 
coastline when compared to the control simulation. This result suggests that less moisture 
was likely to have been transported into KZN resulting in less favourable conditions for 
heavy precipitation development. Therefore, the eastern escarpment may have blocked 
the southwesterly/westerly winds at the lower levels in the control simulation, resulting in 
the easterly winds extending further inland and at higher levels in the control simulation, 
leading to more widespread precipitation. 
Another key difference between this topography sensitivity simulation and the control 
simulation was that no sustained periods favourable for convection occurred over the 
coastal region. In the control simulation, coupled low level convergence and upper level 
divergence, strong upward vertical velocities and abundant moisture were present for 
much of the night, whereas in the topography sensitivity simulation this pattern was only 
evident for a few hours. In the latter, it was found that the atmosphere over the coastal 
regions was conducive to the development of convection, since the sounding data 
contained severe weather parameters which contained higher values than that found in the 
control case. However there was less moisture in the lower levels of the atmosphere 
during the 11 February 2005 supporting the previously discussed idea that weaker, more 
northward displaced, onshore winds advected less moisture into the region in topography 
sensitivity simulation. 
These findings have demonstrated the important role that the eastern escarpment possibly 
plays in the development of these large convective systems in Southern Africa, as noted 
by Laing and Fritsch (1 993b ). Thus, an accurate representation of the local topography is 
needed in models to further our understanding of how local topography influence extreme 
weather systems in the region. The analysis has also helped identify the role the coastal 
topography played in the development of the heavy precipitation in the region by 











to rise due to the convectively unstable atmosphere found in the control simulation. 
However, it is recognized that these results are from one case study and hence, further 
simulations using different events are required in order to identify the role of the 
topography in the region. Other simulations using varying topography settings should 
also be tested in order to get a better understanding ofthe role topography plays. It should 
also be kept in mind that the some of the differences found in the precipitation 
distribution in this particular simulation may have also been influenced by the 
parameterization schemes used, most notably the convective parameterization scheme. 
6.4. Mid-latitude Sensitivity Test 
6.4.1. Introduction 
This mid-latitude sensitivity simulation was performed to investigate the importance of 
the mid-latitude circulation on the evolution of the convective event. Synoptic features 
found propagating eastwards south of South Africa are known to have an influence on 
weather systems located within the country (Tyson and Preston-Whyte, 2000). These 
authors noted that a common synoptic situation promoting storm formation is a trough in 
the tropical easterlies, while frontal passages to the south are also known to frequently 
trigger storms. Preston-Whyte et al. (1991) found that for the 1965-85 period, four 
synoptic types, namely the Tropical-Temperate Trough, Westerly Wave, Ridging High 
and East Coast Low, accounted for 81 percent of the rainfall over KwaZulu-Natal. Thus, 
a further simulation was conducted whereby the 18km domain was positioned more 
equatorward compared to that of the control simulation, such that the southern location 
was situated at 37° S, instead of 45°S as in the control run (see figures 3.1 and 3.4). 
However, it is recognized that a similar problem to the smoothed topography simulation 
will possibly occur in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation. Since the initial and 
boundary conditions for the MRF model will still contain some influence of the mid-












6.4.2. Convective System and Precipitation 
The simulated precipitation along the northern coastline in the mid-latitude sensitivity run 
was significantly over-estimated (figure 6.20) when compared to the control run or the 
observations. In addition, a slightly different accumulated precipitation pattern results for 
the event, with the most noticeable differences occurring in the KZN interior and along 
the south coast ofKZN. However, it is obvious that most of the heavy precipitation in the 
mid-latitude sensitivity case occurred along the north coast of KZN, which is similar to 
the findings in the observations and the control run. It was identified in the observations 
that majority of the intense precipitation took place along the north coast of KZN late at 
night (i.e. between 22hOO-02hOO UTe 11112 February). However, in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity simulation, the heavy precipitation along the north coast started a few hours 
early (figure A6.9), suggesting that the storm development occurred more rapidly. 
Using OLR as a proxy for the system (figure 6.21), it appears that the simulated system in 
this mid-latitude sensitivity simulation showed a similar life cycle pattern as that 
identified through the satellite imagery in chapter four. However, a noticeable difference 
is that of the location of the system, which appear to be displaced further to the north 
(more equatorward) compared to the observed system. This displacement could possibly 
explain the increase in precipitation identified in the northeastern region of South Africa 
in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation. The shape of the system also differs from that 
of the observations, since the system was observed to retain a more linear shape for a 
longer period than found in this model simulation (figure 6.21). The initiation time of the 
simulated system appeared to be closer to the observed than the control case. However, it 
appears to now strengthen too quick leading to an earlier onset of the heavy coastal 
precipitation (figure A6.9). 
6.4.3. Synoptic and local conditions 
Figure 6.22 shows sea level pressure and areas of low level wind stronger than lOm.s-1 in 
the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation. Due to the smaller domain, the ridging anti-











system played an influential role in the onshore winds impinging on the east coast, a 
point discussed in more detail later in this chapter. Figure 6.22 also reveals the presence 
of a weak interior trough during the event. This trough was weaker in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity case than in the control run. 
In addition, there is evidence of an eastwards propagating westerly wave at the 500 hPa 
level (figure A6.1 O), which was also identified in the MRF analysis data and the control 
simulation. However, due to the domain choice, this feature cannot easily be verified. 
The mid-latitude sensitivity simulation seems to get the timing of this possible westerly 
wave correct, since the wave approaches South Africa early on the 11 February and by 
the afternoon is situated to the southeast of the country. Also, this simulation compares 
favourably with both the MRF 200 hPa level results and the control case (not shown). 
Figure 6.23 shows the wind stream and speed at the lowest level in the model indicating 
that the circulation is similar to the control case. As found in the control simulation, the 
most important circulation at this level was the onshore flow into the east coast. 
However, it is evident that the magnitude of this onshore flow is over-estimated in the 
mid-latitude sensitivity run when compared to the control run and the MRF analysis. 
Figure 6.22 and 6.23 indicate that during the late afternoon in the mid-latitude simulation, 
there were stronger winds present off the east coast at low levels than that found in the 
control simulation as well as the MRF model output. However, the magnitude of the low 
level winds in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation is similar to those derived from 
measurements from the QuikSCAT satellite winds (figure 4.15). These stronger winds 
found in the mid-latitude sensitivity run could be as a result of the slightly stronger 
pressure gradient to the southeast of the country when compared to the control case. 
The circulation pattern found in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation at the 0.525 sigma 
level (figure A6.11) also appears to differ slightly with that found in the control 
simulation. Figure A6.11 shows the propagation of a westerly wave past the south of the 
country during the morning of 11 February 2005, which was also evident in the control 











predominately southwesterlies and at times contain a more southerly component, 
compared to the more westsouthwesterlies identified in the control case. This difference 
in the wind direction could possibly account for the more equatorward displacement of 
the convective system in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, as evident in the OLR 
figures. 
Overall, the synoptic features in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation compare 
reasonably well to those observed in the control run as well as the MRF model output. 
There are some discrepancies found in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, likely due 
to the model boundary not extending far enough to the south to capture the large-scale 
features. The most noticeable difference found between the mid-latitude sensitivity and 
the control simulation is that of the low and mid-levels winds. These wind differences 
may have had an influence on the MCS development and location as well as the intensity 
and spatial distribution of the associated precipitation. 
Figure 6.24 indicates that low level moisture convergence was evident over large sections 
of KZN during the convective event in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation. The low 
level convergence pattern found during the life cycle of the event was similar to that 
found in the control case, since low level moisture convergence was initially found only 
along the escarpment and parts of the KZN coastline during the early afternoon on the 
11 th, but during the late afternoon this feature was found along the entire coastline as well 
as over most parts of northern KZN. During the night, low level moisture convergence 
was still found over the northern parts of KZN, but was mainly restricted to the coastal 
region. At the same time, low level moisture convergence also occurred along the 
Mozambique coastline and in parts of Swaziland in the mid-latitude sensitivity 
simulation. By the late morning hours on the 12 February 2005, areas of low level 
moisture convergence in KZN became smaller and weaker (not shown), while some areas 
were replaced by low level divergence. This convergence pattern was also evident 
slightly higher up in the atmosphere at the 0.870 sigma level (figure A6.l2), with 
moisture convergence initially located along the escarpment, but by the late afternoon 











should be noted that moisture convergence at this level persisted throughout the night and 
early morning hours along the northern coastline around 28°S in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity simulation, which is slightly further to the north compared to the results found 
in the control case. 
An interesting feature found in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation is that there 
appeared to be an apparent LLl (figure 6.24) during the event. The LLl is arbitrarily 
defined as a channel of winds exceeding speeds of 10m.s-1 in the lower levels. This 
feature was not obvious in the MRF analysis, but this could be due to its coarser 
resolution. These stronger low level winds in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation may 
be as a result of the slightly stronger pressure gradient to the southeast of the country 
when compared to the control case. 
In the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, the southeasterly LLl, first impinged on the 
coast on the afternoon of February II and was still evident later in the evening, mainly 
along the northern coastal regions. As evident in the control simulation, the timing of the 
heavy precipitation along the north coast in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation 
appears to coincide with the onset of the strong winds into the region. These onshore 
winds began to weaken during the night and shift further offshore (as the anticyclone 
shifted eastwards) and hence reduced the amount of moisture into the region. A similar 
wind pattern is found in the 0.870 sigma level in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation 
(figure A6.l2), indicating that the strong onshore advection of moisture occurred 
throughout the lower 1500m of the atmosphere. This advection pattern was also 
identified in the control simulation, but is likely to be stronger in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity run due to the stronger winds. Overall, the wind pattern at the 0.995 to 0.870 
sigma level in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation illustrates the persistent onshore 
winds impinging the KZN coastline during the event. 
This low level jet is more apparent when vertical cross-sections are plotted along the east 
coast. Figure 6.25 shows wind speed and the zonal wind speed found in the mid-latitude 











should be noted that moisture convergence at this level persisted throughout the night and 
early morning hours along the northern coastline around 28°S in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity simulation, which is slightly further to the north compared to the results found 
in the control case. 
An interesting feature found in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation is that there 
appeared to be an apparent LLl (figure 6.24) during the event. The LLJ is arbitrarily 
defined as a channel of winds exceeding speeds of 10m.s-1 in the lower levels. This 
feature was not obvious in the MRF analysis, but this could be due to its coarser 
resolution. These stronger low level winds in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation may 
be as a result of the slightly stronger pressure gradient to the southeast of the country 
when compared to the control case. 
In the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, the southeasterly LLJ, first impinged on the 
coast on the afternoon of February 11 and was still evident later in the evening, mainly 
along the northern coastal regions. As evident in the control simulation, the timing of the 
heavy precipitation along the north coast in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation 
appears to coincide with the onset of the strong winds into the region. These onshore 
winds began to weaken during the night and shift further offshore (as the anticyclone 
shifted eastwards) and hence reduced the amount of moisture into the region. A similar 
wind pattern is found in the 0.870 sigma level in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation 
(figure A6.12), indicating that the strong onshore advection of moisture occurred 
throughout the lower 1500m of the atmosphere. This advection pattern was also 
identified in the control simulation, but is likely to be stronger in the mid-latitude 
sensitivity run due to the stronger winds. Overall, the wind pattern at the 0.995 to 0.870 
sigma level in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation illustrates the persistent onshore 
winds impinging the KZN coastline during the event. 
This low level jet is more apparent when vertical cross-sections are plotted along the east 
coast. Figure 6.25 shows wind speed and the zonal wind speed found in the mid-latitude 











with an easterly component were confined to the lower levels and at times extending up 
to the mid-levels, while at the mid- to upper levels, winds with a westerly component 
were dominant. From the wind speed values, it is evident that a LLJ developed in the 
mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, since in the lower levels there was a strong confined 
onshore component. Figure 6.24 indicated that during the afternoon on February 11, 
southeasterly onshore winds were present along the coastline, which was identified in 
similar vertical cross-section plots showing meridional wind speeds (not shown) instead 
of zonal wind speeds. 
Vertical cross-sections indicate that very similar mechanisms were responsible for the 
heavy precipitation production along the north coast in the mid-latitude sensitivity 
simulation. A noticeable difference is the location of the heavy precipitation, which in the 
mid-latitude sensitivity simulation is found further equatorward compared to the control 
case. Figure 6.26, a vertical cross-section depicting vertical velocity, wind vectors and 
relative humidity, shows that during periods of heavy precipitation the region 
experienced onshore winds and strong vertical uplift. The vertical uplift was a prominent 
feature during the late afternoon and night, since it first featured around 16hOO UTC and 
was no longer present after about 02hOO UTC the next morning. The regions of strong 
vertical extent always occurred near the coastal region, which may have been due to the 
continuous inflow of low level moisture and the coastal topography then forcing this 
moist air to rise. 
The presence of a coupled low level convergence/upper level divergence pattern was 
found in regions of heavy precipitation (figure 6.26). It was also evident that the location 
of the low level convergence coincided with regions containing a mixing ratio greater 
than 0.4 g.kg-1 (not shown). These vertical cross-section figures identify similar features 
aiding in the production of precipitation as found in the control case. 
As found in the control case, the convective instability existed during the event in the 
mid-latitude sensitivity simulation was convectively unstable, particularly along the 











northern coastal regions remained convectively unstable throughout the afternoon and 
night, before increasing in stability during the morning of 12 February. Precipitable 
water, also plotted on figure A6.13, indicates that values exceeding 50 mm were located 
along the northern coastal region of KZN during the late afternoon and evening hours, 
which was also evident in the control run. 
The convective instability figures are supported by the soundings produced from the mid-
latitude sensitivity simulation for the Richards Bay and Durban region (both not shown). 
Most of these soundings reveal that a near saturated condition at low levels was overlain 
by a drier atmosphere in the mid-levels. The soundings also indicate the presence of a 
strong southeasterly wind, particularly for the Richards Bay soundings. The Richard Bay 
soundings indicated that the winds were veering with height, which is evident from the 
surface winds being southeasterly, while in the mid-levels there were strong 
southwesterly/westerly winds. 
6.4.4. Simulation Summary 
The mid-latitude sensitivity simulation has been used to identify the role in which the 
large scale feature in the mid-latitudes may have played in the evolution of the MCS. 
This was achieved by shifting the location of the 18km domain northwards so that the 
southern boundary was 37°S. From the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, evidence has 
been presented that suggests that due to the mid-latitudes not being fully represented in . 
the simulation, certain features are possibly not well resolved. The main discrepancy in 
this sensitivity simulation appears to be with the simulation of the winds at various levels. 
It was evident that the wind direction in the lower levels was well simulated, but the 
magnitude was over-estimated compared to observations. However, it was noted that 
surface winds derived from QuikSCA T illustrated stronger winds than was found in the 
MRF model analysis. 
Another interesting inconsistency produced in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation was 











found that compared to the satellite imagery, the simulated system appeared to be 
displaced further to the north. This northward displacement may have occurred due to the 
more southerly component in the mid-levels winds. It is also likely to have accounted for 
the increase in precipitation in the northern parts of KZN. This increase in precipitation 
was likely due to a combination of more moisture being transported into the region by the 
stronger onshore low level winds and the persistent factors favouring the development of 
convection. These factors include a coupled low level convergence/mid-level divergence 
pattern, high content of moisture in the lower atmosphere and a convectively unstable 
atmosphere. It can be seen that the factors that may have been responsible for the heavy 
precipitation in the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation were similar to those found in the 
control case. Thus, the results suggest that convective instability over the coastal regions 
ofKZN were favourable for sustaining the development of a convective system. 
It was found that a near-surface ducted coastal ridge was present in the control simulation 
(see figure 5.11). This phenomenon was also identified in the mid-latitude sensitivity 
simulation (figure A.6.l4). However, it is evident that in the mid-latitude sensitivity run, 
this mesoscale feature was located further s uth when compared to the control case and it 
did not appear to last as long, although it still appeared to have an influence on the wind 
direction into the heavy precipitation region. As discussed previously, the development of 
this feature was likely linked to the propagation of a frontal system and a synoptic-scale 
anticyclone ridging south of the country. These two large-scale features are usually 
located in the mid-latitudes and the northward shifted domain leads to the ducted ridge 
not being well resolved. However, it should be noted that there are no observations of the 
ducted ridge in the case study, so the location and role of such a feature still needs to be 
established. 
These findings suggest that in order to produce a reasonable simulation of an extreme 
weather event in South Africa, it is likely that an accurate representation of the mid-
latitudes is required. Synoptic features in the mid-latitude circulation have an influence 
on mesoscale features in and around South Africa. Thus, the model domain needs to 











South Africa. These results also emphasize the necessity for obtaining accurate 
observations ofthe atmosphere in the mid-latitudes in order to provide reliable initial and 
boundary conditions for numerical model simulations. 
6.5. Summary 
This chapter has focused on isolating the influences of certain features found within and 
around South Africa. Through these simulations, the importance of SSTs, local 
topography and the mid-latitude circulation on the evolution of the convective system has 
been examined. The analysis has also highlighted the inconsistencies produced by a 
numerical model when a single variable is altered in the model forcing. However, these 
results should be regarded as preliminary since these sensitivity simulations have only 
been applied to one case study and therefore should not b  generalised. In order to get a 
better understanding of the role each feature plays, simulations such as these must be 
applied to a range of extreme precipitating systems developing in different environments. 
It is also recognized that alternative methods of determining the effects of the 
topography, SSTs and mid-latitudes in such cases can be used, such as the factor 
separation technique described by Stein and Alpert (1993). This particular factor 
separation technique may help in fully quantifying the effects these three factors may 
have had on the evolution of the convective system. Ultimately, it should be recognized 
that identifying the individual role of each feature in such events may be difficult due to 
the complex interactions with one another. For example, Garstang et al. (1987) found that 
the generation of convective storms over the escarpment of the northeast South African 
region was associated with westerly waves propagating across the southern tip of Africa, 
which then interact with the topography of the escarpment. Thus, it is likely that a 
combination of these factors will interact to develop heavy precipitating convective 
storms in the eastern region of South Africa. 
Cook (2000) separated the vertical integrated moisture convergence into four terms: 
convergence, advection, orographic and transients and then identified the influence that 











(SICZ) and its links to rainfall variability over Southern Africa. A similar type of 
approach could perhaps be used to identify which features were important for the 
development of the vertical integrated moisture convergence in this case study and hence 
give insight to the rainfall processes. 
Most of the vertical and horizontal transects performed in this chapter have been repeated 
in each simulation so that consistency is kept in identifying the factors that favoured or 
hindered the development of the system and the associated precipitation. All the results 
presented in this chapter have been derived from the 18 km domain of each simulation 
since the results of the nested domain (6 km resolution) were very similar. For example, 
as found in the control case, precipitation for all the sensitivity simulations appeared to 
have been intensified in the nested domain of the simulation, but the spatial distribution 
remained fairly similar to that found in the 18 km domain. It should also be remembered 
that the effects of the parameterizations used in the numerical model cannot be excluded 
in these simulations. Thus, some of the precipitation irregularities found within each 
simulation could be due to deficiencies in the parameterization of convection and cloud 
microphysics. This is discussed in more detail in the chapter that follows. 
From the initial results of these sensitivity simulations, it seems that the topography along 
the eastern escarpment played an important role in triggering the convective event. For 
example, the system failed to develop along the eastern escarpment during the afternoon 
of the 11 February 2005 in the topography sensitivity simulation. It was evident that the 
atmosphere over the coastal region was favourable for the development of convection, 
but this failed to transpire due to there being insufficient forcing and less moisture in the 
lower levels. The results also suggest that the local topography steered the low levels 
winds in the control run and hence, had an influence on the onshore, moisture advecting 
winds found in the topography sensitivity simulation, since less moisture was found in 
the lower levels in this run. Thus, it is suggested that it is important for the local 
topography to be well resolved in numerical model simulations of events taking place of 











As discussed by Rouault et al. (2003), the role of the Agulhas Current as a moisture 
source for heavy precipitation events in Southern Africa appears to be misrepresented in 
operational models (ECMWF, NCEP) due to the underestimation of fluxes from this 
warm current. It was found in the SST sensitivity simulation that by having an increased 
SST resolution an increase in the amount of accumulated precipitation occurred over the 
east coast during the event. Furthermore, it seems that the SST sensitivity test did 
produce a marginally better precipitation spatial distribution compared to the control 
case. 
It was also obvious that the simulated system in the SST sensitivity test had a bias 
towards poleward development in the latter stages of its evolution, since it was well 
developed in this region and took longer to dissipate while positioned over the Agulhas 
Current. This bias in the development of the poleward section was also identified in the 
satellite imagery. This suggests that the surface fluxes and close proximity of moisture 
over the higher resolution SST may have resulted in stronger storm, which is consistent 
with an increase in precipitation. This reinforces the idea of using high resolution SST 
data to represent the core of the Agulhas Current and the strong SST gradients in 
numerical simulation of extreme precipitating events over South Africa. 
The role the mid-latitude circulation played in the evolution of the event became evident 
when the 18km domain of the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation excluded this factor by 
being bounded at 37°S. It was noted that when this aspect was excluded in the model 
simulation, slightly different results were identified with the most obvious involving the 
wind patterns in the low and mid-levels. These changes in the wind patterns appeared to 
have resulted from the representation of large-scale features in the mid-latitudes and 
hence, had a large impact on certain features of the convective storm, such as its location 
and spatial distribution of the associated precipitation. This result suggests that in order to 
get a more accurate representation of a convective event over the east coast of South 
Africa, the poleward boundary of the domain should be extended well into the mid-











the mid-latitudes in the initial and boundary conditions, which may be rather problematic 
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Figure 6.1: Th..: two SST datascl, thill were used ror th~ m<.Xkls initial and boundary 
condilion!\.. whieh UIT the OrSST SST (top) we~kly data that includes the II I'ebruary 
2005 and the AVHRR SST (bottom) for th~ ,arne period. (NOle that over the land in thc 
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Figure 1l.2: Simulated prr.:cipitation for the II and 12 February 2005 for domain one 
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Fi~urc 6.:.1 : Outgoing longwavc radin,ion (interva l. 20 w.m-1) derived from the SST 
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f"igurc 6.4: MeJll S(.';l I~vel prCS5\1f\' (" Iud ~onl'lu",; inleT"al 4 m b) ~nd wind~ with 
~r.:ed s greater limn 10rn .,·1 n1 the 0. IN5 sigma level. d~rivcd 1"1)1\1 lb~ SS I '~nsilivil y 
simulation. SlMting '1.1 Q!jhOO U 1 C .. 10 lh.:- II ,. arxl ending al 12hOO UT<' on lhe 12 
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Fi~urc 6.5: CirculaLion pattem in the SST scnsiti\'ity =-i lTl uialion ilt the 0.995 sigma level 
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Figure 6.6: Vertical cross~sections of wind spt:cds st..1rting at 10 nl.$-1 (shaded; 5 nu-I 
interval) and zonal wind speeds (contour: 2 m.s- I interval) along B-B' (see figure 5.9), 
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}<' igurc 6.8: MOi sture convergence (shaded positive values with interval of 5 g.ki1.S-1) 
and wind speeds greater than 10 m. s·1 at the 0.955 sigma levd from the SST sensitivity 
s imu lation. Starti ng at 14hOO UTe on the 11\b through to OOhOO UTe on the lih, at 2 











Figure 6.9: V~r1ical cross-section or divergence (left; int('rvul4 S-l) and 1he right figures 
showing equivalellt potential temperature (coUlour; interval 2°K) and, rain water mixing 
ration greater than 0.4 g.kg-I (shaded) along line C-C' (figtllc 6.2). Starti ng at 20hOO UTe 
on thc II J;cbruary (2 hour inlerv-dls) and ending at OOhOO UTe. Note that divergence is 
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Figurt' 6. 12: Accul1lul;Jled prec ipi tation for II and 12 February 2005 for domain Ollt' in 













f igure 6. U : M"al1 sea lewl preSS1l1X: (Nacl conlOI.Jrs; ;nl",.,·,.1 4 rub) and wind. wilh 
speeds greal ..... 1111111 JOm.s·1 "I t~ 1.995 sibfl!' Ic\"el. deri ved frum the 'opograph~ 
scm",i,ity 1<'"5\. Slanillg at06!JUU un ' {>Il the 11'" (tnd ~nding al 12hOO UTe 12 ]'chniary 
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Fi~lIn: 6. 14: Simulat,d circulation Il.:.ncm at the 0 .1.)'-'5 sigma Icvd and region~ when: 
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Figure 6. 15: Same as figure 6.14, except at th.:: 0.525 sigma level and that the shaded 











Figure 6.16: M(lislurc cunvcrgencc (shad<:d positive values with intcrv<ll of 5 g.kg·I,s"I) 
<lnd wind speeds grcmer than 10 m.s· l at the 0.955 sigma le .... eI in the topograrhy test 
simulmion. Starting at 12hOO UTC II February through to 03hOO UTC on the Ii'. and at 












figure 6.17: Vertical t:r0ss-sct:lioll of divcq~cncc (left; interval -l. sol) and the right 
li gu res showing wind vectors. vertical veloci ty greater tlwn .. H) cm.s·1 (shaded) and 
relative humidity (I.:OlltoUrs with an interval (If 10%) along linc 0-0 ' found in ligure 6. 12 
Starting at 15hOO tHe on the II Fchmary (2 hour intcrv<l ls) and ending at 19hOO UTe. 
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Figure 6.18: Same as figure 6.20, except for along line A-A' in figure 5.9 and starting at 
18hOO UTC 11 February (3 hour intervals) and ending at OOhOO UTC. Note that 












Figure 6.19: Soundings from the topography sensitivity simulation located at 29.97°S; 
30.95°E (Location of Durban station) at 12hOO UTC 11 February 2005 (top) and 28.73°S; 
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Figure 6.20: Accumulated precipitation ror the 1 I and 12 Fcbnlilry 2005 fOT a) domain 
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Figure 6.21 : DOIr.uin one outgoing longwavc radiation (interval, 20 w.m-2) derived 
from the mid-latitude sensitivity simulation. Starting at IOhOO tHe 11 February at 2 
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Fi/.:urc 6.2Icont: From 22hOO UTe 11 February al2 hour intervals and ending at ORhOO 
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Figur~ 6.2.1 : Ci n.:ulaliort lX.item in Ihe mid-lalitudc sen"itivity run at the 0 .995 Sigma 
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Figure 6.24: Moisture convergence (shnded positive values with interval or 5 g.kg-l.s-l) 
and wind speeds greater than 10 m.s- I at the 0.955 sigma level from the mid-latitude 
sensitivity simulation. Starting at 12hOO UTC on the 11th through to 04hOO UTC on the 
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FiAun' () .2~; Verlical cros,s-sect ion:; of \\ ind ~pccds starling at 10 III .S· t t ~hadcd: 5 m.s· t 
interval) and /.ortal wind sJX'CJ s (conl()ur; 2 m.,,· t interval ) along B-O' ( ~tt figure 5.9). 



















Fi~urc 6.26: Vertical cross-section of divergence lIefi ; interval 4 ~; ') and the right 
figures showing wind VI!Ct0fS. vertical velocity greater than 40 cm.s· l (shaded) and 
relative humidity (C()1l1()UfS with an inh.:rvul of 10%) along line r>E' !{lUnd in figure 
0.20a. Starting at t 7hOU UTe 11 February (4 huur intervals) ttnd ending at OlhOO (lTC. 













7.1. General Discussion 
South Africa is frequently affected by severe weather events, but the scarcity of 
observations restricts our understanding of these weather systems. Advancements in 
technology, particularly in the radar, satellite and computer industry, have resulted in 
the global research of MCSs being more efficient and accurate. However, the biggest 
problem is that many areas, especially the poorer nations, do not have sufficient 
observation technology (especially radar and radiosondes) or equipment to research or 
monitor these types of convective systems. This is probably one of the main reasons 
why systems in the United State of America (US) have been documented much better 
than in other MCS locations. In addition, forecasting MCSs is still a major problem 
that has to be addressed. From the little research that has been done on Southern 
African MCSs, it can be seen that these systems are not uncommon to the region and 
they continuously pose a threat when they occur. 
As documented in the literature, a MCS may produce large amounts of precipitation 
and a host of other severe weather phenomena (see chapter two). Not only do they 
pose a danger, they are perceived to be an important feature of the South African 
climate due to the substantial contribution they make to total annual rainfall (Garstang 
and Tyson, 2000). Thus, a better understanding of their development and evolution is 
required. In particular, more details about the factors that separate the formation of the 
different types of convective systems is needed. The understanding of the synoptic 
and mesoscale conditions that possibly result in the development of these large 
convective systems remains poor. It should be noted that the synoptic conditions 
summarised by Maddox et al. (1986) that result in the development of MCCs are 
those that generally result in the development of convective weather and do not 
differentiate days when large MCS occur and those that result in the development of 
scattered thunderstorms. Therefore, further research is required in order to identify 











As mentioned previously, most MCSs that have been studied in recent decades have 
occurred in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in the US. Comparisons can be 
made between the systems in the US with those found in South Africa, but this is 
limited because there are differences in the factors that play a role in the development 
and location of these systems. For example, the geographic setting of South Africa is 
different to that of the US. South Africa is a much narrower land mass, is bordered by 
the surrounding oceans along its western, eastern and southern borders. The South 
African landmass terminates near 34°S, whereas North America extends into high 
latitudes. The major moisture source for mesoscale convective systems in the US is 
the Gulf of Mexico (e.g. Maddox, 1983; Velasco and Fritsch, 1987; Laing and Fritsch, 
2000), whereas moisture sources for the South African summer rainfall region include 
the neighbouring tropical oceans (D' Abreton and Lindesay, 1995; Cook et al. 2004), 
tropical Africa (D' Abreton and Lindesay, 1993; Cook et al. 2004) and the Agulhas 
Current region (Jury et al. 1993; Rouault et al. 2002; Singleton and Reason, 2006, 
2007). Another key difference is that the US contains large areas of flat plains with 
significant mountain ranges near each coast, whereas South Africa has much smaller 
areas of flat terrain. Thus, different features to the U.S. may playa role in the 
development and life cycle of MCS in South Africa. However, the little research that 
has been done in South Africa has found that the systems themselves do not differ that 
much from the global population (e.g. Laing and Fritsch, 1993b, 1997). 
In this thesis, a MCS that developed over the eastern parts of South Africa is 
analyzed. This part of the country has been known to favour the development of these 
types of convective systems, as documented by Laing and Fritsch (1993b). It should 
be noted that these authors concentrated on one specific type of MCS, namely, the 
largest of the convective systems, the mesoscale convective complex (MCC). 
However, these authors noted two key local features that possibly playa role in MCC 
development in this region, namely the high-lying topography of the eastern 
escarpment and the large quantities of moisture available due to the close proximity of 
the Agulhas Current. A similar trait was identified in this thesis, where it was found 
that these two features played a key role in the evolution of the MCS. The particular 
system studied here did not appear to reach MCC status since to it did not contain the 











these two categories, it did manage to attain the required cloud top temperature and 
possibly size for MCC status. 
In terms of development and evolution, the convective system was triggered over the 
eastern escarpment as single cells storms in the early afternoon of February 11 2005. 
The triggering of the event was likely due to a combination of the high-lying 
topography and strong surface diurnal heating. These single cell storms then merged, 
forming a large convective system known as a MCS. MRF data suggest that the 
convective event evolved as result of interaction between an interior trough, a ridging 
anticyclone located to the south of the country, and a mid-level trough propagating 
along the southern parts of the country. The timing of the different development 
stages of the system and the development pattern itself is similar to that identified in 
similar systems in other regions of the world (Maddox, 1980; Velasco and Fritsch, 
1987; Millar and Fritsch, 1991; Laing and Fritsch 1993a; Laing and Fritsch 1997; 
Anderson and Arritt, 1998). The system then propagated towards the warm waters of 
the northern Agulhas Current, which is known to be a common propagation pattern of 
these types of large convective systems in eastern South Africa (e.g. Laing and 
Fritsch, 1993b). This propagation direction may be due to the combination of the mid-
level flow pattern and the inflow of low level high-ge air (Corfidi et al. 1996). It was 
evident that in all the simulations conducted in this thesis, the propagation of the 
simulated system appeared to be influenced by the prevailing mid-level flow. It was 
also apparent that most of the moisture used to fuel the system originated from the 
Agulhas Current region. The Agulhas Current as a moisture source for extreme 
precipitation events has been identified in numerous cases before (e.g. Rouault et al. 
2002; Singleton and Reason, 2006, 2007). 
Simulations with a numerical mesoscale model indicated that the heavy precipitation 
along the coastal regions resulted from a combination of factors. These factors include 
a convectively unstable atmosphere, which contained a high water content, and a 
coupled low level convergence and mid-level divergence pattern. The coastal 
topography may also have provided the initial uplift required for the heavy 
precipitation. More importantly, the simulations indicated that these favourable 
patterns for the development of convection persisted for long periods over the coastal 











large local precipitation totals often occur when deep convective cells are organized in 
such a way that they move repeatedly over a given area. 
Ultimately, these synoptic and mesoscale conditions are likely to have favoured the 
development of an MCS and the heavy precipitation due to them remaining over a 
specific region and lasting for several hours (Romero et al. 2000). However, there 
were slight differences identified in the model simulation when compared to the 
observations. The next section discusses some of the known problems with simulating 
or forecasting these convective systems and the associated precipitation, which may 
have influenced the results obtained in this thesis. 
7.2. Discussion of Modelling Results 
There have been a number of studies dedicated to exammmg the ability of a 
mesoscale numerical model to simulate mesoscale convective systems and the 
associated weather phenomena, and those that have done so have shown some success 
(e.g. Tucker and Crook, 1998; Romero et al. 1998; Bernardet et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 
2003 and many others). However, there is still a lot of room for improvement in 
simulating these convective systems. MCSs are predominately warm season events, 
which suggests that numerical models will struggle to accurately simulate these types 
of systems due to the poor simulation/forecast of convective precipitation (e.g. Kuo et 
al. 1996; Wang and Seaman, 1997). This problem may be due to deficiencies in the 
parameterizations (e.g. the convective scheme or the land-surface scheme, etc), which 
may need to be tailored for local conditions. Currently, there do not appear to be a 
suite of universal parameterization schemes that produce better results in a range of 
different environments and situations. 
It was found that the precipitation in the control run was over-estimated or under-
estimated in certain parts of northeastern KZN but, the spatial distribution was 
reasonably well produced. However, there also appeared to be some small regions 
where the model simulated precipitation which did not occur in the observations. It 
should be noted that even with an increased resolution, there was no difference in the 
spatial distribution of precipitation, although the intensity changed. The nested 











when compared to the mother domain, but it had larger errors in the over-estimated 
precipitation. 
Precipitation under- or over-estimation appears to be one of the biggest problems 
when it comes to accurate simulations of flash flooding associated with mesoscale 
convective events. As noted by Fritsch et al. (1998), quantitative precipitation 
forecasting (QPF) skill by the current operational models remains relatively low. 
Spencer and Stensrud (1998) ran different modelling experiments to find that some 
sacrifice has to be made in either precipitation totals or areal extent of heavy 
precipitation. They suggest that it is more useful to under-estimate the total 
precipitation, but produce a correct distribution of the precipitation than to produce a 
more accurate total precipitation, but the wrong spatial distribution. 
Probably the key for numerical mesoscale models to produce reasonable simulations 
is that they must accurately predict the development and evolution of convection. 
Convective processes usually occur on scales smaller than can be resolved by current 
model resolutions, and hence, have to be parameterized. Zhang and Fritsch (1988a) 
suggest that two of the most important components in modelling mesoscale events are 
that of adequate parameterizations of deep convection and the planetary boundary 
layer (PBL). From the literature it is known that the simulations of convectively 
generated mesoscale patterns show considerable sensitivity to the formulation of the 
trigger function within a convective (or cumulus) parameterization scheme (CPS; e.g. 
Kain and Fritsch, 1992 and Stensrud and Fritsch, 1994). The trigger function is the 
complete set of criteria used to determine when and where deep convection occurs in 
a numerical model (Kain and Fritsch, 1992). Other authors, such as Kuo et al. (1996) 
and Wang and Seaman (1997), have also identified model sensitivities to differences 
in the actual construction of the CPS. It should be noted that the problems associated 
with the construction of CPS is not discussed here due to it being beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Kuo et al. (1996) also found that the distribution and intensity of 
precipitation were "extremely sensitive" to the choice of the CPS. As noted by Grell 












A large portion of the summer rainfall in South Africa is convective in origin (Tyson 
and Preston-Whyte, 2000), which means that an effective CPS is required for the 
model in order to accurately simulate or forecast precipitation patterns. There has 
been considerable focus on the issue of a reliable or ,effective CPS (e.g. Kuo et aI., 
1996; Wang and Seaman, 1997; Kuo et al. 1997; and others), but there does not 
appear to be a scheme that performs consistently better than others. In this thesis, all 
simulations used the Grell CPS (Grell et al., 1994) in the mother domain. It has 
already been established that the CPS used in the simulation will have an influence on 
the precipitation output. Hence, a CPS that will perform favourably for the selected 
resolution was used. Based on the literature, it appears that the Grell and Kain-Fritsch 
schemes (Kain and Fritsch, 1993) are the most appropriate for the resolution chosen 
for the simulations in this thesis. For example, in a study by Wang and Seaman 
(1997), where four cumulus schemes were tested at grids of 36 Ian and 12 Ian on six 
heavy precipitation events, results showed that the Kain-Fritsch and Grell schemes did 
well in predicting total precipitation volume and storm life-cycles, but over-predicted 
light precipitation. To evaluate the success of the cumulus parameterizations, these 
authors used as indicators other aspects of precipitation, such as timing, evolution, 
areal coverage and intensity. 
It must be noted that other physical processes that are parameterized will have an 
influence on convection, which is why sufficient parameterization of these processes 
is also required. An adequate PBL representation is required because of the large 
vertical fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum produced by near-surface processes 
which have a significant effect on the energy supply for PBL-rooted convective 
storms (Zhang and Fritsch, 1988a). This will apply particularly to the eastern 
Southern Africa region where the Agulhas current is responsible for large values of 
heat fluxes off the east coast (Rouault et al. 2003) and is known to have an impact on 
heavy rainfall events (Rouault et ai. 2002; Singleton and Reason 2006, 2007). It was 
found that when increasing the resolution of the SST in the simulation, a better 
precipitation spatial distribution was obtained, but the intensity was greatly over-
estimated in regions. An improved shape of the model mesoscale system also 
appeared to be generated when the higher resolution SST data was used, particularly 











However, it appears that many of the problems that arise in simulating MCS and the 
associated precipitation appear to be with the parameterizations used, with the CPS 
probably being the most troublesome (e.g. Grell et al. 2000). In order to reduce the 
influence that the convective parameterization scheme has on the model results, high 
resolution runs, which can explicitly resolve vertical motions causing precipitation, 
are required (Flory and Gutowski, 2005). Adequate model resolution has been 
highlighted throughout the literature to be of great importance in simulating MCSs 
and convection. The need for high model resolution was identified in the early stages 
of mesoscale modelling development. For example, Zhang et al. (1988) suggested that 
in order to reproduce a squall line with an explicit (grid-resolved) convective scheme, 
the grid size may need to be reduced so that individual convective components, such 
as updrafts and precipitation fallout, can be explicitly resolved. Using the non-
hydrostatic version of MM5 to simulate precipitation over the complex terrain of the 
Alps, Grell et al. (2000) were able to produce more realistic precipitation patterns and 
increases in precipitation in their higher resolution runs due to a better resolution of 
the local orographic features. Weisman et al. (1997) found that the accuracy of the 
representation of mesoscale systems by a numerical model deteriorates significantly at 
grid resolutions larger than 4km. 
From the simulated experiments in this thesis, it was identified that one of the key 
features of an increased resolution was the over-estimation of precipitation. At a 
higher resolution (6km compared to 18km), the location of the precipitation did not 
change drastically, but the intensity of the precipitation did. This difference between 
the simulated precipitation intensity within the domains could have possibly resulted 
from more precipitation being explicitly resolved in the nested domain and hence, an 
increase in precipitation in this particular domain. 
However, it is not always the case that a higher resolution simulation will produce a 
better result compared to a lower resolution simulation. For example, Singleton and 
Reason (2007) found that MM5 deficiencies in the location of heavy rainfall during 
cut-off lows were not improved at 3 km resolution compared to the 27 km grid. Flory 
and Gutowski (2005) also suggest that the benefits derived from high resolution runs 
may not be worth the computational cost. These authors found that when attempting 











km) and a higher resolution run (5 km), the spatial patterns and timings of the 
precipitation were well reproduced in both runs, but in both cases, the amount of 
precipitation was overestimated. As discussed by Kuo et al. (1997), model simulations 
with resolutions between 1-20 km add problems to ,the CPS due to a portion of the 
mesoscale convective system being resolved by the model. Mass et al. (2002) studied 
the effects of horizontal resolution on forecast accuracy and also developed a review 
on high resolution studies from the past two decades. These authors noted that higher 
resolution simulations appear more useful for strongly forced convection or 
convection associated with fronts, drylines or topography. 
Bernardet et al. (2000) found that high resolution was needed not only to resolve 
convection, but that it must also be able to resolve components of the LLJ, such as the 
jet strength, timing and location. These authors found that changes in the simulated 
LLJ affected the development of the MCS, resulting in the rapid change in 
precipitation rate. As discussed in chapter two, a LLJ is usually a prominent feature 
found in the evolution of MCS. It should be noted that there did not appear to be a 
LLJ present in the control simulation. However, it was evident that moderate onshore 
winds still played an important role in providing fuel for the system. 
Another important feature in the model setup includes the representation of the 
physiography (i.e. topography, soil moisture, etc) of the region. Bernardet et al. 
(2000) analysed four simulations of convective events that took place in the United 
States to show that the explicit simulation of convection depends on high spatial ' 
resolution of physiography. These authors found that their selected convective case 
studies were initiated by topography, or soil moisture gradients or other mesoscale 
forcing features. Numerical simulations have previously been used to identify the 
important role of topography in the initiation and development of MCSs (e.g. Tucker 
and Crook 1999). Mountains may aid in producing heavy rainfall through orographic 
uplift of potentially unstable air or they may assist in developing long-lived, 
stationary low-level convergence zones that provide a source for new convection to 
develop (Spencer and Stensrud, 1998). It was identified that the local topography 
appeared to play an important role in the evolution of the convective system presented 
in this thesis. From the results in the topography sensitivity simulation it indicated that 











convective system as well as influencing the low level circulation patterns. The results 
also indicated that the coastal topography may have provided additional forcing for 
the uplift of the moist onshore flow and hence, favoured conditions for heavy 
precipitation. 
However, in the absence of significant terrain features or other noticeable strong 
large-scale forcing for upward motion, a very accurate representation of the initial 
conditions is sometimes necessary for the success of numerical simulations. Stensrud 
and Fritsch (1994) noted that the initiation and evolution of convection is tied to 
mesoscale features that are not always well observed by the conventional observing 
network, which makes the structure of the model initial conditions a potentially 
crucial factor for a successful numerical simulation. These authors obtained a more 
reasonable representation of events when subjectively altering the mesoscale model's 
initial conditions by creating artificial stations and soundings. As discussed by Zhang 
and Fritsch (1986), it appears that the timing, location, and magnitude of mesoscale 
features within a mesoscale model simulation re subject to large errors when 
important mesoscale details are missing from the initial conditions imposed on the 
model. This result highlights the importance of data observing networks that have the 
ability to observe not only atmospheric conditions on the synoptic scale, but also on 
the mesoscale. 
For this particular case study, it was found that when starting the model run two days 
prior to the control simulation starting time, a different precipitation pattern was 
found, with a significant under-estimation of the precipitation along the entire north 
coast region (not shown). As mentioned previously, the region does not contain any 
significant topography as found in the interior, so other factors, such as those found in 
the control simulation, are required for heavy precipitation. As discussed by Xu et al. 
(2001), highly nonlinear processes are involved in the simulation of an MCS, which 
increases the likelihood that small errors in the early part of the simulation may 
accumulate and become amplified as the simulation continues, resulting in large 
errors at the end. Hence, the longer the spin up time involved in the simulation, the 
more likely the model will deviate away from the event. Thus, if one has reasonable 
or accurate initial conditions, it is better to start closer to the event, but at the same 











starting the simulation at OOhOO UTC 10 February 2005 resulted in a more accurate 
simulation of the event. 
The literature suggests that a possible solution may involve the use of additional data 
in the initialization of the model to increase the accuracy of the simulation. An 
example of this is the incorporation of extra sounding data, such as that used by 
Zhang and Fritsch (1986) that are not typically available from the regular 
observational network. On the same note, Zheng et al. (1995) found that they could 
not successfully simulate a flood-producing mesoscale convective system in 
northwestern Oklahoma with standard observations alone. Thus, if special 
observations are not obtainable (as in most cases) then other measures have to be 
taken in order to try and achieve a reasonable simulation of the event. Another 
method which seems to be used more often in modelling is that of four-dimensional 
data assimilation (e.g. Yakazami and Orgaz, 2005). Four-dimensional data 
assimilation (FDDA or 4-DDA) involves processes through which the model is kept 
in close check with observations. However, for this process to be useful, a reliable and 
well distributed observation dataset is required, which is problematic for the South 
African region. It should be remembered that not all regions gather continuous 
observation coverage due to varying circumstances. Results from the mid-latitude 
sensitivity simulation highlighted the importance of the Southern Hemisphere mid-
latitudes in the simulation of weather systems over South Africa. These results 
indicated that the large-scale features found in the mid-latitudes need to be well 
resolved in the models initial and boundary conditions. This is due to these large-scale 
features having an influence on weather patterns over South Africa. However, the 
Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes is a region that cannot provide continuous or well 
distributed radiosonde or station data due to the lack of land. This region relies on 
data obtained from other observing systems, such as satellites, which have played a 
key role in the development of analysis data for the Southern Hemisphere since 1979 
(Tennant, 2004). 
It should also be noted that there are other factors that play a role in mesoscale 
modelling. In a modelling case study, Xu et al. (2001) found that in a weakly forced 
large-scale environment, the successful simulation of an MCS may depend on the 











were altered, different results were achieved. They proposed that this sensitivity to the 
change in time step size may possibly be related to the numerical horizontal 
diffusivity, which is dependent on the time step. They also noted that the precipitation 
field was the most sensitive, with both the location and intensity affected. 
The setup of a model simulation can be very subjective, so that the simulations could 
be seen as a trial and error process, used to try and identify the most appropriate 
configuration. The challenge in modelling mesoscale convective systems is that they 
occur on a scale of hundreds of kilometres, yet the model resolution must be fine 
enough to simulate the key formation elements accurately. Also, the different severe 
weather producing systems all contain different forcings and features that playa role 
in their evolution, which also differ from case to case. This is why further modelling 
studies are required to try and identify the best setup for the range of systems. The 
validation of model simulations is something that also requires further attention, 
especially in regions that only contain coarse resolution observations. An adequate 
network of weather stations that continuously record atmospheric conditions is 
required to validate the model results. These observations could also be included in 
the initial conditions of the model simulation. In summary, it can be concluded that 
the key features that require attention when commencing a model simulation include: 
the horizontal and vertical resolution, the parameterization schemes used, 
physiography (i.e. topography, soil moisture, etc) and the initial conditions (incl. 
starting times). Other problematic issues include computational space and time 
associated with higher resolution model runs. 
It is clear that modelling mesoscale convective systems is very complex and that 
further research is required in order to identify the key factors in the evolution of such 
systems. It must also be highlighted that most model simulations of convective 
systems have focused on those outside of the African continent (with the possible 
exception of the Sahel region), where favourable conditions for the formation of these 
systems may differ from place to place. Thus, careful attention should be paid to 
setting up model simulations for the South African region and also direct comparisons 
of the results with that of the published literature should be viewed with caution. It 
can be concluded that there is still a great need for further research of such convective 











7.3. Future Research 
7.3.1. Introduction 
The geographical position of South Africa together with sharp regional gradients, 
topography and sea surface temperatures may help account for the diverse array of 
weather conditions experienced in the country. Heavy rainfall events along the 
northern coast of KZN are not uncommon. In the past few decades, this region has 
been flooded by a range of severe weather producing systems, such as cut-off lows 
(e.g. November 2000) and tropical cyclones (e.g. Domoina in 1984). It was noted in 
chapter four that there is a lack of radar coverage in this region, which is something 
that needs to be addressed. Research such as this thesis should provide motivation for 
SA WS to install increased radar coverage over the region, because such events will 
more than likely continue in the future. Possibly one of the most influential features in 
this region is the close proximity of the Agulhas Current, which has been shown to 
have a large influence on weather systems developing over South Africa (e.g. Rouault 
et al. 2002; Singleton and Reason 2006, 2007). Previous research has also highlighted 
the importance of the eastern escarpment in the development of convective systems in 
that region, which then propagate towards the coastal regions (e.g. Laing and Fritsch, 
1993b), as also occurred in this case study. Thus, a better understanding of regional 
topography and oceanic features on the development of MCSs and associated heavy 
rainfall events over the east coast of South Africa is needed. 
An important step, once sufficient satellite data are available, is to develop a 
climatology of mesoscale convective systems within Southern Africa. To the author's 
knowledge, there does not appear to be any information on how many MCSs occur 
annually over South Africa. Thus, future studies should determine how frequent these 
types of systems occur and how much they contribute to the South African summer 
precipitation. This should be followed with a comprehensive study on the synoptic 
and local conditions that determine the development and location of the systems. The 
use of a mesoscale model would allow for the identification of the role that certain 
local features have on the development on such systems. On the local scale, a greater 
understanding of what variables differentiate days when large MCS occur and those 











difficulties may arise when trying to develop a classification scheme for detecting 
days in which MCS may develop. Researching MCSs that developed over the Iberia 
and Balearic Islands in 2001, Garcia-Herrera et al. (2005) noted that several 
precursors are essential to guarantee convection, but they do not appear to operate 
simultaneously when looking at individual events. These authors found that multiple 
combinations of convective contributors lead to a wide variety of scenarios for MCS 
genesis, thus making it hard to develop a reliable classification system. 
7.3.2. The Role of Satellites 
In regions where A WS data collection and radiosonde data are sparse, alternative 
methods are required. Satellites have played a major role in monitoring weather 
systems allover the world and collecting atmospheric data, due to these instruments 
being able to continuously observe large regions. They have been used to identify 
MCSs as well as their structural properties, location and distribution around the world 
(e.g. Evans and Shemo, 1996; Hodges and Thorncroft, 1997; Carvalho and Jones, 
2001). A key role of satellites was determined early on when their capability for 
allowing the very-short-range forecasting of such severe weather systems became 
apparent (e.g. Zipser, 1982). 
F or this thesis, only data taken from the MSG satellite was utilized. Other instruments 
that could be used to monitor such events include the precipitation radar and TRMM 
microwave imager aboard the TRMM satellite (Kummerow et al. 1998). This satellite 
has previously been used to document a heavy rainfall event in South Africa (Rouault 
et al. 2002), but for this case study the satellite swath path did not extend over the 
KZN region during the event. 
All channels aboard the MSG satellite are useful for determining different features 
within the atmosphere, due to the satellite capturing wavelengths ranging from visible 
wavelengths to infrared wavelengths. In chapter four, the use of individual channels, 
such as the IR channel, was used in identifying the convective system and the 
associated cloud top temperatures. These individual channels help in defining an 
MCS, as well as locating regions where convective precipitation is taking place. 











composites). This is due to some channels working better than others in different 
times of the day. 
A typical MCS is usually a nocturnal feature, initiating during the afternoon and 
continuing to develop through the night. Night time and daytime convection is 
monitored by using different satellite channels and different Red-Green-Blue (RGB) 
composites. Certain wavelengths are ineffective at night as a result of there being no 
sunlight reflected off the cloud tops. Thus, daytime convection may be monitored 
using the previous mentioned channels, such as the IR and the visible channels, 
whereas night time convection uses the infrared channels and water vapour channels 
or a combination of these channels. 
Future work on Southern African convective systems could include the use of RGB 
composites to help identify characteristic features during the development and life 
cycle of MCSs. These composites may also be used for short range forecasting of 
heavy precipitation due to this method allowing for the detection of regions of strong 
convection within the cloud mass. Ultimately, the use of these composites will 
hopefully broaden our knowledge on detection, monitoring and forecasting such 
systems. 
7.3.3. Mesoscale Modelling 
Large increases in computer processing power, the development of sophisticated 
parameterizations and the availability of global analysis datasets have resulted in 
mesoscale modelling being widely used over the last few years. This increase in 
mesoscale modelling has led to more research on mesoscale convective systems with 
the model able to produce finer details about the structure of these systems and the 
environment in which they develop. However, there still remains uncertainty in the 
skill of models to simulate such systems. 
Currently, there is still uncertainty on how effective the use of very high resolution 
simulations are in relation to the high computation costs (e.g. Flory and Gutowski, 
2005). This result suggests that possibly more focus should be placed on the 











models initial and boundary conditions (including the local topography) may be 
needed. Stensrud and Fritsch (1994) found that if the mesoscale features were not 
resolved in the initial conditions then the result simulation was somewhat different to 
the observations. These authors found that the lack of observation data may lead to 
the poor initialization. Thus, future modelling of South African events should include 
the use of observational data to try improve initial conditions. However, this is limited 
to the amount of observational data that is available. In the control simulation and the 
mid-latitude sensitivity simulation, it was demonstrated that synoptic features in the 
mid-latitudes played a role in the development of the convective system. Thus, an 
accurate representation of the mid-latitudes in the re-analysis data is needed since this 
data is used for the initial and boundary conditions imposed on the model. 
Some key questions that need to be addressed in future modelling work include: 
1. How to get an accurate forecast without having "special" observations (i.e. 
best resolution and initial conditions)? 
2. What is the ideal resolution when compared to the cost in computational space 
and time? 
3. How does one validate the model results in data sparse regions? 
4. How reliable are the NCEP and ECWMF re-analysis data in the mid-latitude 
Southern Hemisphere, since observations are relatively sparse 
The atmospheric community can obtain a lot of information from these types of 
studies, such as identifying the factors that play a crucial role in the development of 
MCS. Numerical modelling is a process that can only get stronger as more advanced 
models become available to the research community or the parameterizations used 
become more refined. This will hopefully enable forecasters to predict the location 
and intensity of these types of systems in South Africa, which may benefit local 
communities and reduce loss of life and damage to infrastructure. Disaster 
management groups would also be able to properly prepare and mitigate the damage 
that these systems may produce. It will also be able to benefit the agricultural sector, 













In this thesis, a mesoscale convective system that resulted in a copious amount of 
precipitation along the northeast coast of South Africa was investigated. From SA WS 
rainfall data, it was evident that this single event had a large impact on the February 
2005 rainfall over northern KZN. Thus, the main emphasis for this thesis was on the 
identification of the processes that resulted in the development of the system as well 
as the associated heavy precipitation. This was possible with the use of the MM5 
mesoscale model, which allows for the detection of features at a higher temporal and 
spatial resolution when compared to analysis or re-analysis datasets, such as MRF 
model output or NCEP re-analysis data. Various sensitivity tests, using the MM5 
model, were also conducted in order to identify the role certain local features played 
in the development of the particular convective event. An attempt was also made to 
highlight the use of satellite and radar technologies to detect and monitor such storms 
in South Africa. Due to the coarse resolution of the South African observation and 
upper-air sounding network, only satellite and radar images were used to verify the 
development and propagation of the system. These technologies used to monitor 
storm development are very useful, but there are still shortcomings that need to be 
addressed. One such shortcoming is the lack of radar data over the north coast of 
KwaZulu-Natal. 
From satellite images, it was evident that during the early afternoon of 11 February 
2005, single cell convective systems initiated over the topography of the eastern 
escarpment of South Africa. These individual systems then merged and developed 
into a mesoscale convective system during the late afternoon and strengthened during 
the night, resulting in the heavy precipitation found along parts of KZN. A similar 
propagation pattern as identified in MCCs over South Africa by Laing and Fritsch 
(1993b) was found in this case study. After initiating over the eastern escarpment, the 
system began to propagate to the east/northeast, towards the northern Agulhas Current 











were favourable for the development of an MCS and the associated heavy 
precipitation found along the eastern region of South Africa. 
The analysis of the MRF model data reveals that the convective event resulted from 
an interaction of a ridging anticyclone, a surface trough in the interior and a weak 
westerly wave in the mid-levels. It developed in an atmosphere that was favourable 
for the development of convection and was likely to have been triggered by high 
diurnal surface heating as well as the high-lying topography of the eastern 
escarpment. Moisture transports, which were derived from NCEP reanalysis data, 
suggested that moisture from the Agulhas Current then fed and strengthened the 
system during the late afternoon and night. Changes in the synoptic conditions during 
the morning of the 12th resulted in the system decaying. These changes included the 
propagation of the ridging anticyclone out into the Southwest Indian Ocean, which 
resulted in the core of the strong onshore, moisture advecting winds weakening and 
moving further offshore. 
It was found that the development of the MCS was successfully simulated in the 
control run at a resolution of 18 km and a nested grid of 6 km. This was assessed by 
the presence of key development features of the system, as well as by the timing of 
the different stages through its evolution. It is encouraging to find that the MM5 
model appeared to be capable of simulating such a convective system over the eastern 
parts of South Africa. However, there were some differences found between the 
control simulation and the observations. These differences include the shape of the 
simulated system and the excess precipitation produced in some regions. These 
differences could possibly be explained by the low resolution MRF data used in the 
initial and boundary conditions or issues related to the parameterization of convection 
and cloud microphysics. 
Through the use of the numerical model it was established that the heavy precipitation 
along the north coast was due to sustained periods of favourable conditions for deep 
convection. This result was identified through variables such as convective instability, 
low level moisture content and strong vertical motions. The simulation results suggest 
that the pattern of low level convergence and upper level divergence along the coastal 











also suggested the presence of strong onshore winds in the lower levels during the 
evolution of the convective system. This wind pattern likely played a key role in 
supplying moisture into the region during the late afternoon and night, which was then 
forced to ascend due to the coastal topography. Backward trajectories supported the 
findings in the NCEP and MRF data, since it was also apparent that moisture used to 
fuel the system was transported into the region after travelling above the Agulhas 
Current. However, one noticeable absent feature during the event was that of a strong 
LLJ, which is usually documented in these types of convective events. 
Various sensitivity simulations were preformed in order to identify the role certain 
features, namely the surrounding SST, the local topography and the large-scale mid-
latitudes circulation, played in the development of the convective system. The results 
from these simulations highlighted the importance of accurately resolving these three 
features in the initial and boundary conditions since different properties in the MCS 
evolution and the associated heavy nocturnal precipitation were identified in each 
simulation. It is suggested that the differences found in the sensitivity simulations 
were related to different circulation patterns in the low- to mid-levels, which played a 
significant role in advecting moisture into the region and determining the propagation 
path of the system. A key feature identified in all but one of these simulations was 
that the heavy nocturnal precipitation was linked to sustained conditions favouring the 
development of convection along the coastal regions, as identified in the control 
simulation. In the topography sensitivity simulation, these conditions only occurred 
for a short while and hence, a much reduced precipitation pattern occurred. 
Some key points emerged from the numerical modelling, with the most obvious being 
the complexity of modelling convective systems. This complexity points to the need 
for further model simulations using different initial conditions, starting times, 
parameterizations, and resolutions to test for the optimum setup of the MM5 model 
since the experience from this event does not necessarily mean that similar results will 
be achieved for other South African events. The major challenge in modelling these 
systems is that they occur on a scale of hundreds of kilometres, yet the model 
resolution must be fme enough to accurately represent the small scale features. Hence, 
the representation of sub-grid scale atmospheric processes needs to be improved. 











24 hours in advance at the selected resolution. Although, it must again be recognized 
that this thesis is based on a single case study and further tests are required in order to 
determine the ability to model other cases. 
The mechanisms that result in the development of these types of storms are not 
completely understood, yet these systems play a large role in the weather and rainfall 
patterns in parts of Southern Africa. More research is required on these large 
convective systems, to enable the identification of regional conditions and synoptic 
pre-cursors that may lead to such events in South Africa. The sensitivity tests suggest 
that more attention needs to be paid to the representation of the local topography and 
SSTs of the surrounding oceans in the initial conditions applied to the model. These 
tests also highlighted the importance of accurately representing the mid-latitudes in 
numerical simulations of weather events in South Africa. However, further 
investigation is required to see if other types of extreme precipitating events are 
influenced by these features. Other variables that should be investigated further 
include the effects of local land usage and soil moisture content. A future challenge 
with numerical mesoscale models also includes improving quantitative precipitation 
forecasting since these systems may be associated with heavy precipitation. Thus, 
careful attention should be paid to the development of the convective 
parameterization schemes, as well as the incorporation of extra observational data into 
the initial conditions to obtain a more accurate representation of the state of the 
atmosphere in simulations. 
Future research should include the development of a climatology of these convective 
systems found in South Africa, as well as obtaining a better understanding of the 
synoptic and mesoscale environment in which they develop. The need for better 
forecasting of such events will continue to grow, which is why a greater 
understanding of these systems is required. With increases in satellite and radar 
technology, better monitoring and detection of the systems should occur, which 
should lead to a better understanding. These convective systems are known to produce 
an array of severe weather phenomenon, including large quantities of precipitation, 
which at times can be vital for this semi-arid country. An accurate assessment of the 











remains unknown, which further motivates for more research into these large, 
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Figure A-i.J eont: MSG in lT-dried sat.ell ite images. with colour mapping applied to 
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Figun' AS.1 : Simulatcd domain two outgoing longwa\c radiation (shaded with 
interval of20 W.m_2) and precipitable water (contour staning at 4 em with interval of 
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t'igurc A6A: Convective instahility (shaded: 2 °C interval starling at 10°C) and 
pnx:ipitable water (contour. 10 mill interval) over the castenl parts of So lith Africa in 
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FiJ!urc A65: Domain one OLR (interval. 20 w.m-1) d(.:rivcd from the SS"1 test 
simu lation starting at 12hOO UTe II Fl.;bruary at 3 hour intcrv;:tl s (from lelt to right) 























fii gurr A6.6: Temp.."famrc (da<he,1 ~')ntoo.!flii; inl~1"\1I1 4 dcgroc~ k), g~<.>pOtcnt;",1 ~ight 
(thick conto"r,: 1111"""01 20m) und wind~ Wilh spt:<-d< greater than 2Om.s" al Ih.: 500 
hPa !C\"cl. Jeri\'cd fronl the topogra rhy te.-;l ~ imulalion. Sl;jrting at 06hOU ure ,111 the 
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FiAurc A( •. 7 Vertical cross-sections or wtnd speed:>; staning at 10 m.s·' (shaded; 5 
III s·t interval) and zonal wmd spt.-·(:ds (contuur: 2 m.s·1 illlcrv'll) frUlIl the topography 
sensitivity s imulation alullg B-1\' in figure 5.9 . From left to right s tarling at 14hOO 
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Figun' A(dt Cotlveetive instahility (shaded: 2 0(: interval starti ng at 10 "C) and 
rreeipitahle water (contour. to mOl interval) over the eastern parts of South Africa in 
the topogmphy sensitivity simulation. The convective instability is calculated hy thl;! 
dilT.:rcncc bt!twccn equivalent poll;!nt iallcmpcraturl;! at the 0.955 - 0.525 sigma kvel s. 
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Figure A6.9: Iioufl y simulated precipitation ( inlcrv<ll {II 0.5 em) from th\; mid· 
latilude !Sensiti vity Tun, which is displayed every three hour.> slarling al 12hOO UTe 
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Fi!!ure A6. IO: Temperature (dashed cootours; interval 2 degrees k). geopotential 
height (thick contour>.: interval 20m) and wind;; wi th sp"eds greater than 20 m.s-] at 
the 500 hPa I ~vel , d~ri ved from (he mi<1-1atiludc sensitivity lest. SlaTting at 06hOO 
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Figure A('.ll : Same as figure 6.23. excert at the 0.525 sigma level and regions where 
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Fij!;ure A6.12 : MoiSlurc l'Ol1vcrgcrH;(' (sha(!'~J posi tivI.; values v.ith intcrv:lJ of 5 g.kg-
I .S" I) and \vi11(1 speeds greater than 10 m.s- I at the O,g70 sigma level from thl.; miu-
latitude sensitivity simulation. Starting at 12hOO-04hOO UTe 11112 february, at 2 
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Fi!!,lIrc A6.13 : COll vcdiw instability (shaded: 2°C interval stm1ing at lO °C) and 
precipitahle waler (conI our. 10 mm interval) over the eastern parts or South Arrica in 
the mid-latitude sensit ivity simulation. Starling at 12hOO UTC and ending at 06hOO 
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Figure A6.14: Winds. vertical velocity (contour: interval 25 cm.s· l ) and rain water 
mixing ratio (shaded: starting at 0.4 g kg"l ) at the 750 hPa level in the mid-latitude 
sensiti vity run. Starting at I ShOO UTe on the 11 In and ending at 04hOO UTe on the 
12th , a12 hour intervals (left 10 right). Only areu:o; with upward motion (greater than 10 













Basic Severe Weather Parameters: 
- As used by the NOAA National Weather Service (www.crh.noaa.gov/) 
B.l. Convective Available Potential Energy - CAPE 
CAPE represents the amount of buoyant energy created in the process whereby a 
parcel of air passes its level of free convection and continues to rise due to it 
becoming warmer than its environment. This energy is then available to accelerate the 
parcel of air upwards. This parameter is determined from the positive area on a 
sounding between the parcel's ascent along a moist adiabat and the environmental 
temperature curve from the level of free convection (LFC) to the equilibrium level 
(EL). 
Where: 
g = gravity 
EL = equilibrium level 
EL 
CAPE = g { [(Tparcel- Tenvir) I Tenvir] dz 
LFC 
LFC = level of free convection 
"{" = vertical integration between the LFC and the EL 
dz = incremental depth 
Tparcel = temperature of a parcel from the lowest 500 m of the atmosphere, raised 
dry adiabatically to the LCL and moist adiabatically thereafter 
Tenvir = temperature of the environment 
B.2. Lifted Index - LI 
This parameter (in degrees Celsius) is a measure of stability which measures the 
difference between a lifted parcel's temperature at 500 mb and the environmental 
temperature at 500 mb. 
LI = T(500 mb envi) - T(500 mb parcel) 
Where: 
T (500 mb envi) = 500 mb environmental temperature 
T (500 mb parcel) = rising air parcel's 500 mb temperature. 
B.3. Precipitable Water - PW 
Precipitable water, which is measured in mm, is the amount of precipitable water for 











B.4. Severe Weather Threat Index - SWEAT: 
The SWEAT Index evaluates the potential for severe weather by combining several 
parameters into one index. These parameters include: 
• Temperature in Celsius at 850 mb - (T850mb) 
• Total Totals Index - (IT) 
• 850 and 500mb wind speeds (f8 and f5) and direction (S) 
These parameters are then incorporated into one equation: 
SWEAT = 12 [Td8S0 mb] + 20 (TT - 49) + 2 (S8K) + SSK + 12S (S + 0.2) 
Where: 
S8K and S5K = 850 mb and 500 mb wind speed in knots, respectively, 
S = sin (500 mb minus 850 mb wind direction) 
B.S. Total Totals Index - TT: 
This method uses the combination of two other parameters, which are Vertical Totals 
(VT) and the Cross Totals (CT). These two parameters utilize three values at two 
different levels, which are: 
• Temperature in Celsius at 850 mb - (T850mb) 
• Dewpoint in Celsius at 850 mb - (Td850 mb) 
• Temperature in Celsius at 500 mb - (T50Omb) 
This then results in the TT being calculated as: 
TT=VT+CT 
VT = T8S0mb - TSOO mb 
CT = Td8S0mb - TSOO mb 
B.6. Bulk Richardson number - BRN: 
This relationship between the buoyancy and wind shear is represented in the form of 
the bulk Richardson number (BRN), R, a non-dimensional convective parameter 
defined as: 
Where B is the buoyant energy (or CAPE) in the storms environment and U is a 
measure of the vertical wind shear. The vertical wind shear is calculated by taking the 












List of Acronyms 
AMSR-E - Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS 
ARL - Atmosphere Resources Laboratory 
A WS - Automatic Weather Station 
BRN - Bulk Richardson's Number 
CAPE - Convective Available Potential Energy 
CDC - Climate Diagnostic Center 
CISK - Conditional Instability of the Second Kind 
CPS - Convective Parameterization Scheme 
DJF - December, January and February 
ECMWF - European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting 
FDDA - Four-Dimensional Data Assimilation 
GCM - Global Circulation Model 
GMT - Greenwich Mean Time 
GPCP - Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
HRV - High Resolution Visible 
HYSPLIT - Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory 
IR - Infrared 
ITCZ - Intertropical Convergence Zone 
KZN - KwaZulu-Natal 
LI - Lifted Index 
LLJ - Low Level Jet 











MBE - Meso-beta Scale Convective Elements 
MCS - Mesoscale convective system 
MCC - Mesoscale Convective Complex 
MCV - Mesoscale Convective Vortex 
MCWS - Mesoscale Convection Weather Systems 
MM5 - Mesoscale Model 5th Generation 
MRF - Medium Range Forecast 
MSG - Meteosat Second Generation 
MW - Microwave 
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NCAR - National Center for Atmospheric Research 
NCEP - National Center for Environmental Prediction 
NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
01 - Optimally Interpolated 
OISST - Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperatures 
OLR - Outgoing Longwave Radiation 
PBL - Planetary Bou dary Layer 
PECS - Persistent Elongated Convective Systems 
PSU - Pennsylvania State University 
PW - Precipitable Water 
QPF - Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting 
RGB - Red, Blue and Green 
RIJ - Rear Inflow Jet 
SA WS - South African Weather Service 











SST - Sea Surface Temperature 
SWEAT - Severe Weather Threat Index 
TMI - TRMM Microwave Imager 
TRMM - Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
TT - Total Totals Index 
ULJ - Upper Level Jet 
US - United States of America 
USGS - United States Geological Survey 
UTe - Coordinated Universal Time 
WPR - Western Pacific Region 
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